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PREFACE
TT hu been my end.your to tnDAlA.te "hat my author wrote in
~ fUQh • ",ay aa to make bim ~teUigjble to the ro&d8l', while preeefT
Ins the idiom whicb be employed. The danger of thiamethod is
obvioua: jf the .,le and 8.l'r8Dpment of the AmbiG is followed too
closely the meaning in English will inerit&bly be somewhat obeoure.
(Thole who have UBed Haarbriioker'. tnnslation of the MNGl will
feeduy .admit that the German i8 lOmetim.esunintelligible by itself..)
On the other- hand7 to paraphtaae • work of this kiDd and to foroe ite
terminology into the mould of contemporary or 'medieY81 philosophy
is .. great« danger.. It ia common knowledge that a great many ideM
of tb6 AsbtariteiJ p&Med over to Chriatian acholutioilm. but they
suffered & sea change. I have endee:vonred to leaye them 88 they are.
I hope, 1 do not. claim.. that I have done my au,thor judice. Where I
h&ve, failed 1 enjoy dist.fDguished oompany. Shabrutlnl writea with
one eye on Avioenna.Now Algazelt who attacked AviceDna M \be
man re8ponaible for the system be hated. and A,.erroiB who attacked
him. u the man relpcmsibJe for the mooherence of philoeophYt agree
on one thing" nlUl1ely the ableDrity of AviceDD&"a dictiOD. which
lO~time8 defeated their attempt. to pup hie meaning.

Chapter I.. which forms the basi. of the writer's \1iew of God and
the uniYer8e. I haft tranal&ted very fully. Ch&pter VI. too, which
deals with Nomiualis.n. I ba~e reprodueed fairly fuUy; it is & good
example of acute I'N&OOing and dialeotic. The teat of the book I have
treated Ieee generously, but without.. I bope.. omitting anything of
real bnportaDoe.

It, had been my intention (ea I announced when P6tt I was pub
lished in 1930) to write an excunos on tb& philosophical baakground
of the Muslim creeds. But i.n 1932 Profefl)Or Wensinek pllbli&bed his
maaterly tlMtUIe 011 T"M Mu.", CTUJd, '" lh:fu.ri8 GM Hi.doriazl
~:t whicb relie'Ve8 me of that. duty. It had also been my
intention to <JODtribute lIOUlE.t notes CD, the relation of ShahnuJtinS'.
po8ition to that of his prede0esa01'8 and BUOOM8OI'8. This.. with great
regret, I halfe bad to postpone indefinitely owing to the preaaure of
adrniniatrative duties which he.ve frequently compelled me to Jay
aaide my books for montba at .. tim& jtlSt when ~e solution of ..
problem Memed in 8ight~ To study the metaphyeica1 nicet.ie8 in wbiCtb
~bahraatinI deUghted~ and to compare them wi.th oonflioting tbborieB
~ works which are only &eee8libJe in a few li.brariee, in my preleD.t
OU'ClUD8t&rtoes is an impo88ible wk. Nevertheless~ I hope that this,
the 6nrt work of ite kind on An.bio acbolMticism 60 be published in
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this country, will not be with~ut value to scholars who, to quote the
words of Cureton's preface to his Milol, 'being able to estimate the
difficulty of my undertaking and the labour which I have bestowed
upon it, will be ready upon every occasion to accord me the fullest
indulgence'.

I have pleasure in recording my deep gratitude to the Council of
the British Academy who made a handsome grant towards the heavy
cost of printing this work, and to the University of Oxford who by
vote of Convocatlon authorized the James Mew Scholarship Fund to
make a substantial contribution to the same. Without this aid the
publication of the book would not have been possible.

I also thank the Librarians of the Bodleian and the BibIiotheque
Nationale for allowing me to have photographs of the manuscripts in
their possession. Especially I desire to thank the Librarian of the
Preussische Staatsbibliothek in Berlin for his kindness in placing the
manuscript at my disposal, thus saving me considerable expense and
the uncertainty which constantly resides in a photograph of an
altered reading or a decayed page.

My thanks are also due to the Imprimerie Catholique at Beyrouth
for the careful reading of the rotographs. Some of the rather numer
ous mistakes could have been avoided had I been able to see a final
proof before the sheets were printed off, but to send final proofs from
Syria to England and back would have caused intolerable delay.

I cannot adequately thank my friend Professor Nicholson who,
amid his innumerable activities, has found time to read the whole of
the Arabic text of this book in proof, and has made numerous correc...
tions which I have almost always adopted. I am also indebted to
Mr. Reade, sub-Warden of Keble College, for allowing me to consult
him on some of the problems of the subject-matter; and most
especially to the Rev. Father Walker, S.J., who very kindly read
my translation of the first two chapters and made many helpful
criticisms and suggestions. Lastly I would thank Professor Mar
goliouth, at whose suggestion I undertook this work, for his ad-yice
and help in the difficulties which I encountered at the beginning of
the enterprise, and for his ready elucidation of some of the obscurities
in Chapter I.

ALFRED GUILLAUME
Culham, Oxon.
March, 1934.
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INTRODUCTION

SINCE William Cureton, in 1846, published in two volumes the
text of Kitabu-l-Milal wal-Ni1}al, al-Shahrastani1 has justly been

held in high regard by all students of the history of religions. For the
greater part of a century the M ilal has been used as a mine from
which to extract information about the religion and philosophy of
the Near East. Though the publication of similar works such as
al-Farq bain al-Firaq and Ibn ~azm's Milal have robbed Shahra
stini's work of the unique importance it achieved in Europe after the
publication, in 1850, of Theodor Haarbriicker's translation under the
title a8ck-Sc/w,hrasfij,ni'8 Religionspartkeien und Pkilosophen-Schulen,
its careful summary of the points of difference which divide the
multitudinous sects, and its succinct account of their general charac
teristics make it for all time indispensable.

The Nihiiyatu-l-Iqdam fi fIlmi-l-Kaliim was clearly designed by
al-Shahrastani as a complementary sequel to his Milal. In it he
frequently cites the latter. He was conscious, no doubt, that he lay
open. to the charge of excessive objectivity in his treatment of the
tenets of the sects-a charge which has justly been preferred against
him more than once.2 In this volume he clears himself 80 far as, and
only so far as, the principal Muslim sects are concerned. His object
is to indicate the farthest point reached by the philosophical thinkers
of his day and to show how far their tenets are reasonable and recon
cilable with orthodoxy, and in what respects they are wrong or defec
tive.3

As would be expected, Shahrastani's chief difficulties lay in com
bating the speculations and arguments of the Muftazila who were
much more strongly entrenched in a somewhat defective, but on the
whole defensible, system of philosophy.

Shahrastani himself gave a general, but by no means blind, allegi
ance to the Ash ~arite school.

While the present book was being printed Dr. H. Ritter published
in Stambul al-Ashfari's MaqiiJiltu-l-Isliimiyyin. t This latter work,

1 According to al-Sam(ini, his full name W88 Abii.l-Fatl}. Mul).ammad ibn Abii·l·
Qiaim (Abd BI-Karim ibn Abii Bakr Al}rnad al Shahrastiini. He was born in 479/1086
and died in 548/1153. (Other dates of his birth are given 88 467 and 469.) He was a
native of Shahrastan in the province of Khur88in.

I E.g. by D. S. Margoliouth in Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethic8, article Kalam.
See also Encyclopaedia 0/ Islam, article Shahraatiini, p. 263.

I E.g. his attack on Avicenna's theory of God's relation to the world in Ch. I.
, Part I in 1929; Part 11 in 1930. The suggestion in Dr. Ritter's Introduction

(Arabic, p. 21) that Shahrastini himself was the scribe of the MS. of the Maqiiliit,
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despite its comparative lack of criticism and discussion, is extremely
important in the light it throws on the subjects discussed by Muslims
in Ash~ari's day. He was the founder of the school of theological
thought which has dominated the minds of the majority of Muslims
down to the present time.

I venture to think that the long overdue publication of Shahras..
tarn's NiMya, which might be rendered The Present P08ition 01
Speculative and Dogmatic Theology, will enhance the importance of
the Maqiilat, as its own importance will be increased by the latter.
These two works are separated by more than two centuries of bitter
controversy in theological and philosophical circles, and the stream
of thought has left indelible marks upon the later work. Islam as
al-Ashtari left it had to be adapted and reinterpreted to meet the
needs of the growing intellectualism: Shahrastani's work indicates
the nature and extent of that growth dtuing the two centuries.

This particular Summa has a very real importance of its own.
Shahrastani (1086-1153) survived by some forty years or more the
Imim al-Ghazali who dealt philosophical studies among Muslims &,

heavy blow in his TaMfutu-l-FaJiisifa. I do not think that any clear
trace of the TaMfut will be found in these pages, from which it may
be right to infer that, while Baghdad remained the intellectual centre
of Islam, the more negative propositions of Ghazali failed to carry
the support of Islamic scholars.1 Shahrastani is the last great philo
sopher of Islam before Averroes. He has some claim to be regarded
as an original thinker. The fact that he did not retain in the eyes of
his co-religionists that eminence as a theologian to which his ability
entitled him may be attributable to a number of causes. First, his
sturdy intellectual independence made him appear somewhat of a,

dangerous modernist in an age which threatened to go to pieces. (See
al-Ghazali on this subject.) Secondly, he had not that command of
Arabic which would commend him to a later generation, though, of
course, it is possible to exaggerate the effect of this shortcomiI)g ; ~nd
thirdly, the growing reaction against kaJii,m which followed the pub
lication of al-Ghazali's attack on philosophy as a whole tended to
force all such books into the background where they were studied
only by the learned, and ceased to form a normal part of the teaching
of philosophy and theology.2

owing to the lines laqad tuftu, &c., mentioned by Ibn Khalliki.n being on the Haidara.
bad copy, is interesting. See p. 3 of the Arabic text of the NiMya.

1 This is a 8ubject to which I hope to return in the future.
S However, Yiqiit, ill. 63, 13 says that al.J:[asan b. 81.~i'r (d. 598), who was a

distinguished Cairene scholar, made it his practice to commit to memory one authori·
tative manual on each of the sciences, and he chose our author's Nihdya 88 his manual
of Kalam. I owe this reference to Prof. Margoliouth. I find a further, and much later,
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The principal facts of Shahrastani's life have already been given
by Cureton in his Preface to the Hila/,. They go back to Ibn Khal
likin. The only addition of any importance which I have been able
to find comes from Subki's Tabaqatu-l-Kubrii1 (727/1327-771/1370).
Subki says that it is stated in Dhahabi's (673/1274-748/1348) History
that Ihn al-Samfani says that Shahrastani was suspected of Ismifm
leanings; and that in Ibn aI-Sarnfani's TaJ.tbir Shahrastani is said to
have been suspected of heresy and undue fondness for the Shifas.
Subki goes on to say that he cannot think where Ihn al-Samfani got
his information, as his Dhail says nothing about these heretical
tendencies of Shahrastani, and all Shahrastani's writings give the lie
to such a belief. In his view, Ibn al-Sanl fini never made the state
ment at all, but the libel is probably due to the author of the Ka/i,!
who wrote that Shahrastini would have been"the Imam, had he not
dealt with matters of faith in an uncertain spirit and inclined towards
heresy and controversy. Further, it was felt that Shahrastini went
too far in supporting and defending the tenets of the philosophers
whenever conferences and discussions were held-at least so said
al-Khwarizmi.

Shahrastini was a deeply religious man. The intensity of his
devotion to the faith of Islam cannot be doubted by anyone who
reads this work, which in itself is a sufficient refutation of the calumnies
of his detractors. It would not be germane to this presentation of the
author's book to discuss the gulf between the learned and the un
educated Muslim which may well account for the suspicion which
gathered round his memory. His deep distress at the ungodliness
and wickedness of his age finds noble expressionS in his discussion of
the problem of evil; and his faith in an all-wise and beneficent provi
dence rises spontaneously to the surface of an argument with a rival
school.

H he is more patient with the sects than his fellow schoolmen it is
because he sees more deeply into the causes of the differences. His
summing up a.t the end of the cha.pters is generally mediating in
tendency, unle88 the point of issue is funda.mental and admits of no

reference to the NiM.ya in Jurjinit8 commentary on Ijlts Mawdqif, p. 11. Jurjinl
died in A.H. 816, i.e. A.D. 1413. 1 iv. 78.

I I can only hazard a guess 88 to the author of this book. By eliminating the works
quoted by Brockelmann, ii. 658, which were written before Shahrastinl's day and
after Dhahabt, the most probable offender would seem to be Muwaffaq al·Dln ai
Maqdisl 541/1146-620/1223. Brockehnann gives the full title of the work 88 ai-Kill
fI-l Funi" and the only copy known to him is the Paris MS. 1104. This man was
only a. child of seven when Shahl'88tinJ died9 but he 8tudied in Baghdad, and, 88 a
Hanbalite, he would hardly be likely to sympathize with Shahrast&nI's liberal attitude
towards the problems of philosophy and theology which the Hanbalites refused even
to discuss. • p.266.
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compromise. When he can he accep~his adversaries' arguments and
tries to show that they demand or admit of another conclusion. Only
when he comes to the eschatological beliefs of Islam does he falter.
His rapid passage over the 'bridge', the 'balance', and the 'basin',
marks a reluctance to commit himself. In any case, such matters are
dogmas of faith, not of reason.

His quotations from aI-Ash(sri are interesting in view of the meagre
remnants that have been published of this outstanding personality
whose literary activity and religious influence were so potent in Islam.
In common with many Arabic writers he does not always mark the
end of his quotations and the limit must be inferred.! Nor does he
deign to mention the name of the work which he is quoting.

Perhaps the characteristic most to be admired in Shahrastani is
his intellectual honesty. Where reason fails, and where he feels that
the rationalists have good ground for their objections, 88 in the Visio
Dei, he says frankly that it is a revealed rather than an intellectual
truth. And where he feels it impossible to hold the prevailing opinion
of the orthodox Ash(arite school, as on p. 411, he has the courage to
say 80.

The titles of his known works indicate that his interest was
always primarily in speculative theology. Besides the present work
and the M ilal he wrote:

M U/jara~atu-l-FalaJJifa.

Ta'rikhu-l-lfukama.
Al-Manakij wal-Bayiinat.
Talkh~u-l-Aq8amli Madhdhib al-Anam.

The Manuscripts
According to Brockelmann, there are extant four manuscripts of

the Nihayatu-l-Iqdam. Three of these, MS. Marsh 356 in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford; MS. Petermann 11. 579 in the Preussische Staa~s

bibliothek, Berlin; and MS. arabe 1246, in the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris, I have collated throughout. The fourth, in the Jem Library,
was inaccessible to me when this work was begun; and I could not at
a later stage contemplate a further addition to the large Bum I had
already spent on photographs of two of the three manuscripts which
I have consulted. Nor, in view of the tolerably accurate condition of
the text, and the antiquity of the three documents on which the
printed text rests, do I consider it essential to invoke the aid of the
Constantinople MS., though possibly it would help to clear up more
than one of the obscurities which are unavoidable in a work of

1 The quotation from Avicenna's Shijd' on p. 222 is a ca.se in point.
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this kind. Metaphysics and speculative theology are apt to prove
abstruse in any language, and our author wrote at a time when an
exact philosophical terminology had not been fixed with any rigidity.1
Moreover, he was not an Arab, and his Arabic style leaves a good
deal to be desired.

The Bodleian MS. (0. = \) was the only complete text at my dis...
posal, and therefore I made it the basis of my ~xt, though it is cer
tainly inferior to the more ancient part of the Paris MS. Part I was
finished on Friday the 19th of Shawwal, 590: Part 11 on the loth of
Rabi~u-I-awwal, three years later, only forty years or 80 after the
author's death; so that it may well have been copied from manuscripts
bearing the imprimatur of al-Shahrastani himself. It consists of 304
folios beautifully written in the 1W8kki character and freely vocalized
(not always correctly). As in many manuscripts of this period, the
vowels are written where they are least needed, 88 for instance
with the conjunction or with an alif; they are often omitted where
the sense is vitally affected as in mujib and miljab. The scribe was a
c.ertain ~Uthman ibn Yiisuf ibn ~Abd Allah, the mudarris in Qalyiib.
This manuscript was bequeathed to the Bodleian Library by Arch...
bishop Marsh in 1713. Marsh obtained some of his Oriental MSS.
from Huntingdon, who was at one time ohaplain to the English
merchants at Aleppo; others he acquired from the sale of Golins's
library at Leyden in 1696. No. 356 bears tl;1e motto 7TQ,VTaxfj T7Jv
~?18EtaV which is conjectured to have been that of Golius. At any
rate, many books in this collection bear that motto.

The Berlin MS. (B. = y) oontains 172 folios described in the
catalogue as 19!x15; 13!XIO cm. It is but little junior to O. being
written by a certain Ismafil ibn Murhaq(?) ibn Mu.\lammad ibn Firis
al-~assani on the loth of ~far 607. Ten folios are missing after
folio 9. They correspond to 16 v.-33 in O. and only alIect the first
cha.pter. On 176 v. the author announces his intention of composing
another book of twenty chapters like the present fi bayan nihiiyat
auhiim cd ftukamii at iliihiyyin. This is, perhaps, the M aniihij wal
bayanat (v.s.). Folios 1 v.-4 v. have been inked over somewhat care
lessly by a later scribe who has omitted the diacritical points. This
A'U8beaserung or Verbesserung goes on sporadically through the
volume, and it is often for the worse. Characteristic examples of
this man's work are~ for~ on 15 v. of B. = O. 43 v., line 10

1 Here I should like to pay & tribute to the help afforded by Dr. Max Hortents
Verzeichni8 philosophi8cher Termini im Arabi8cJum (Leipzig, 1912), published in an
Anhang to his Die trpekulative uoo positive Th~ de.8 1814m. This h8S been of
great value to me. The task of tracing the technical significance of metaphysical
terms through the numerous Arabic lexicons is daunting. Much of the otherwise
unavoidable labour has been done for future workers in this field by Dr. Horten.
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(p. '0, 1. .. ). He has failed to see that the preceding rr' cannot
refer to the disputants but to the Creator, and consequently he
has had to alter the whole meaning of the author,~~ Jc~
being changed to ~~ and r....,,; to f"J.i and so OD. Th~ notes
on 106 v. are fair examples of the corrnptions of this manuscript.
I have passed over in silence some of the more unintelligent emen
dations of the reviser of B. Nor have I thought it advisable to
add to the heavy cost of printing by introducing minutiae into the
footnotes. Many slight deviations from O. have also been passed over
in silence: thus B. very frequently writes Jl.i for ~,a fact of little
consequence. The syntax of B., though on the whole Bound, is not
unexceptionable. The indicative is sometimes written for the sub
junctive, cf. fol. 96 v~, and the accusatives are often wrong, as indeed
they sometimes are in all three manuscripts.

The Paris MS. (P. = u) contains 211 folios said in the catalogue to
be 24X 16 cm.t It was written by a certain Isbiq Mul}.ammad b.
fUmar b. Mul)ammad al Sharwini, and was finished at the end of
Jumadii.-l-'Ula in the year 580. It is thus the oldest of the three; but
unfortunately not quite half of it is in the original writer's hand.
Folios 8-57 have been written by a series of copyists, at least three,
and probably four. The Paris catalogue which speaks of 'un copiste
du xviie siecle' is probably right as to date, though I should have
liked to guess the eighteenth century; but as I have only seen 8r

photograph of the original it is hardly fair to cavil at the date in the
catalogue. Of the presence of more than one writer there can be no
doubt whatever. This later portion contains seventeen lines of closely
written Arabic in a crabbed hand, while the ancient part has only
thirteen lines per page in a bold free naskhi. Consequently, as the
modem writer ceased his work at O. 104 v.,!. 14 (page 161) and the
ancient writer's work is only extant from O. 175 v., l. 11 (page 275),
the Paris MS. is of practically no independent value in the first half
of the book. Had P. been extant in its entirety I should have made
it the basis of my text. It will be obvious that the later partial
restoration could not be allowed to stand as the basis of the printed
text; so I have felt justified in maintaining O. throughout. The
critical apparatus will allow scholars to form their own opinions. O.
certainly enjoys the advantage of being itself a collated text, as the
collator's remarks in the margin testify; and it has also been carefully
checked by a corrector. On the other hand, its scribe has been guilty
of some serious omissions and several blunders.

1 At the end of the volume there is a history in Persian of the Blessed Virgin and
her Son in Egypt. Thia h88 nothing to do with Shahrastini's work, ami its presence
here must be due to some accident of possession.
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I have 80metimes allowed a reading which is obviously poor Arabic
to stand, because I think it is what the author wrote. He was not an
Arab, but a native of Khurasan. Here I am in good company, for
my predecessor in editing Shahrastini's better-known work did the
ssme.. As my views coincide with his I quote his words:1

'My object has been in every instance to endeavour, upon the evidence
before me, to ascertain to the best of my judgment what the author him.
self wrote, and to make that my text. I conceive it to be the duty of an
editor to represent faithfully even all the manifest errors of his author,
and to make his own corrections or observations thereon in notes or other
wise;2 nor ought he, upon his own authority, to make any change of ex·
pression, or even to alter a single word, for the sake of improving the style
or of giving it greater perspicuity. I mention this, because I believe I ha.ve
discovered some errors &8 to facts in parts of this book; and further,
because the style of the author, being a native of Khurasan, is frequently
not in perfect accordance with the precepts of the best Arabic gram·
marians: and I have therefore often passed over a reading in one MS. which
appeared. to me in itself to be the most preferable, when the authority of
the rest of the copies has preponderated in favour of another. It appears
much more proba.ble that phrases not strictly grammatical or logical should
have been corrected in one MS. by a scribe of taste and intelligence, than
that different scribes should have made exactly the same solecism in four
or five other copies, both of greater and less antiquity.'

A good illustration of the working of this latter principle occurs on
O. 53 v., 1. 9 (page v,, I~), which I am convinced is what the author
wrote. O. has ~)~~tJ ~JrJ\ is"? ~~. B. has corrected this into ~
)~~~ ~J"al' ~~. P. in turn perceived the inelegance, but his
emendation is rather clumsy though it is grammatically unexception-
able. He gives us ~..)~~,~, c4.J,.,.raJ1~ ~. Another good example
will be found on O. 87 v., 1. 9.

However, I fear I may not have been consistent in applying this
principle. Every one who has dealt with ancient manuscripts will
know that the dictum that the harder reading is the more likely to
be original leads an editor sadly astray unless allowance be made for
a tired eye and a waning attention. Therefore I have felt myself at
liberty to correct the text in a few instances rather than to perpetuate
errors which seem to be due to the scribes rather than to the author;
but these instances are duly indicated in the footnotes. •

The larger numbers in the margin indicate the pages of O. They
do not correspond, because the Bismillah in o. is at the top of folio 3 v.
The following note may be useful: on page ~ of the text the figure ~

~ Book oJ Religioull and Philosophical Sects, by Muhammad al-Shahrastani • . •
edited ••. by William Curetoo, London, 1846, p. vii.

I Unhappily, he never published his notes.
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in the margin at the right of line r corresponds with fo1. 4 r. of the
Bodleian MS., the figure 0 agreeing with fo1. 4 v. and 80 on. Con
sequently to find the Bodleian MS. from the marginal numbers after

. . marginal number-4
folIo 4 the scheme 18 2 = O. For'adds' I have

used the letter j and for 'omits' U"'. The letter ~ means that I owe
the note to Professor Nicholson.

ADDENDA TO TRANSLATION

[WHILE this book was in the press a valuable study of Avicenna'sQudUd was
published in Paris, by MUe A.-M. Goichon. Shahr88t8nrs thought and language
owe much to Avicenna, as readers of his Milal are aware. Mile Goichon's work
traces the exact significance of the terms used by Avicenna. No student of
KaJii,m can afford to neglect it.]
p. 7, note 2. But see now Goichon, Introduction aAvicenne. Son Epitre des

Deftnitiona, p. 69.
p. 27, line 3. The ~xtcontinues: The difference in every object is to be referred

to the receivers (ac. of fonn). The unpointed consonants of B imply qaWtibil.
The reading of 0, /awlilJil, means 'the specific differences'. Avicenna
(Isharat, 15) says that /aIIl answers the question 'What is it T'.

p. 36, line 22. Here I have taken f7UJqduraini 88 the equivalent of qudrataini
(Wright, i. 132 CD); but it may be that the ordinary passive meaning is
intended.

p. 48, para. 1. Cf. Avicenna, N aiiU, pp. 356 and 363-4: CThe active participle
presents an object as something beginning to exist; the passive presents it
as something which has received 8 temporal existence.'

p. 68. The speakers in the second paragraph are probably the opponents, while
the author himself would seem to be speaking in the next paragraph.

p. 83, line 35, after Cemanating' add: C80 that matter is disposed to receive
fonn'.

p. 85, note 2. See now Goichon, p. 151, for an explanation ofsubjective entities
in their relation to 'place'.

p. 104, last para. ShahrastAni's statement is roundly denied by Ibn Taimiyya,
iii, p. 105, Biilaq, 1322. Prof. Margoliouth haa kindly told me of this
reference to the Nihiiyatu'l-Iqdiim. Another reference to Shahrastani,
though the Nihiiya is not mentioned by Dame, occurs in i. 251.

p. 118, para. 2. Al-Ash'ari's words will be found in his lbiina, p. 13 f. Shahra.
st8.ni's discussion is interesting in showing the objections which later thinkers
raised to aI-Ash'ari's arguments, apart from the answers with which he meets
them•

.p. 123, last para. The point is that the disputants have no standing because
they have engaged in a controversy without orders from God.
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CHAPTER I

PROOF THAT THE WORLD HAD A BEGINNING AND A DEMONSTRATION

OF THE IMPoSSIBILITY OF ANYTHING WITHOUT A BEGINNING AND

OF THE EXISTENCE OF BODIES INFINITE.

ALL men of true religion hold that the world had an origin &s the
object of God's! creation. 'God was and there was naught with Him.'
The ancient philosophers Thales, Anaxagoras, Anaximenes, Pytha
goras, Empedocles, Socrates, and Plato, all agree in this. We have
discussed their various opinions about the origin of things in our
book Al-Milal wal-Nilud.

The school of Aristotle and his followers, such as Proclus, Alexander
of Aphrodisias, and Themistius, to whom modernslike al-Faribi and
Ibn SinS, among Islamic philosophers pay allegiance, 88sert that the 6

world was made and brought into being by One who is in His essence
the necessarily existent One, the world being in its essence capable of
existence (yet) necessarily existent through the necessarily existent
One, (and) not originated in time with an origin preceded by non
existence.2 The meaning of its origin (l),uduth) is its necessary exis
tence through God, its proceeding from Him, and its need of Him.
It exists eternally through Him.

The Creator caused through His essence (aujaba) an intelligence
which was a non-material self-subsistent substance. By means of this
He ca.used another intelligence, and a soul and a heavenly body.
Through these two intelligences the elements and the compounds
came into being. From the One only one thing can proceed; and the
meaning of 'procession from' (§Udur fan) is necessity through Him.
A necessitator without a necessitated is inconceivable, so the world is
eternal (Barmadi) and 80 are the movements of the spheres; they had
no beginning and every movement is preceded by another movement,
80 that they are infinite as to number and time.

These men also agreed that the existence of an infinite (sequence
of) cause and effect was impossible, and that actually infinite bodies
were impossible. The governing principle of their school in regard to
the finite and infinite is that the units of every number can be con·

1 I have avoided the uee of the name Allah, because much of the language of this
author belongs to the philosophy of theism, and might have been written by a member
of any of the theistic religions.
, :a The point is fundamental. Avicenna held that the world was both 'possible' and
necessary': possible, because it could not exist by itself ; necessary, because it exists

eternally with God. Thus God's relation with the world is one of necessity. The
MutakaUimiin asserted that the relation W88 a relation of existence.

3«4
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ceived as existing simultaneously, it having a conventional orderl

(tartib wa4(i); or its units can be conceived as existing in sequence,
it having a natural order. Hence the existence of the infinite is im
possible. An example of the first kind is a body of infinite dimension,
and an example of the second kind is an infinite (sequence) of cause
and effect. There is, however, an exception. The units of every
totality and number can be conceived simultaneously or in sequence
without a conventional or natural order. And so the existence of
that without an end is not in this case impossible.

7 Examples of the first kind are infinite human souls, they being
simultaneous in existence after separation from the body.2 Examples
of the second kind are circular movements which exist in sequence.

The question really turns on the difference between bringing into
existence and causation, and priority and posteriority. Everything
comprised by being is finite without distinction between the parts,
and the infinite is inconceivable except by the imagination apart from
perception and intellect.

In popular terminology priorit1/ can be in time, as father to 8on;
in place, as the leader to the led, (though this is sometimes said to be
priority of rank) ; in merit, as the learned to the ignorant; in essence
(dhat) , as the cause to the effect. But it is not right to weaken the
meaning of essential so that it is the mere equivalent of causal. They
ought to say priority resides in the causal, so the final cause precedes
the effect in the mind and thought of the agent, not in existence: it
is posterior in existence, prior in mind, unlike the efficient cause and

8 the formal cause, for these are not conjoined in existence. Examples
are cited from the rays of the sun with the SUD itseH and the move
ments of the sleeve with the. movement of the hand. These move
ments, though conjoined in time, yet, if regarded 88 cause and effect
respectively, cannot be conjoined in existence, because the existence
of the one is derived (m'U8tajad) from the existence of the other, and
the existence of the origin cannot be conjoined with that ~hich is
derived from it. But if the existence of both is taken as derived from
the giver of forms then they are conjoined in existence, for then one
is not cause nor the other effect.

Some add a fifth form of priority which they call natural, e.g. the
priority of one to two. Why should there not be a sixth form, say
priority in existence regardless of essential necessity (al ijab bil-dluU)
and of time and place! The priority of one to two is apposite here,

1 This is explained better by Aviceona himseH, cl. Najiit, section Tabitiyyae.
I This argument (abbreviated to a bald statement by Shahrastini) was combated

by al-Ghazili (TaMJut, 00. Bouyges, p. 34). Even if an ~infinitet series of immortal
souls had been bom in the past, there would at any given moment be an actual finite
number of them, which on Avicenna's principles would be impossible.
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for one is not a cause requiring the existence of two necessarily; for
we can imagine two things, one of which exists in its essence while
the other's existence is derived from another source.

Further, it must be determined by inquiry whether derivative
being comes by choice, by nature, or by essence. Then the priority
of the existence of the origin over the derivative must be assumed
only q'UQ, existence without considering whether the origin is essen
tially its cause or is its producer by means of a quality (b~iJatin).

Next, is the derived existence a necessary existence through it (the 9
origin) because it (the origin) is its cause, or is its existence not neces
sary through it (the origin) because necessity through another adheres
to it? For it would be right to say' This came into being from it and
80 was necessary through it', but it is impossible to say 'It was
necessary through it and so came into being from it'.

Every sense of priority and posteriority implies concomitance in
rank; but here they belong to another order. Concomitance cannot
be predicated of the Creator and the world. We do not admit the
existence of temporal priority as applied to the Creator. He was
neither prior to nor with the world in time. As we deny temporal
priority 80 we deny· temporal concomitance. That which is not of
time and whose being is not temporal can have nothing to do with
limitations and order of time any more than with limitations of space.

When our opponents say the world was eternally existent with the
Creator they use ambiguous language of time, for it may be said that
of two things one may be prior in essence while both are concomitant
in time, for priority in essence does not exclude concomitance in time
(cf. the examples given above). But how can the word concomitance
be used of that which is not susceptible of time Y 10

We do not deny that fancy can toy with the idea of time before the
world as with space above the world, but that is pure phantasy.
There is no space and no 'separation' 88 al-Karrimi1 supposes. If a
world above this were conjectured that would not justify the assump
tion that there were worlds, i.e. bodies of infinite extent, as the
impossibility of infinite distance in the plenum and vacuum has been
demonstrated: similarly with infinite time and numbers.

Even if there were 8 body of infinite extent it would not follow that
it Was 'with' the Creator in space, nor would movements infinite in
time require that they should be 'with' the Creator in time, because
lie is not 8usceptible of time or place; 'God was and naught was with
~m '. To call God Mujid (He who brings into existence) does not
Imply that the mujad is 'with' Him inexistence. Concomitance inany
shape or form in reference to God is to be denied.

1 See tJl-Milal, p. SO.
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11 We will begin with the methods of the Mutakallimun and then deal
with the points at issue. The Mutakallimiln have two methods, (a)
Positive, which establishes the doctrine that the world was produced;
(b) Negative, which refutes the doctrine of its eternity.

As to (a) they assert (1) the existence of accidents, (2) that they
had a temporal origin, (3) that no substance is free from them, (4) the
impossibility of temporal objects without a beginning. From these
premisses it follows that something that temporal things do not
precede is itSelf temporal1

AI-Ash~8ri said: H we assume the pre-existence of atoms they must
either have been grouped together or ~parate, or neither grouped
nor separate; and as their relation one to another has changed and
they do not change of their own essence because essence is unchange
able there must have been one who joined and separated them. So
that it follows that something that temporal things do not precede is
itself temporal.

12 Abii Isbaq aI-Isfara'ini adopted this view, though he expressed it
differently. Al-Ash~ari maintained that man was formed of mingled
seed into the various species of mankind. It is not to be doubted that
the diversities in man were due to an eternal, omnipotent, and
omniscient maker rather than to man himself, his parents, or nature.
Said he: What laws can be applied to the individual can be applied
to all, because all share the property of corporeality.

The Imamu-I-ij:aramain (Abii-I-Mafan fAbdu-I-Malik al-Juwaini),2
taking another path, said: According to our opponents the earth is
surrounded by (successive circles of) water, air, fire, and planets
which are spatial bodies. We know that the supposition that these
bodies might move from their place or alter in size is not an impossible
one. Now anything that has a specific nature of any possible kind,
when any other nature would have been possible, must necessarily
have needed one to give it that specific nature. It will be seen in
what follows that the world's existence is essentially contingent
whether it be conceived as essentially infinite or finite as to place
and time. Our opponents ascribe contingency to the world, although
it is (according to them) essentially infinite as to time while finite
as to place. We will divide the questions into local and temporal
finitude, taking the need of a determining principle3 as accepted, or
necessary, or practically necessary.

Objection. What is the proof that the principle of contingence
1 If we imagine temporal things as points on a line, each will be preceded by its

fellow until we reach the first. Nothing temporal preceded it, yet it is itself of time.
S Of his two important works (al.Burhiinfi U~li-l.Fiqhand al Waraqcitfi Ufilli.l.

Fiqh) the first is lost and the second has not been printed. He was obscure even to
those who admired his works. a al-mukha1JN.
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applies to all the universe? We answer that reason ascribes contin~ 13

gence to all parts of it, and as the whole is composed of the parts con
tingence must attach to the whole.

Objection. What is the proof that bodies are essentially finite ? We
answer that a supposed body or distance of infinite extent must be
infinite either from all points of view or from one only. Whichever
way we look at it we can imagine a finite point in it to which an
infinite line is joined. Moreover, we can imagine another point on a
line smaller than the first by a cubit and bring the points together in
such a way that the smaller line coincides with the longer. If both
lines extend to infinity then the less is equal to the greater which is
absurd. If the shorter fails to equal the longer in finitude then the
former is finite and so is the latter, seeing that the shorter has fallen
short of it in finitude and the longer has exceeded it in finitude and
what exceeds something in finitude is itself finite. In any case if one
were greater than the other the infinite would contain greater and
smaller, more and less, which is absurd also. Hence to assert the
existence of infinite body or distance in plenum or vacuum is absurd.

This demonstrative proof can be applied to infinite numbers and
individuals. If we assert that a body is finite and might be greater or
smaller than it is and if one of these possibilities has already been
determined it needed a determinant.1 •••

This determinant must either be an essential cause, necessitating 1.
by nature, or one who produces by will and choice. The first is folly,
because the essential cause does not distinguish like from like,
seeing that so far as it is concerned spatial bodies, direction, size,
shape, and all the attributes are one. We can assert the existence of
a creator only by those operations in which there are indications
of a choice which determined characteristics that could have been
other than they are. Therefore we know of a certainty that the
creator is not an essential cause, but one who produces by will and
knowledge.

This is an admirable position to take up, save that it requires us
to verify premisses by which we can come to know that the world
originated in time and needed a creator. Such are: the assertion (a)
that bodies are finite in essence and dimension, (b) that there is a
vacuum beyond the world in which the supposition of deviation to
right or left (of the planets) is possible, (c) the denial of phenomena
without beginning. (Our opponents admit that the world's existence
is essentially contingent and that it needed a determinant to tip
the scale of being2 against non-being, yet they say that the world

1 ol~mu1chauiao

t The fi~ has become a technical tenn for the action of the muJchafNo
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eternally existed with the determinant.) (d) The·confining of pheno
mena to bodies and that which subsists in bodies. (Our opponents
have asserted the existence of objects outside these two categories
which exist eternally through another, essentially not temporarily,
substantially not locally, without shape or dimension.) (e) The asser
tion that the essential cause is like the natural necessity. (Our
opponents do not admit this, but distinguish.between the two.)

15 We divide intelligibles into three: the necessary, the possible, and
the impossible. The necessary is that which must exist, inasmuch as
its non--existence would be an impossibility: the impossible is that
which must be non--existent because its existence would be an im
possibility: while the possible need neither exist nor not-exist. The
world and its intellectualsubst&nces and bodies with senses and the
accidents which subsist therein we assume to be finite [and infinite].1
Similarly, if we assume that it is an individual or many individuais
either it must necessarily exist or necessarily not-exist. But that is
impossible because its parts change in condition before our eyes and
the necessarily existent never changes.

Our position is that everything that alters or increases has a con
tingent existence in relation to its essence and so its existence is
through the production of another. The world alters, and therefore
it owes its being to the creative activity of another. H the units corn·
posing a whole are contingent then the whole must necessarily be
contingent. That which tips the scale of being cannot be such in
essence and in respect of his existence only, because existence is

16 common to both the necessary and the possible, so that if it (the
tipper) gave the thing an existence2 in respect of himself being
existence or an essence, neither object would have a better claim to
be brought into existence than the other. Hence it is clear that it
(the world) is produced owing to its being an existence (merely) by
way of an attribute or an essence by way of an attribute.

Again, essential cause does not distinguish like from like: its rela
tion to both is the same. Therefore where existence h88 ~ heen
determined as against non-existence there must necessarily be a de
terminant in addition to ita being an essence, so essential causation is
vain. Again, the essential cause, having no relation whatever to the
thing caused, does not produce it. H we imagine two essences or
things with no connexion between them but each of them has its own
real peculiarity the one cannot have proceeded from the other. The
necessary existent one per 8e is an essence holy and far removed from
all relations and connexions, unique in his reality. It is the necessity

1 I suspect that the words waghaira mtdaniihin are wrongly added by the copyist.
S Professor Margoliouth suggests that aujada should be read.
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of his existence and not an attribute additional to his necessary
essence. It is not necessary that anything should come into existence
from him by way of essence, so that essential cause is unintelligible,"
when relations and co~exioD8have been ruled out.

You say that as the cause (miljib) was one it was impossible that 17

two things should proceed from it at the same time; and since it
was pure intellect, i.e. non-material, it caused an active (bil-jifl)
intelligence which was alBo non-material; and since causation involves
mutual relation, and relation involves mutual resemblance so that
the one can stand in the place of the other, there may be posited of
the necessarily existent and of that which stands in its place in causa
tion one and the same thing. But essential causation is false and so
it is clear that selective creation alone stands.1

Objection. Agreed that the world is contingent and needed a neces
sarily existent One, but why should its existence through another
require its temporal origin from non-being? H a thing exists through
something else it does not exclude the possibility of its having existed
through it eternally. The matter will only become clear if we settle
the question 'If He gave the world a beginning from non-existence,
was the precedence of non-existence a condition in the originating
itseH ?'2 We say that it cannot be a condition, for the originated is
only related to the originator by way of existence; and non-existence
has no influence in bringing into existence, 80 it is possible that the
world eternally existed through something else.

Answer. The use of the term 'non-existence' in the sense of a thing
of which time before and time after, or source of origin can be predi
cated is fantastic ambiguity. We cannot imagine primacy (al-awwa
liyyah) in a phenomenon (lWditk) unless it is supported upon the
notion of time and space; just as finitude in the world rests on the
notion of the vacuum and just as we cannot suppose a void between 18

the existence of the Creator and the world, so we cannot suppose that
there was time between the existence of the Creator and the world.
But neither concomitance in time nor in place follow from this. This
distinction should be carefully observed.

Let it be supposed that the existence (variant 'origin ') of a thing
which does not arise from another thing is the meaning of its origin
from non-existence. We mean by origin (fI,udilth) having a begin
ning. 'It was not and it became' is the meaning of 'preceded by
non-existence'.

Again, if the world is contingently existent in relation to its essence

1 See footnote to p. I.
2 Ji kJ~quqal.i~; I follow Lil)ijl, who defines ta?uuJquq 88 wujUd (Yeruichnu,

P·152).
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if it came into existence it was only in relation to that which gave it
existence. Were it not for the latter it would 'deserve' non-existence.
The necessarily existent preceded it in essence and existence. Were
it not for the latter it would not have existed. Its existence could not
be concomitant with the necessarily existent in essence and existence
because before and together with in essence and existence are not found
in one thing. It could not be with the necessarily existent in time

19 because that would require that the latter should be temporal. With
is a correlative which yokes both parties together. Nor could it be
with the necessarily existent in rank and dignity . . . so that the
saying 'God was and there was naught with Him' is right.

What do you mean by saying that that which is possible (i.e. the
world) continually exists in or with the necessary? Can it be that you
suppose that the continual existence (dawcim) of the creator is tern...
poral, made up of infinite moments as you suppose the existence of
the world to be? A wretched confU8i~n of termsl The continual
existence of the Creator means that He is necessary per ae and in His
essence: He is the first without a beginning preceding and the last
without a later following; His beginDing is ~is end and His end is His
beginning. As to the world, it ha~ a beginning and its continuance
(dawam) is temporal, subject to increase and decrease.... If dawiim
could be applied to both in the same sense the Creatorts existence
would be temporal, or the world's existence would be essential ;1 both
false assertions. The folly of this will become plain when we have
established the impossibility of phenomena without a, beginning, and
of the existence of anything infinite.

As to your assertion2 that a phenomenon is only related to its
producer by its existence, and non-existence does not affect it, we

20 answer that if this were so everything that is brought into existence
would be so related and that would entail an infinite chain. It is not
related to the necessarily existent because it exists, but only because
it is 'possible'. Possible existence precedes existence. We say that
the world came into existence because it was potentially existent, not
that it was potentially existent because it came into existence. The
possibility of its existence is essential to it ; its existence is accidental,
and the essential precedes the accidental. Thus the possible is essen
tially non-existent apart from the author of its existence and is pre
ceded by non-existence and the said author.

Objection. What is the difference between the world's being the
necessary result of God's causation and its existence being given by
Him? For if the world was essentially contingent and came into
being through another then it was necessary through Him. This is

1 It h88 been maintained that it is tald aiJatin. t V.8., p. 7.
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the law of every cause and effect: effect is always rendered necessary
by the cause and is contingent in relation to its essence, necessary in
relation to its cause. Cause precedes effect in essence though they
are concomitant in exi.stence. You say 'My hand moved and so the
key in my sleeve moved'. You cannot say 'The key moved in my
sleeve and so my hand moved', even though the two movements are
simultaneous in being.

Answer. A thing's existence through the author of its existence 21

(mujid) making it exist is correct in word and meaning as opposed to
a thing's necessity through the necessary cause making it necessary.
Contingent means that a thing may exist or may not exist. Not that
it may be necessary or may not be necessary. Its existence, not its
necessity, is derived from the determinant.! You may say: When
it came into existence necessity with reference to the cause befell it
(aratfa, lahu) because the cause conferred necessity upon it 80 that it
could be said it became necessary through the cause making it neces
sary.2 Nay rather (the cause) conferred existence upon it so that it
would be right to say it came into existence by (the cause) conferring
existence upon it, and necessity befell it as an accident, and thus its
existence was related to necessity because it had been (previously)
potentially (mumkin) existent, not potentially necessary. This is a
nice point which must always be kept in mind.

Potential is midway between the necessary and the nOD-neces
sary.... Existence and non-existence are mutual opposites with no
intermediate term. The potential owes its existence or non-existence
to the giver of existence. Therefore necessity can only be attached
to the world as an accident and an accidental thing is not to be re
ferred back to the giver of existence. If you say, 'Its existence is
necessary through His causation,' you seize upon the accidental. When
we say, 'It came into existence by His production,' we seize upon the
essential reality of that which is derived from another. It may be said
that if the potential came into existence at an appointed time or in a
definite fonn its existence then and thus must be necessary because the
Creator knew and willed it so and because what is contrary to His fore
knowledge cannot possibly happen. But its necessity was only in the 21

causation of knowledge and will; and if it is established that existence,
not necessity, is that which is derived in things of time, essential
causation, which they adduce as an argument for the world being
contemporary with the Creator, is false. This leads to ridiculous
statements, for sometimes they will not admit that the movement of
the hand is the cause of the movement of the sleeve and the key, and
they will not accept the doctrine of necessary consequence (tawallud:

1 al-murajjifl. I The next four words should be omitted.
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see Milal, p. 44), refusing to admit the causal force of the particle fa
in !atalJ,arraka al-miftiiJ;t 'and 80 the key moved'. With them matter
is the cause of the existence of form, so that it would be correct to say
that form without matter could not have existed and they are con
comitant in existence. Form does not exist because matter makes it
exist but because of the action of the giver of fonns. H that be con
ceded, cause can precede effect in essence and be contemporaneous
with it. The impossible is the co-existence of that which had a begin
ning with that which has no beginning, as has already been explained.
. . . The only relation subsisting between the Creator and the world is
that of activity and object.

H it be asked whether the world could have been created before it
actually was, it should be replied that its beginning and end is a

23 necessary intellectual concept (ta§awumr). Anything that goes beyond
that is mere supposition which is called 'intellectual possibility'.
Such suppositions and possibilities are endless....

Objeetion. Granted that an infinite body cannot actually exist,
demonstrate to us that infinite movements in sequence and con
tinuous phenomena cannot possibly exist. With us finitude and
infinity are referred to four divisions. Two of them cannot exist
infinitely as to essence, viz. that which has a definite position (tartib
wa4'i)l like a body, or a natural order like a cause. A body infinite as
to essence cannot exist, nor can causes and effects infinite in number.2. A body has a definite position and parts ;2 and each part is related to
another part so that a body cannot be infinite at anyone time.
Causes have a natural order; the efiect depends on the cause and they
are both related. Infinite causes are not possible. Two classes are
infinite in essence, viz. phenomena and movements which have no
necessary relation to each other but follow each other in an infinite
temporal sequence-an intellectual possibility. Also human souls, for
they do not follow one another but exist together without a position
like bodies or a nature like causes, and can exist ad infinitum.

Answer. Whatever existence comprises is finite, and the existence
of the infinite is inconceivable whether in a definite or a natural
order or not. Any plurality which is infinite must either be so from
one aspect or from every aspect. Now we can mark off mentally a
part of the plurality and take the plurality with that part as one
entity or we can take the plurality by itself as an entity. In that case
the plurality with the addition must be equal to the plurality without
it in number or extent, which would mean that the less was equal to

25 the greater, or not equal to it, and that would mean that there would
be two infinite pluralities, one greater and the other less. These sup-

1 Cf. Metaphyaica A, Book V, ch. xix, and Ibn TumIiis, ,r. 2 Or, atoms.
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positions are absurd. (There follows a similar argument drawn from
Avicenna's Najat.)l

Avicenna said: 'There is a difierence here.
A point can be singl~dout in a, body which has a definite position,

and then it is possible to conceive a body of similar size and its
extension to infinity.2 But movements which are consecutive have
no definite position, for they do not exist together and you cannot
single out one movement and apply the principle of a corresponding 26

something capable of extension, because that which has no order in
position or nature is not susceptible of inf,ibiiq.'

It was said to him: Your answer about this difference falls into
two sections. In one you suppose a point in a spatial body which you
project to an imaginary infinity and you assume a corresponding
body. Assume then that past movements still exist in sequence and
that past moments of time are still present in sequence like an imagi
nary line of infinite extent composed of consecutivepoints. Thedivid
ing points (fI,udUd) in the movements and the (atomic) moments in
the times are like the points in the lines, and the sequence of the one
is as the consecution of the other.8

The cause which makes infinity impossible and necessitates finitude
is that which leads to the less being like the more, and this is present
in both places. The Mutakallim applies this argument to time,
making to-day the starting-point forwards and backwards, and
comes to the same conclusion, viz. that infinite time is an impossible
concept.

Secondly, if movements and individuals have no definite position
they have a natural order like causes and effects, and thus must be
finite. Every effect is contingently existent in essence, and its exis- 27

tence is only necessary through its cause, so that its existence depends
on the existence of its cause and you are driven back to a first cause
which is not contingent. The relation of father and son is similar:
the son's existence depends on the father's, and the father's on his
father's. Why do you not Bay they depend on an ultimate first father?
According to you individuals are infinite. Then, for every individual
human being a rational soul is to be enumerated,' and it remains
united in existence (with thai being).. But if individuals are infinite,

1 Shahrastint hae made a few changee in Avicenna's tenninology, cf. Najat, Cairo,
1331, p. 202. .

2 The argument is that anything which is 8ubject to inlibciq (the placing of a
?O~ponding cover) cannot be infinite. The finite is 'covered' by the hypothetical
~fullte which overlaps it and by 80 doing shows that it is capable of division and is
"P80 facto not infinite.

a The argument as to the finitude of space is the same as that used by al-Ghazili
of number; see note to p. 2.

4 Emend the text.
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and their existence is possible, because they follow one another not
united together in existence, what have.you to say about souls? For
they are united and infinite.

Avicenna maintained that souls have no natural or fixed order. It
was said: H individuals are ranged as begetter and begotten, so are
souls also, because one of the accidents which especially accompany
souls is that they are such that out of their individuals other iodivi..
duals proceed. The relation persists with them, and therefore they
have an order.

Another proof that infinite phenomena and movements have no
real existence. Suppose we discuss the age in which we live: without
doubt the past is finished, and a thing that is finished is finite. H we
isolate the past from the present it is clear that past movements are

28 finite, seeing that they have come to an end. For every movement
that is created or annihilated movements have passed away before it
without number. A finite number of movements is always in exis~

tence which is after the past and before the number that lies in the
future. Every movement and every revolution has beginning and
end. H it is finite at one end it is finite at the other. So all movements
are essentially finite as to beginning and end. They are numbered in
time and it is time that numbers them; hence that which is numbered
and that which numbers are finite as to beginning and end.

Can it be said that movements are infinite in number? We say that
every existing numher can be increased or decreased and is therefore
finite. This judgement applies to numbers whether they are of things
existing together like human souls, or in sequence like individual
human beings. But according to them souls are infinite in number
while subject to increase or decrease, and so are individual human
beings. Therefore, if the individuals are compared with the souls they
must correspond. But if the individuals fall short of the number and
the remainder is made to correspond with the number of the souls, if
both are infinite the less is like the greater; and if they are finite our

29 object is achieved. An argument used against the Dahriyya (atheists;
cf. Milal, p. (44) is that the movements of Saturn in the seventh
sphere are like those of the moon in the first, inasmuch as neither
have an end. But it is notorious that Saturn's movements are greater
than the moon's. Yet they are the same as, and greater than, the
moon's movements-a monstrous absurdity!1

H it is said that their movements are equal because the moon
moves more slowly in completing its smaUer orbit we reply that their
movements are those of circumference and axis. They are in infinity,

1 Cf. al.Ghazali, Ope cit., pp. 31, 32. Ibn ~azm (Cairo, A.B. 1347, p. 20) uses similar
arguments.
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yet the movement of Saturn is twice that of the moon. The point is
unanswerable.

Objection. You posit irregularity (ta/iiwut) in God's cognitions and
decrees. With you knowledge is connected with the necessary, the
possible and the impossible, while Power (qudra)1 is only connected
with the possible. Therefore, what God knows is more than what He
decrees. Less and more point to two species both of which are infinite.

Answer. We do not say that God's cognitions and decrees form
an infinite number. They are indeed infinite, but knowledge is 0,

quality by which what is rightly knowable is known, and Power is a
quality by which what can rightly come into existence is decreed; 80

both are infinite and there is no question of one being less than 30

another. Indeed, with us it is the existence of infinite numbers which
is impossible. The infinite is a mere conception of the mind: it does
not exist. Obviously you can go on doubling and redoubling a
number, and as the mind can conceive of intelligibles and determin
abIes infinite it may be said that the divine knowledge and will
(qudra), are infinite. But knowledge and will are not a simple thing
which exercises itself on infinite objects (lit. going in infinite direc
tions) nor are intelligibles and detenninables infinite pluralities. It
should be understood that the meaning of our doctrine that the
essence of the Creator is infinite is that He is one, and indivisible, and
limitless.

The Dahriyya. You say that the world originated in time after it
was not. In that case its existence was after the Creator's.
Therefore:

Either it was later in time or not in time.
If not in time, then it was contemporaneous with the existence of

the Creator. If later in time, then
Either it was later in finite time or in infinite time.
H the former the existence of the Creator must be finite: if the

latter we must suppose that infinite objects exist in that infinite 31
time.

If infinite time is not impossible, neither is infinite number.
An8Wer. Your position is utterly untenable. You say that if the

world were originated in time its existence would be 'after'. If by
that you mean after God's existence in time it is inadmissible be
cause we have demonstrated that the words before, after, and «m,

temporary with cannot be used of God.2

. ~ The Divine attribute qudra embraces both Power (quwwa) and Will or Volition
(trdda). Elsewhere their proper activities are carefully defined. See ch. ix.
E t It ~illbe observed that controversialists in Kalam seldom attain common ground.
h"ach difficulty is referred back to an earlier dogmatic assertion which the opponent
as not accepted.
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Moreover, the dichotomy 'The world is after in time or not-iD-time '
is false. You speak as though we admitted that the world was related
to the Deity in time, and when we say that that is impossible you
pretend that we are committed to its existence side by side with God,
which is hypocrisy. The only sense in which 'after' can be used is
that the Creator is He who gives existence, and the created is that
which derives existence from Him. The one's existence has a begin
ning: the other's has not. But you cannot speak of 'after in time or
not-iD-time '.

Objections. There must be some sort of relation between Creator
and created (mujid and mujad) ; and if relation is established, it must
be either in finite or infinite time..

32 Answer. Such a relation must be denied. If it were established,
God's existence would be temporal subject to change and movement.
If anyone were to ask what was the world's relation to God in that it
existed and had a limit? Did it touch Him or not? If not was it in the
void or in a finite or infinite distance ?-the question would be absurd.
So here.. .

Returning to the dichotomy, does 'time' mean something existent
or the idea of something existent, or a pure non-entity? If it is
existent then it is of the world and not before it, for the existent sub
sists either in itself or in another; in either case it cannot be supposed
that it was before the world. H it has merely a hypothetical existence,
it must be remembered that the suppositions of the mind are not
always possible in actual existence. The mind can imagine an infinite
number of other worlds, and infinite numbers themselves, and
infinite spaces of time.. If it means pure non·entity, there can be no
finitude and no infinity in anon-entity.

33 Again. Why do you say that if time were finite the Creator's
existence would be finite? The finitude of time is like the finitude of
the world in place, and that is assuming the point at issue. The
fact that the world is finite does not require that the Creator's essence
should be finite, because place has no relation to Him. So also with
time. Why, too, do you say that if time were not finite in our thought
(infinite) objects might actually exist therein ?1

Avicenna, following Aristotle, said that everything that comes into
being from non-existence is necessarily preceded by the possibility
of existence; and this is not pure non~existence, but is something
capable of existence a.nd non-existence, and that can only be con
ceived in matter, 80 that everything temporal is preceded by matter.
Hence this antecedent matter can only be conceived in time, because
'before' and 'with' have only real existence in time. The non-exia-

I This is not precisely what the Dahriyya said~ !'.8•• p. 13.
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tent 'before' is the non-existent 'with'l and is not the precedent
possibility which accompanies existence, for in that case it (the non...
existent) would have a temporal precedence. If the world were a
phenomenon (J.Uidith) arising from non-existence, the possibility of
existence in matter would have preceded it in time. So either there
would be an infinite chain, which is false, or (the possibility) would
stop at a point where neither possibility nor non-existence preceded
it, and so its necessity would be through another. This is our view.
The Muftazila adopted this error in the belief that the non-existent
was a thing....

Answer. We have already explained that 'originated from non- 3'
existence' means the thing (al-maujiid) which has a beginning. Ante
cedent possibility is not an essence-a thing needing matter-but it is
a supposition, because of what cannotexist real existence (thubUt) can
not be predicated.... We regard the origin of the world in the same
way as they regard the origin of the human soul-it has a beginning
but not out of something else; 80 that it can be said that it was pre
ceded by non-existence, i.e. it was not and then it became; and it is
in its essence contingently existent, but this contingency does not
require that it should be preceded by matter, for that would imply
that its existence was material. Possibility as such does not require ..
matter, .and its precedence of an object is merely subjective, which
you call 'essential precedence': and that precedence is not a tem
poral precedence. Similarly the first thing ca.used and all the souls ;
for their existence is essentially possible, and the possibility of their
existence preceded their existence. Similarly the first body which
is the sphere of the spheres. We hold that every phenomenon of a
temporal origin or, as you would say, of essential origin, is pre
ceded by the possibility of existence. The temporal object vacillates
between existence and non...existence, and this vacillation between
existence and non-existence, precedence, and possibility are all sub
jective suppositions, for the thing in its eBSence is in one attribute of
existence, whereas existence 80 far 88 its essence is concerned is
divided into (a) that whose existence pertains to an existence. which
it has per 8e, i.e. it is not derived from another so that it can be said
existence becomes it rather than non-existence, and is primary;2 and 35
(b) that whose existence pertains to an existence which it ha.s from
another, 80 that it can be said existence does not become it and is not
Primary. This existence can only be asserted when something has a
~ginning preceded by the existence of something without a begin
lUng and has in its essence the possibility of existence, i.e. preceded

1 Var. 'after'.
I Or, perhaps, 'simple'. Awwal is sometimes used as a synonym of basil.
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by the possibility of existence. You cannot say that it is existence
preceded by the possibility of existence. Rather the existence is
essentially 8, possible existence. Here are two kinds of antecedents:
the antecedent existence of the object, and the antecedent possibility
of existence. All we know of the latter is that derived existence can
only mean that it is possible in its essence. It vacillated between
existence and non-existence and needed some one to tip the scale.
Without Him it could not have real existence. If every temporal
thing 'needs' precedent possibility, which in turn needs matter,
which needs time, there is an infinite chain 80 that it can be said that
that matter and time need other matter and other time; and no
temporal thing would actually have existed! The foundation of their
theory is vain. But there must have been a starting-point, viz. the
first thing created (mubda~) out of nothing, possible in its essence,
but its possibility not requiring time and matter. Thus we must think
of the precedence of possibility and of non-existence and of Him who
brings into existence. The latter precedes in His existence qua exis
tence, and consequently he precedes the non-existence and the pos
sibility (latent) in the object by a logical precedence. Hence is estab
lished the difference between essential and existential precedence
a point which should be carefully noted.

Avicenna said: I admit that the world with its substances and
accidents is per se possibly existent, but the question is: Is it neces
sarily existent through another, while existing eternally with him?

36 With regard to that which could not or could exist, and if it were
designated by existence would need one to tip the scale of existence,
it must either be said that what can come into existence from the
determinant must necessarily come into existence, or must not neces
sarily come into existence. Then it comes into existence after it had not
existed. But logical thought demands that if the one essence1 was
one in all respects and remains as it was-and nothing has been
brought into existence from it in the past (though it could h~ve been)
and it is still in the same state, then nothing has been brought into
existence from it. And if something had been brought into existence
then indubitably something has originated from intention, will,
nature, power, exercise of force, purpose, or cause. Therefore either
that cause must have originated a quality in its essence, or originated
something distinct from itself. The discussion about that originated
something, whatever it may be, is the same as that about the world.
In that case (forsooth)2 it is impossible that anything should originate,

1 From which all else proceeded.
2 Possibly we should read: 'If it is impossible that anything should originate and

if it was impossible then .••'
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and if it is impossible then there is no diHerence between the state of
doing and not doing, yet action has occurred-which is absurd.

We have turned the adversaries' arguments against them by the
hypothesis of a substance void of action which is false. The contrary
position is the true one.

Answer: You are trying to establish three premisses: (1) the pos
sibility of the world's existence from eternity; (2) that what could
exist must exist; (3) th~t a temporal cause underlies & temporal
thing.

(1) We have demonstrated the impossibility of the eternal co
existence of the possible per se with the necessary per se.t That
which has a beginning cannot be coupled with that which has
no beginning. Wherever possibility and potentiality are the nature 37

of a thing eternity must be denied it. When you Bay that the
world is possibly existent and all possible things must exist in
eternity you have joined irreconcilable propositions and given your
case away. If you ask why the world could not have existed in
eternity, we reply that we have already demonstrated the impos
sibility of infinite originated things.

(2) Here we have contradiction in (a) word, and (b) meaning. (a) 38

Possibility and necessity are opposites except that it can be said of
that which may possibly exist that its existence is necessary through
another. Some even refuse to grant as much as this on the ground
that this necessity is through another's causation and the possible
only needs the necessary in its existence, not in its necessity, as has
already been explained.2 (b) H everything that could exist were
necessarily to exist we should have an infinity of things at a stroke!
If order is a condition in substances so that they come into existence
in order up to a determined number, so it is a condition in the actual
existence of things. The order in substances, prior and post, is like the
order in existing objects first and last-a noteworthy point.

(3) This is a most pernicious cause of error. Our master and imam
Abii-l-Qasim Sulaimin ibn N~ir al-An~ri used to say that the
mode of the Creator's activity was beyond the comprehension of
men's minds. He said that the possibility of the world's existence is
established by reason and its emergence in time is established by
deduction. It has a relation to the necessarily existent One and con- 39

troversy is only concerned with the nature of that relation. The
relation of the temporal thing to him before, at the time of, and after,
creation and when nothing at all had emerged, is all one. Why, then,
did it come into existence, and why did He create, and what is the

1 Nevertheless the assertions are repeated. I have omitted them.
I See p. 9.

o
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meaning of creation and origination (ibda~)? If you say He knew and
willed its existence at that time it is replied that knowledge and will
(irada) are of universal application, so the relation of its existence to
the universal will at that time in that form is the same as the relation
of its existence at another time in another form.! Similarly with
power (qudra). The divine attributes have no special application! so
how can a special (divine) act be accounted for? It is here that some
of the Mutakallimiin go wrong. The Karramiyya assert that temporal
things such 88 volition and speech are in the divine essence,3 and
these designate the world by existence instead of non-existence.
According to them the eternal will (mashi'a) has a universal relation,
and volition (irada) a particular relation. They distinguish between
production in time and the thing produced in time, and creation and
the created. The Muttazila posit volitions in time which do not
subsist in a substrate and which designate the world by existence,
but they do not make the distinctions as to creation and created, &c.
We will expose the futility of our adversaries' arguments and then
indicate the plain meaning of bringing into being (ijad).

We say: It is agreed that the world is possible per 8e, needing one
to tip the scale of existence against non-existence. Therefore, He who
tips the scale of being must either do 80 inasmuch as He is an essence

40 (dhiit) or inasmuch as He is existence. Therefore, it could be argued
(1) every essence and every existence could tip the scale of being,
and (2) an infinite number of possible existents could originate, for
everything is related to essence and existence in the same way: two
absurdities. Either He tips the scale quo, essence or existence by way
of an attribute or by a modal relation (alii i~tibar wa-wajh). If He
tips qua existence by way of an attribute the position is surrendered,
and essential causation falls to the ground. If quo, existence modally
(ala wajh) as our opponents say that He is necessarily existent per ae
and he only caused existence because He is necessary per se, He being
a modal existence, that too is false, because necessarily existent per ae
is a negative term meaning' His being is not derived from -another'
and we need not assume that that which is not derived from another
confers existence on another. Similarly he who thinks, as our oppo
nents do, that He (the maker of this world) is a knower, or an intelli
gence, or intelligent, need not think that He confers being on others
because according to them' intelligent' is a negative term meaning 'free
from matter'; but it does not follow that His freedom from matter
confers existence on something else, BO essential causation fails from
all sides, and it is clear that He (God) brought (the world) into being

1 I.e. the theory that God willed it at a particular time implies ignorance of the
nature of the divine will. I JchUfii,f. • See AI.Milal, p. 81.
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by way of an attribute. This attribute in respect of its essence is
capable of conferring special characteristics and bringing into being
universa.lly. It is that which has made things as they are and not
otherwise. Its relation to them and everything else is the same. Also
it has a special mode (wajl) in relation to what happened as opposed
to what did not.

We say that inasmuch as the Creator knew the existence of the
world at the time it came into existence He willed its existence at
that time. God's knowledge is universal in the sense that it is an 41
attribute by which He knows all that can be known. Intelligibles
are infinite in the sense that God knows the world's existence, and
the possibility of its existence before and after in every mode of
logical possibility. God's will (irada) is universal in the sense that
it is an attribute which specifies everything that can be specified.
Volitions (muraoot) are infinite in the sense that different ways of
specifying are infinite; they are particular in that they! specify the
object of God's knowledge with existence. God's power (qudra) is also
universal because it is an attribute capable of bringing into existence
without restriction, i.e. the production of everything that can pos
sibly exist. It is also particular in that it produces what He knows
and wishes to exist, for what is contrary to His knowledge cannot
possibly exist or happen. So all the divine attributes are (a) universal
in respect of the capacity of their existence and essence in relation
to the infinite things that depend on them; (b) particular in their
relation one to another. These attributes act in unison in conferring
existence and cause no change in the Creator (mujid). We cannot
grasp this conception because we cannot create, and our attributes
are not universal. Our knowledge, will, and power, are concerned
with one object, and that not creatively. Our attributes cannot
endure because they are accidents. Our minds and our senses demand
a new cause for the production of a new-thing. But could we embrace
knOWledge, will, and power, of universal and infinite relation, when .1
& specified time came for the production of a thing it would befall
without alteration of our essence or a new thing or cause arising.

Our opponent urges this of the A<'tive Intellect and its emanation,
saying that its emanation is universal; it is the giver of forms, not
diViding them nor specifying (in what object they shall reside). Then
he POstulates a kind of particularization in relation to the receivers
and conditions which are generated, so that a ' preparation'2 is
brought about in the receivers. So the emanation is pa.rticularized
by a particular receiver in a particular measure. The fact that an

1 The reading of P •• emending bi'l-wujUd for bi'l-maujild, must be followed.
I See my article in PM Legacy oJ 18lam, p. 259.
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emanation receives a special receptacle by way of a cause external
to the emanator does not affect the universal character of the
emanation so far as concerns its essence, despite the fact that essential
causation according to our opponents is an essential emanation, &,

universal existence without particularization. From it only one
emanates. From that one comes Intelligence, Soul, and Sphere; and
from t~at Intelligence and Soul an Intelligence and Soul until the
last Intelligence is reached, from which emanate the forms (which
descend) upon the lower objects and end with the human soul.

We ask, Why confine objects in these essences if there is no parti
cularization in emanation! The finitude of objects in number and
place is the same as their finitude in beginning and time. H you say,
Particularization with us means the receptivity of the bearers (of
form) and the emanation gets its dimensions from them, we reply that

43 we are concerned with the origin of these bearers. Why are the
heavens confined to seven or nine 1 Why four elements and so on?
Why are these objects finite in number? Why should not these
heavens be infinite as to place &8 their movements are as to time?

H you say, Logical demonstration forbids the assertion that the
world is infinite as to place, We reply that that is precisely our position.
Everything that you have said concerning the Divine Providence1

which caused the order of existent things in the most perfect arrange
ment we predicate of the Eternal Will which decreed the particulariza
tion of things in order according to the knowledge of the Omniscient.~
You have been driven from abstract existence to a particular neces
sity, and from necessity to a particular intellection (ta':aqqul) and
thence to a particular providence. Then you say that these are
relative or negative attributes which do not necessitate plurality or
alteration in (God's) essence. What you call intellection we call
eternal knowledge, and what you call providence we call eternal will.
As with you providence results from knowledge, with us will is con
nected with the thing willed with the concurrence of knowledge. The
only difference between the two schools is that they refer the Ideas
of the Attributes to essence while the Mutakallimiin do not.

The opponents say that the order of procession from the Creator
was thus: The first thing to proceed from the Creator was the First
Intelligence. This caused another Intelligence and a soul and a body

44 which is the sphere of the spheres, and by means of each intelligence
a successive intelligence and soul and sphere until the last sphere was

1 This is the first mention of Divine Providence Cindya), 80 that it would seem
either that the author is quoting from some other work; or, as is more probable, he
is using notes of his lectures. He has not, however, given us the nmning comments
of the lecturer.

2 I owe the reference to Sur. 29. 9 to Professor NichoIaon.
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reached. This the Active Intelligence, which is the giver of forms in
this world, rotates. By means of the heavenly intelligences and move
ments of the spheres, the elements came into being; by their means
the compounds and lastly the human soul, because existence began
from the noblest and descended by stages to the vilest, viz. matter;
then it began from the vilest until it reached the noblest, viz. the
reasonable human soul.

It may be said to them: Did these lower forms of existence, in the
various shapes and species in which they are seen now, come into being
in a moment or in order? If in a moment, then the order which they
affirm (var. he called into existence) in the existence of things is false.
H they happened in order one after the other, how can essential pre
cedence between the first caused and-the last caused be substantiated!

We ask, What is the temporal relation between the first and last
thing caused if they are essentially timeless, albeit the human soul
had s beginning? What, too, is the relation of the soul's beginning
to the first intelligence, for if between them infinite souls had origin
ated in infinite time, the infinite would be shut in between two limits,
and that is absurd. If they were finite, their argument that pheno
mena are infinite is false; for if celestial movements were infinite, 45

terrestial objects would be infinite also, 80 the theory refutes itself.
They differ, too, about the order in the beginning of things. Some

say the order was (prime) matter Cun.,rur), intelligence, soul, body;
others say intelligence, soul, matter (haygiiJii = iiA7]), the spheres, the
elements Ca~ir), the compounds.

Proclus argued that the Creator (al-biiri') was essentially generous;
the cause of the world's existence was His generosity; and His
generosity was eternal. Therefore the world was eternal. He could
not be generous at one time and ungenerous at another, for that would
involve alteration in His essence. There could be no impediment in the
way of the emanation of His generosity, for if there were, His genero
sity would not result from His essence, because an essential restraint
would operate eternally, whereas generosity in the production of things
has been established. And if the restraint ca.me from an external
source, that source would be .the impelling force of the necessarily
existent One who cannot be impelled to act or restrained from acting.

Further he said that the Creator (al-~ii,'",it)must either have created
eternally inactu or inpotentia. H the former, then the created is caused
eternally: if the latter, the potential cannot emerge into actual without
external aid which must be other than the essence of the thing itseH,
80 it follows that the Creator's essence must change. And that is faIse.1

1 A comparison with the fuller text of this passage in the M ilal will make the
tneaning plainer. I have inserted the variant readings in the footnotes to the text.
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46 Again,he said, No (primal) cause can suffer movement and change, for
it is only a cause in respect of its own essence not by way of (activity)
received from another. If the cause is eternalessentially, so is theeffect.

Answer. Why speak of God's generosity when it is admitted that it
is not an essential attribute additional to His essence, but an active
one! With you the attributes are either negations like qatlim, which
is the denial of beginning; or relations (iqii,jat) like al-kMliq the
Creator, and al-raziq the sustainer in our terminology, and the origina
tor (al-mubdi') and the first cause in yours. God has no attributes
outside these ~wo categories. Generosity belongs to the relative not
to the negative class, so that there is no difference between the
meaning of the Originator and the Generous, for both mean the doer.
It is as though you said, 'He creates through His essence', which is the
question in dispute.

The opponent says He does not create by His essence, and His
activity is not eternal, which is the point at issue. You change the
word activity to generosity and make it the proof of the argument.
H generosity is the equivalent of activity and bringing into being,
then when he says: There was & time ",·hen He was generous and
there was a time when He was not generous, it is the same as his
saying: There was a time when He created and a time when He did
not create; and that is the point of the controversy.

47 The difficulty can be solved in two ways. First, operation is impos
sible before time was, not 88 regards the agent, but as regards the
operation itself, inasmuch as its existence is inconceivable. Activity
h88 a beginning; timeless eternity (azal) has not; therefore there can
be no connexion between them. God is generous inasmuch as His
generosity can be conceived. To say that an individual who comes
into being in our time must always have existed because the Creator
is essentially generous is to make oneself ridiculous. The timeless
existence of a particular thing (al-maujild m-mu~ayyan) is impossible,
and the impossibility of a thing's existence is the impediment to the
emanation of existence, but not so that the impediment can exercise
impulsion or compulsion (of itself): on the contrary it is impossible
per se. Similarly, if God had created things in order, or everything at
once without any order, our opponents would say it W88 impossible;
yet it would not militate against God's being generous. This re
sembles the doctrine of the Mutakallim that we may ascribe to God
power over what can exist, but as to what cannot possibly exist you
must not say that God has no power over it, but that the impossible
per Be is not capable of being willed (ghair maqdilr)l and so its existence
is inconceivable.

1 Or, not an object meet for the exercise of God's power.
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This answer applies also to their assertion that if He was not &

Creator and He became one, He WaB first a potential and then an
actual Creator, and 80 his essence changed. We say that He was not
eternally a Creator, because operation in eternity is impossible; and
if Or thing is essentially and in itseH impossible it cannot be an object
of God's power, and 80 it is not created. But if it is impossible for
BOme other reason which ceases to operate, then it becomes an object "8
of God's power and may be created. Eternal creation is impossible
because eternity has no beginning and creation has. Union between
them is impossible....

With regard to the assertion thatHe is a cause essentially, the mean
ing of His being a cause is that He is an originator of the existence
of something. It is impossible that the effect should exist together
(timelessly) with the cause, for that would disrupt their relation. We
deny their coexistence in time, for that would necessitate the existence
of the (first) cause in time, subject to change, and that is impossible.
The Creator's existence is essential and underived; the existence of
the world is derived from Him, and the derivation must always
precede in existence.

Secondly, we say: How do you know that God must be generou8
essentially? They reply: Because what He does is more perfect than
what He does not do.

Reply. Suppose the contrary were true what would your answer
be, for what you say is not a necessary proposition of a 8ubject whose
perfection is in itself and not in another? What God does is not done
for a purpose (gkariJ,) nor in order that He may receive praise, nor
for any reason involving a reciprocal relation. H an object's perfec- 49
tion were in itself, and another object's perfection were derived from
something else, obviously the former would be superior to the latter.
Now that which is defective unless it does something, is not perfect
in its essence, but is defective and finds its perfection in 80mething
outside itself and cannot rightly be said to be necessarily existent in
its essence.

What is the meaning of 'If He was not a Creator He became one
and innovation resulted' 7 If it means that innovation occurred out
side the divine essence it is admitted, but within the. divine essence
it is inadmissible; it is the point in dispute.

Ambiguity, too, underlies their saying 'He was a Creatorpotentially'.
Potentiality (q1twwa) can mean abstract preparedness (istif:diid) or
POwer (qudra). The former is not to be predicated of God, though
the latter is admissible. Here is the point in dispute. But there is
no need to postulate something to bring a thing from potentiality to
actuality.
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Proclus' saying that no cause can suffer movement or change, for
it is only a cause in respect of its essence, is inadmissible; moreover,
it is false on his own premisses in the case of the First Intelligence,
for it does not suffer movement and change and it is not a cause in
respect of its essence, but is the thing caused by the necessary existent
one, and a cause in respect of its being necessary through him not
per se. The same holds true of. the separate intelligences.

50 [Shahrastani]. The easiest and best way of proving the temporal
origin of the world is as follows: we establish that human souls are
finite in number, therefore human beings must be. From this it
follows that things of composite nature are temporal and finite, and
so are the circular movements which unite the elements. Thus the
movements and the celestial movers must be temporal, and 80 the
universe as a whole is of time.

We assert that an actually existent number, if it were actually
infinite, would not be susceptible of plus or minus, for nothing can be
bigger than an infinite quantity. The infinite cannot be doubled by
the infinite. What is finite from one aspect is finite from all aspects.
Now human souls are actually susceptible of increase and decrease.
At the present day a certain number of human beings exist, each
having a soul. If those souls are added to the sou18 which survive of
past individuals the former will be less and the latter greater by the
addition and so it will always be. The relation of the past to the total
at any given present is the relation of the less to the more. Thus the
infinite cannot actually exist.

It might be thought that things which come into being in sequence
51 are infinite in an unbroken line (lit. first before last and last after first)

and that if they have no end they must needs have had no beginning.
Though this opinion is intellectually a mistake the fancy often eyes
it with approval. But if the supposition concerned infinite objects
existing together instead of in sequence, actual not potential, they
would have to be free from plus and minus as aforesaid, whereas they
are not. Everything composed actually of units is subject to plus and
minus, and therefore cannot be infinite.!

52 When we say that the infinite number is a subjectivity we mean
that the mind is unable to conceive an end to it. Just as a pure
number can be known without being tied to a thing counted, so the
half and quarter can be known without reference to the infinite, but
it is impossible to assert that infinite numbers exist, for everything'
existent is numbered and finite.! The universe had a beginning, and
the supposition of a precedent non-existence is mere fancy like the
supposition of a vacuum beyond the universe in which the universe

1 I have passed over the repetition of arguments which have been advanced before.
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may reside. In fact the vacuum is the spatial counterpart of the
supposition of temporal non-existence.

Questions as to whether there are worlds infinite beyond this one
are ridiculous. It might as well be asked if this world were preceded
by an infinite number of worlds. Before the world there existed 53

naught but the Producer of its existence, its Originator, prior in
creation and origination, not prior in essential causation or time.
He is above the world in origination and unimpeded action, not in
essential and local 'aboveness'.

CHAPTER 11

THAT ALL THINGS THAT EXIST HAD A BEGINNING THROUGH GOD'S 5"

ORIGINATION. HEREIN IS A REFUTATION OF THE DOCTRINES OF

THE MU~TAZILA, DUALISTS, AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHERS, AND A

PROOF OF KA.8B, AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KJ48B AND IJ..lD AND

KHA.LQ.

ALL theists agree that it is God that gives existence to all existent
things.! He is the sole Creator. The philosophers asserted the pos
sibility of a thing proceeding from (a source) other than God, with the
condition that the existence of that other rests on the existence of
something else which goes back to the necessarily existent. They
differ as to whether more than one can proceed from it, though most
of them say No. Then they differ about that one. Some said it is
intelligence; others it is prime matter, then intelligence. They differ
as to what proceeds from the first caused. Some say it is soul; others
say it is another intelligence and & soul and a sphere, Le. body; and 55
thus there proceeds from every intelligence an intelligence until that
Active Intelligence which turns the sphere of the mOOD, the giver of
forms.

Some of the older philosophers asserted the possibility of a plural
thing proceeding from the necessary existent. I have written about
these theories in my Milal . ...

The Muttazila Qadarites assert that man's will has an influence
in bringing into existence and origination in movement and quie-
scence. . . . .

The philosophers agree with us that no body or bodily faculty can 56

originate a body; and the Majus agree with us that darkness cannot
have originated through the originating action of light. The Muttazila

1 From now onwards I have trall8lated much more freely, summarizing the
arguments 88 much 88 possible.
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agree with us that man's power is inadequate to originate bodies,
colours, &c., but they differ as to the secondary causes (mutawalladat).

I have appended this question to the discussion about the tem
porary origin of the world because when it has been proved that the
contingent rests on the giver of existence and that ijad means giving
existence, then everything is contingent resting on God's ijad in
respect of its existence. Intermediaries are preparatory dispositions,
not causes.

'Against the philosophers we argue that everything which exists
through something else is contingent in respect of essence; if it were
able to produce anything it would produce it in respect of its existing
through another, or in respect of its being contingent in its essence,
or in both respects at the same time. But it cannot produce in respect
of its being existent through another except in conjunction with its
essence, seeing that the essence of one is not free from the essence of
the other, and its existence cannot escape from its reality, which is

57 contingent existence. The nature of contingency is privative, so that
if it had influence on existence the influence would be in conjunction
with privation-which is absurd.'

'I have drawn this proof from the doctrine of the philosophers on
the subject of body, i.e. that it cannot influence body by way of
bringing into being. Body is composed of matter and form, so that
if it exerted influence it would be in conjunction with matter; and
matter has a privative nature, so that it is impossible that it should
bring anything into existence. The body also cannot possibly bring
into existence. Thus contingent existence is &s matter, and the soul
of existence is as form. Just as body exercises no influence in respect
of its form except in conjunction with matter, so that which exists
through another-the contingen~xercise8no influence in respect
of its existence except in conjunction with contingent existence.
Therefore there is no real bringer into existence except! the necessary
existent.' . . .

Objedion. The contingent merely causes, or brings into -being,
something else by virtue of the relationship of its existence through
another. Simply regard it as existent without reference to contin
gency and non-existence, because contingency has vanished with the
coming of being and necessity has come in the place of contingency,
and we can ignore contingency altogether. Thus influence is not
exercised in conjunction with contingency.

Answer. But if existence qua existence can exercise influence with
out regard to contingency and possibility, then let the existence of

1 I omit bi-wujiid. If it is to be retained, it would be best to read miljad instead of
mUjid.
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everything exercise influence 80 that intellect has no better claim to
causation than soul or body, and body influences body in respect of
its form. For existence does not differ in so far as it is existence.

If it be argued that the First Intelligence only causes something 58
else in virtue of relationships (i~tibiirat) of its essence. In respect of
its existence through the necessary existent it causes an intelligence
or soul, and in respect of the potentiality in its essence it causes &,

body, i.e. form and matter: your attempt to shun the aspect of con
tingency is vain, because the aspect of necessity is connected with the
existence of intelligence and soul, and the aspect of contingency is
connected with the existence of form and matter. We have laboured
this point because only one can proceed from the One. H two so pro
ceeded they would come from two different aspects (jikataini).l If it
could be established that the One had two aspects, plurality in His
essence would result.

Answer. H the (First) Intelligence caused (another) Intelligence or
soul inasmuch as it was necessary through another, the (first) body
would have caused (another) body or a soul inasmuch as it was neces
sary through another; for the notion of necessity through another
does not differ. . . . The fact that the body is material does not make
production impossible in that it is necessary through another.... On
this ground you ought to argue that a body can produce a body or a
bodily form. But you agree that that is impossible. 59

We say: Here are four correlatives: intelligence, soul, sphere, and
matter, which are substances differing in their real natures, which
require four other correlatives differing in nature. On you is the onus
of asserting that the First Caused had t.hese real natures, for otherwise
it would follow that a plurality should have proceeded from one thing
which to you is absurd. Also you must prove that these correlative
relationships are not (mere) relations and negations. For if plurality
of relations and negations does not cause plurality in essence, does it
cause things at all? For the necessary's existence is one in every
respect, not becoming plural in relations or negationa, and the
negative and relative attributes do not cause pluralities: if they did,
everything would be in .the same relation to the necessary existent,
without intermediaries, which according to you is absurd. Thus they
are on the horns of a dilemma. If they as~ert that the First Caused
had different causal qualities they contradict their dogma 'only one
can proceed from one': and if they say these qualities are relative or
negative they are compelled to postulate plural correlatives in the
necessary existent, which also contradicts their tenets.

1 A difficult word to render. Aspects implying different 'sUles' are meant, not
lIlere view-points. On the argument generally 800 The Legacy oJ Islam, p. 257 f.
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60 'If a correlative contains different species, so must its counterpart,
BO really you are positing two things: its being necessary through
another, and its being possible in its essence. Its being necessary
through another caused intelligence and BOul, and its·being possible
in essence caused form and matter. Thus you have posited the pro
cession of two self-subsistent substances from one thing (wajh). Here
is another contradiction.'

The shrewdest of them endeavour to avoid the difficulty by
accounting for plurality in the First Intelligence by the relationship
of its essence, not by what it derived from another, on the ground that
contingency is essential to it, not from another, while its existence
is not essential but from another, and so plurality was not derived
from the necessary existent.

Upon my life when Intelligence appeared there appeared ready
made four relations: its being necessary through another, its being
intelligence, its being one in essence, and its being contingent in
essence! Inasmuch as it was intelligence it caused intelligence, qua
existence through the necessary existent it caused 8oul, inasmuch as
it was one it caused form, and inasmuch 88 it was contingent it caused
matter. Since these relationships were different realities, substances
of different species were caused.... But this is mere sophistry.'

61 Here follows the argument that the necessary existent cannot be
freed from the relations which are postulated of the first ca~sed. The
philosophers explain the plurality of fortns as due to the number of
receivers or carriers, though the forms are said to emanate from the
Active Intelligence, whose qualities do not multiply with the infinite
variety of forms. They ought to apply the same· reasoning to the
necessary existent as to the Active Intelligence.

62 They say that intelligence as applied to the First Intelligence is a,

negative predication; but how can a negation have any relation to the
existence of an intellectual substance (jauhar)? And why not include
form and the categories as well as matter in the negations, and then
everything would be in the same relation to the necessary existent?

Again, why is existence through another more fitting to cause soul
than being free from matter? If you transposed the terms and made
necessity through another the cause of intelligence, and freedom from
matter the cause of soul, what nonsense would result!

'You assert four relationships of the First Intelligence who is yet
one in essence, and you say that his oneness caused soul and body.

63 Then what is derived from the Creator! and what has he of his
own essence? If he only has potentiality2 of existence from his own

1 The necessary existent is identified with Allah.
J lmkdn sometimes means contingency and sometimes potentiality.
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essence then three relationships are left. H these are derived from the
First they demand three correlatives, the necessary existent being
one in every respect; while if they are of his own essence, i.e. necessary
accompaniments (lawazim) of his essence (of the First Intelligence)
your assertion that that which he has of his essence is only poten
tiality is contradicted. Potentiality can only be related to matter
because the nature of matter is privative. Matter is capable of
receiving form, and potentiality has a similar nature because it is
capable of receiving existence. So form. is left without a cause.

'It is astonishing that body, composed of matter and form, cannot
cause its like; and.something whose existence is through another and
is in itself potential should cause intellectual substances different in
species and should be unable to participate in matter notwithstanding
that potentiality exists only in the mind, while matter has existence
in the external world! From these objections it can be realized that
there is no necessity for the intermediate agents which have been
postulated as the cause of things.'

Here follows a criticism of the arbitrary assignment of four rela
tions to the First Intelligence. Why did not the series continue to 64

multiply by four! Why only nine intelligences and foUl" elements ?
How-are the unceasing movements of the stars and the change and
flux of the sub-lunar world to be explained? The vast scheme of the
universe will not fit into their plan and can only lead to belief in an
omniscient omnipotent Creator. The foregoing is sufficient to refute
the philosophers who follow Aristotle.

The Majus are concerned with two questions: the cause of the 65

mingling of light and darkness and the·way to free one from the other.
Some say: Light thought an evil thought and darkness came into
being adhering to particles of light; thus darkness had a temporal
origin.

It was objected that if light W88 pure good, what was the cause of 66

the evil thought? If it happenedin itself, whydid not darkness happen
in itself? If it happened in light, then how did light originate the
root of evil and source of cOlTUption? H all the world's corruption
is to be attributed to darkness and darkness to thought, then thought
is the source of evil and corruption.

It is remarkable that they shrank from attributing individual evil
to light though they had to attribute universal evil to it.

To those who hold the pre-existence of darkness it is sufficient to
say that two absolutely contradictory things in nature cannot be
mixed save by force: if their essences could be mixed, their contra
dictoriness would have ceased. Further, darkness must either be, or
not be, a real thing. If its existence is real, it is the equal of light in
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existence, and distinction between them must be denied in all
respects.! Similarly, if it is its equal in pre-existence and oneness, it
is qua existence good. On the other hand, if it is not a real thing, it
cannot be pre-existent nor can it form an opposite! to its contrary.
And how can the existence of the world result from a mingling of it
(with light) 13

67 Again: If the darkness is pre-existent the origin of the world is a
mixture; if the mixture is good, then good has resulted from evil: if
evil, then vice versa. If the mixture was good, the freedom from
mixture would be evil because it is its opposite: if it was evil vice
versa. So whichever view is taken either good is· the source of evil
or evil is the source of good t

The mingling of two simple substances would produce one nature,
whereas the world contains different species and individuals which
could not possibly come from a mixture of two simple things.

In dealing with the Muftazila we will first mention the way in which
the orthodox attribute everything to God's creative power.

1. The phenomenal world contains clear indications of the wisdom
68 of its architect; and since the order of nature manifestly comes from

a perfect agent it must be the work of the wisdom of that agent.
Man's knowledge is never entirely in line with what man does: it is
general not detailed. The operation of -(natural) order indicates that
the agent is other than he, and one whose knowledge is all embracing.
Such was al-Ash~ari's system as expounded in his books, and applied
to the actions of the ignorant.-

This argument, however, is not confined to the ignorant but
applies also to the knower Calim); for his knowledge does not fully
encompass his action. Just as it is impossible to initiate and invent
in complete ignorance and unawareness of the thing to be initiated

.so it is impossible where any unawareness is present; cf. Sur. 67.14.
Objection. This argument does not demonstrate the impossibility

of the origin of action by the will of man. For man's complete com
prehension of an action is not impossible, and if the connexion of
man's knowledge with an action is conceived as from all aspects you

69 must admit the possibility of an act through man's will from all
aspects, because the intelligent and perfect ordering it displays is
proof of the agent's knowledge. But according to you this is inad
missible, so your inference that man's knowledge is to be denied is

1 Se. inasmuch as both are 'things'. I The Berlin MS. h88 'equal'.
I Repetitions have been omitted.
4 al-gMfll, he who does not know fully what he does: 'unawareness' would seem

to be a mental state midway between knowledge and ignorance. However the
glossator of al-Saniisi's Tau~id defines it as 'complete absence of knowledge about
a thing'.
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vain. The power by which knowledge is connected with an action
must be created by man. With us complete knowledge about an
action is not a condition; but knowledge of the root of its existence
is a condition of (man's) being an agent and the one does not destroy
the other.1

Answer. Our object was not to demonstrate the impossibility of an
act through man's will, but to deny that the creature was the creator
of his actions for which he will be rewarded and punished. If he were
such a creator, the excellence of his work would indicate his know
ledge: but it does not. He is not a creator because, if he were, he would
know wha.t he created from every aspect: but he does not, so he is
not a creator....

Knowledge of action is (a) necessary (fjarilri); (b) reasoned (na~ri). 70

Sometimes more and more acquired knowledge is necessary 80 that
an infinite chain of discovery and reasoning would be required to
attain a required operation.

Some of the philosophers thought that production came from
knowledge, so that if maD knew the manifold aspects of operation,
universal and particular, time, place, &c., he could produce and
create. Thence they argued that the Creator's knowledge of his
essence is the origin of theexistence of the first act. They distinguished
between active and passive linowledge. Man has need of will and
instruments, &c.. because his knowledge is passive. Therefore the
theologians all agree that knowledge follows the knowable and is
related to it as it is : it (knowledge) does not acquire it (the knowable)
as an attribute and it (knowledge) does not acquire an attribute from
it (the knowable).

2. A second way of demonstrating the impossibility of man's
power being capable of giving existence. H man's power were capable
of bringing anything into existence, it could produce anything con
sisting of substance and accident, because existence embraces all
existent things. Substance is not superior to accident because it 71

exists, but because it is self-subsistent, &c. Our opponents maintain
that self-subsistence, spatial content, &c., are attributes which follow
origination (/.tuduth) and are ;not indications of power. As for the
terms the thing~neS8. individua.lity, substantiality, the accidental,
they are in their opinion names of species latent in non-existence,2
and are not indications of power....

But the same inability to produce things is found in different per
80ns in different degrees, 80 that Zaid can move what fAmr cannot.

1 I take this to mean that knowledge of all aspects and consequences of an act is
not a necessary condition of man's free will, but that he must consciously perfonn 8n

act if it is to fall within his qudra. t thiibita fi'l- fadam.
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Our opponents say that as power! itself embraces all man's powers
they are equal in capability.2 Similarly, existence itself embraces
all existent things so that they must necessarily be equal in re
ceiving capability; but it can be admitted that capability does not
follow power itseH, but it differs in relation to different individuals.

But (say we) capability of power must either be universal and not
72 differ in relation to different objects as aforesaid, or be particular;

and there is no proof of the particularization of one object as opposed
to another: the course of nature as we know it shows no anomaly in
man's power.

Objection. You yourselves have admitted that man's power is con
nected with some objects and not with others, and you call the
connexion (ta}aJ,luq) 'acquisition' (leash). The particularization you
mention in the connexion and 'acquisition' we attribute to particu
larization in production (ijiid). It is extraordinary that you should
deny man's power when you 888ert his connexion (with an act). Why
don't you admit the possible universality of this connexion 80 that
it can apply to everything, substance or accident? For if you par
ticularize the connexion while denying (its) influence, do not think
it strange if we particularize the connexion while asserting (its)
influence.

Reply. We assert connexion between man's power and the object
of it, but we are not committed to a theory that ta,talluq is of universal
application since we do not ascribe to it inftue"nce in producing or
originating anything as you do and are bound to do. Our master
al-Ashtari denied that man's power had any capability in reference

73 to existence or any attribute of existence. AI-Baqillii.ni (d. (03) did
allow it a certain influence, as we shall explain; but he kept it clear
of existence and thus avoided its universal application. He pointed
out the necessary difference between voluntary and involuntary
movement, e.g. sneezing, a difference which does not reside in the
movements themselves. One is within one's power and is willed; the
other is not. Therefore, either it must be said that power is con
nected with one of them with a connexion of knowledge without any
influence at all-which would be equivalent to denying the difference
between voluntary and involuntary, because to deny influence is the
same as to deny connexion so far as the movements themselves are
concerned and we only find a difference in something additional to
their existence and the states3 of their existence. Or it must be said
that power is connected with one of them with an influence. The

1 Reading lzaqiqatu'l-qudra to correspond with 1;taqiqatu'l-wujild.
, Capability is perhaps too strong: salii1)iyya means suitability, fitness, 'con-

venience '. I See further, Chapter VI.
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influence must either be referred to existence and coming into being
or to a quality of existence. The first is wrong, because if it could affect
one thing it could affect everything and so it is clear that the influence
is another quality which is a state additional to existence.

He said that according to our oppone.nt God's powerfulness only
exercised influence in a state, viz. existence, because all the general
and special qualities, substantial, accidental and the like, are rele
gated by him to non-existence so that only one state 'coming into
being' (1J,uduth) is left. 'Grant me, then, one state in reference to man's 7~

power,' said he. His companions replied that he had introduced a
term unknown in name or meaning. Never mind, said he, if I cannot
find a special name for my term. If aspects and relationships can be
asserted of one act and all of them attributed to one quality affecting
it, like 'happening'1 it is evidence of power and the choice between
alternatives; for it shows that will and knowledge have been present.
Our opponent says that the categories good and bad, commanded
and forbidden, are qualities added to existence, some essential to the
act, others due to will, just as the qualities which follow coming into
existence like substance being susceptible of accidents. Now if he
can postulate qualities which are states and relationships additional
to existence to which 'powerfulness' does not attach, they being
intelligible, why cannot I postulate an intelligible influence to man's
power? Take movement as an example. It is the name of a genus
embracing species and kind or the name of a species with distinct
peculiarities. Movements are of various kinds, e.g. writing, speech,
handicraft; and each kind has subdivisions. The fact that handicraft 7S

and writing are distinct from each other is due to a state in each
movement not to the movement itseH. Similarly with voluntary and
involuntary movement. So that state can be attributed to the
creature as an acquisition2 and action (kasban 'UXlfi~lan) . ... If a
divine command is attached to the act and it happens accordingly,
it is called 'service' and 'obedience'. If a prohibition, the contrary ;
and the aspect (wajh) is the commandment which earns reward or
Punishment. Our opponent admits that action is rewarded because
it is good or bad not because it is something that exists. Goodness
and badness are states additional to action and existence.

Here the QaQi was nearer the just view, for he (the opponent)
attributed to the creature those acts for which he would not be
rewarded or punished, while he theoretically requited that which
lies outside men's power. But the QaQi specified (a) what it is that is
not requited and posited it as God's act and (b) what is man's act and
acquisition and is requited.

1 Apparently he uses wuqii,C as synonymous with lyuduth. :I V.8.
3444 D
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The Q84i was not really at variance with his colleagues. Act has
intellectual aspects and relationships of a general and specific charac
ter ... but in itself it is not made up of these aspects, but they are all

76 of them derived from the agent. Itself it is but potential. Its exis
tence is derived from its producer generally. H it is writing it is
derived from its writer in a particular aspect. The two ways can be
distinguished intellectually but not by the senses: one is production.
and initiation in a general sense; the other is acquisition and action
-the special relation to the quality. The action with reference to its
existence needs one to bring it into existence and it also needs a
writer and a speaker if the act is writing or speech. The producer's
essence or attribute is not altered when the produced comes into
existence: he knows all the aspects of the act. But he who acquires
(the power to act) suffers change of essence and attribute when the
acquisition takes place; his knowledge does not embrace all the
aspects (jiMt) of the act.

The eternal power is too exalted to possess a capacity confined to
special aspects of (man's) actions, while man's power is too lowly to
possess a capacity embracing all aspects of action.... Man's special
and varying capacity is confined to certain objects whereas the
capacity of God's power is one and unvarying, with one connexion,

77 namely existence. You must not confine God's capacity within man's .
limitations nor ascribe God's perfection to man's capacity. You must
not say of the giver of existence He is the writer, speaker, &c., nor
of the one who acquires power he is the giver of existence, the
Creator, &c.

The difference between creation (kkalq) and acquisition (/cash) is
that creation is that which is brought into existence in such a way
that the producer is unaffected by the act which he acquires as a
quality and does not acquire a quality from it and he knows every
aspect of his action. Acquisition is that which is willed by man's
will; (or, within man's power). Man is affected by his acquisition. He
acquires it as a quality and acquires a quality from it. He only'knows
one aspect of what he does.

This confirms what al-Ustadh1 said, namely that every act which
78 comes about by co-operation is an acquisition to the one who asks

for help. This actually takes place when the individual asserts that
he was not alone in his act. This is what Abii Bakr meant when he
said that acquisition means that power is connected with it in one
respect but not in all respects; but creation is the originating of the
thing itself and its production from non-existence. There is therefore
no difference between them and the Q84i, except that what they

1 I.e. Abii Isl}iq al-Isfari'inI.
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called aspect (wajh) and relationship (ttibar) he called quality and
state.

Al-Ash~ari held that man's power had no influence at all, other
than the creature's belief that his action was facilitated by sound
limbs and capacity and power, all of which come from God.
. AI-Juwaini went too far in asserting that man could confer exis
tence, though he did not say that in so doing man was independent
of an antecedent chain of causes which ended in the Creator. He only
followed the philosophers in their doctrine of a causal chain and the
influence of celestial intermediaries, in an endeavour to avoid the
folly of absolute determination (jabT). Of all forms of this doctrine
the compulsion of an infinite chain of causes is the worst. For all
matter is prepared for a special form: all the forms emanate from
the Giver of form and assume matter by compulsion, 80 that choice 79

and power over alternatives is compulsion. Men's acts are the result
of all-powerful causes and are requited by absolute determination.
Everything is the result of a prevenient cause. But intermediaries
only prepare; they do not create; their nature is contingent.

The Mtirtazila asserted that a man feels intuitively that a thing
happens or does not happen according to his will. He can move or
not move. Unless he had the power to produce what he wanted, this
feeling would be inexplicable. You agree with us when you distin
guish between voluntary and involuntary movements. Now either
the difierence resides in movements themselves in that they happen
one by the power of the agent and the other by another agent's power,
or in a quality in the agent who has power over one and not over the
other. H he has power over it, then he must influence what he wills,
and the influence must be in existence, because the act takes place
in existence, not in another quality. Your predication of kasb is un- 80

intelligible: either it is an existent something or not. If it is some
thing, then you have admitted that man does exercise influence in
existence; if it is not. something, it is nothing! They asserted that
to posit power without influence was to deny power. Its connexion
with its object was like that of knowledge with the knowable.

Reply. Here we flatly contradict your appeal to intuitive feeling.
Involuntary acts are not due to man's impulsion, yet according to
you he brings them into existence. Many accidents, like the colours
which come through dyeing, are due to man's impulsion, yet accord
ing to you he does not bring them into existence.

We agree that man is conscious of the difference between the 81

voluntary and involuntary, but as we have explained this is due to a
quality in the subject or to a condition of the movement. But the
senses are not conscious of bringing anything into existence. We
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have found another source for the two movements and states other
than 'existence'. Is it not the case that those of your party who say
that the non-existent is a thing do not refer the difference to the
accidental and the power of movement in that they are within man's
power, for they are internaP qualities latent in non-existence, nor to
the need of a substrate, for they are qualities which follow existence
in time. Therefore we do not refer them to existence for they are
evidence of the eternal will, but rather to that which you regard as
worthy of reward and punishment. . . . A man does not feel the
impulse to bring something into being, but rather the impulse to
stand or sit and so on. These characteristics of actions are outside
and distinct from existence. You can call them aspects and relation
·ships if you like....

82 The connexion (tatalluq) of God's power is universal, whereas man's
power is particular. The act is decreed by God before man's power is
brought into contact with it. Thus a dual nature is latent in every
action-the potential and the actual production. The connexion of
man's power does not destroy these two natures. Existence-in
different as it is to good or bad-is to be attributed to God as its
Creator; the taking over (kasb) of the act whether good or evil is to
be related to man. There is no question of two creators, but rather of
two agents working from different aspects, or of two distinct decrees
which must be referred to their proper and distinct authors.

We differ from you entirely when you assert that man's actions are
within his power, because most of them are not and result in frustrat
ing his intention, e.g. moving one's finger in a straight line without

83 deviating to right or left or hitting a target. Man's power falls short
of the impulse which impels him to action. Some other source must
be sought.

The second point on which they relied in asserting that man had
power over his actions was the relevance of the sacred law. Unless
man was an independent agent then commandments were mere folly
and even contradictory. Commandments demand something ·which
is possible from mankind. If action is impossible they are absurd and

84 so are the rewards and punishments in the law. In fact the command
ments might as well be addressed to fools as to wise men!

Apart from any question of sacred law it is our custom to lay com
mands and prohibitions on one another and to attribute good and
evil to deliberate choice, rewarding one and punishing the other. If
any sophist would dispute this, let him submit to insult and blows.

1 This I take to be the meaning of /!iJal nafsiyya tluibita /f, ~l~adam. Faniiri on Iji
iv. 75.7 (quoted by Honen) says that such a quality cannot be understood by analogy
with anything else.
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If he feels resentment and physical pain and is moved to retaliate he
thereby admits that he has felt something, otherwise why be angry
and attribute (responsible) action to his assailant! If he proceeds to
retaliate he admits that he has judged the act to be worthy of punish
ment and recompense....

Reply. We do not admit the validity of your argument as to the 85
relevance of law, because the (bringing into) existence which you
claim as man's prerogative is the point in dispute. For existence qua
existence is neither good nor bad, commanded nor forbidden. More
over, the law knows other categories, e.g. what must and what must
not be done. If you say that what is commanded is an aspect of
existence deserving praise or blame we agree, but that aspect cannot
be brought under man's power because, according to you, it is a quality
attaching to the act after it has been performed. Therefore the thing
commanded is not subordinate to man's power.

If it be said that that which is decreed is the existence of the
act and that the aspect which is obligatory on man is not that which
is commanded, we reply that you have not grappled with the diffi
culty....

What is the difference, pray, between a commandment not within 86

the power of the creature nor of anyone else, and one not within the
power of the creature from the aspect of what has been commanded,
and within another's power from the point of view of what has not
been commanded?

The first proposition resembles absolute predestination. Such
people are Qadarites in that they say origin and existenoe are within
the power of the creature; and Jabrites in that they say that the
thing the creature is commanded to do is not within his power to
'acquire' or to do.-i.e. 'Blind in whichever eye you like', as the
saying runs! ...

The law attains its objects by punishment and reward according
to a person's power. If a man is paid to dye clothes white and he
returns them black he is punished. The subject of the divine law is
that which is within his power....

We have explained that the influence whioh man's power exerts 87

is an aspect (wajh) or condition of the act similar to that which you
ascribe to the Almighty will. Does the law say 'bring (or don't bring)
into exi~tence' or does it say' worship God and associate nought with
Him'? The aspect of worship which is a specific designation of action
becomes worship by command ... related to man's power. Why
should you not accept another relation (iif,aJa) in which we believe,
which is similar to what you believe? ...

We differ in that we say that existence is something that 'is
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followed', fundamental. It is an expression for essence (dMt) and the
thing itself (fain) and we relate it with all its qualities to God; while
to the creature we attribute what cannot be related to God. Thus it
cannot be said 'God fasted', 'God prayed', and so on. His qualities
are unchanged by his actions, and nothing in creation is outside his
knowledge. Man on the contrary acquires names from all his actions
and his essence changes through his acts and he does not understand
all his acts. This is what al~I8fari'inimeant when he said: Man acts
with a helper. God! acts without a helper.

88 As for a]-Ash~arI, he denied that man's power had any influence.
Consequently the answer to these arguments is difficult. However,
he did allow a. certain facility and ability (tamakkun) which a man
feels himself to possess, namely soundness of body and a belief in the
course of nature. Whenever a man resolves to do a thing God creates
for him power and capacity commensurate with that act which he
originates in him, and the man is described with the epithet proper
t() the character of the action....

Further, the same authority that impOses commands contains
prayers for divine help; cf. Sur. 1. H man were able to fulfil the law
by his own power he would not have to ask God's help. Opponents
say that the words 'God favours whom He will in guiding them'2
refer to the creation of man's power which can choose between alter
natives; but this view destroys the doctrine of grace and guidance;
cf. Bur. 12. 14.

What makes this doctrine just is man's feeling that he needs a,

89 helper although he feels capable of the act. He is conscious of a lack
of independence in all that he does or does not do. He can speculate
but not arrive at knowledge: he can move his members, but if he
wished to do so without employing the connecting muscles he could
not. Yet our opponents say man's power can choose alternatives and
man is independent in producing and initiating action. God's share
in man's action is the creation of this power in man.

The truth lies in admitting ability (al-tamakkun), facility (al-tcitaUi)
and capacity (al~i8t#ii/a) for the act, so far as they can rightly be
related to the creature in a way which corresponds with his power
and capacity. At the same time man's poverty of resource (ijtiqiir)
and need of external help must be asserted, while it must be denied
that he has independence or self-determination....

1 The reading of B. and P., 'Man is an agent; God is only called an agent' (bi-matna
for bi-mtlin), is attractive; but O. is supported by Shahrastini's concluding peroratioI;l
on p. 89.

j Sur. 17. 39.
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90CHAPTER III

THE DIVINE UNITY

OUR 8chool maintains that the One means that which is not SU8cep·
tible of division. His essence cannot be divided nor accept associate.
The Creator is one in His Essence without division, and one in His
Attributes without a like. . . .

The philosophers asserted that we could not speak of parts of
quantity or definition within the Necessary Existent and that no
'parts' actually existed. He was inconceivable except as one in every
respect, and there could not be two objects both necessary per se. 91
Consequently they denied the attributes or, if they spoke of them,
it was in a different sense. No sect really believes in two gods....

A proof that two gods could not exist: suppose one wished to move 92
an object and the other wished it to stay where it was. Then either
both would succe6d and the object would move and rest at the same
time! Of, both would fail and divine impotence would be manifest;
or one would succeed and the other fail, so that the latter could not
be a god. On the other hand, suppose they agreed to exercise power
and will in a certain act: either they would be associated in the act
of production-which is one eventl in which only one can act-or
one would act and the other would not.

Again, either they must have similar or different essential attri- 93
butes. If they were different, only one could have divine attributes.
On the other hand, if they were the same, the one would not differ
from the other in reality and characteristics, for their reality would
be one, but in conditions (lawiizim) additional to reality like subject,
place, and time, all of which destroy the idea of divinity.2

One black man is not different from another in his blackness but
as a different subject of blackness or different in time. Thus it can
be seen that mutual resemblance within the godhead is inconceivable.

Again, the one who tipped the scale from potential to actual being
must have been independent or he was no god. He wished to designate 9'
with being when he tipped the scale. If another shared in the act,
then the first lost his independence. On the other hand, if the second
god did not participate in creation he was deficient in power and no
god. His will would be mere desire and wish.

Objection. Your hypothesis of one god willing an object to move
1 qeuJ,iyya; or proposition.
2 The argwnent, as the example which follows shows, is that if the two ex hypothesi

gods were really one and the same there would be no ground for asserting that they
were two. Consequently the idea of a mahaU must be introduced together with time
and place in which difference can be exhibited.
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while the other wills it to stand still is inconceivable, because will
follows knowledge and knowledge follows the knowable. Therefore if
the knowable is movement it follows of necessity that the thing willed
is movement. The supposition of contradiction in knowledge is
inconceivable and consequently in will also. Now as the foundation
of the argument from mutual opposition within the godhead rests
on the positing, or rather supposition of, a real contradiction and that
is impossible, it is folly to uphold the argument.

The Schoolmen1 say that movement and rest are naturally possible2

95 and if power is adequate and the supposition of contradiction in will
is intellectually conceivable, we treat the supposition as if it were
established. Fact and supposition are the same so far as impossibility is
concerned, e.g. the supposition of a colour or other accident subsisting
in the essence of God takes the place of demonstration.3 Knowledge
does not remove the possible from the category (qa4iyya) of the
possible for the contrary of the known is a possibly existent genus.

For my part, I say, H .A knew that the object would move by his
will and power would B know that it would move by his will and
power or by some one else's? If A knew it as something existent
through his will and power, then B's knowledge would be ignorance;
and vice versa B's knowledge would be dependent on the act of A.
The supposition that the god A willed and had power over the act of
B is impossible because the very notion of will is specifying (takh.,~)

and of power giving existence and origination, and if they depend on
the activity of another they cease to retain their specific reality. . ..
Therefore the meaning of the operation (fa~iliyya)of God is that when
He knows the existence of a thing at a particular time He wills it
according to His knowledge and gives it being by His power according
to His will without any alteration of his essence or attributes. It
could be said with some plausibility that its creation necessarily
resulted, but we do not use the term necessary because we wish to
avoid all appearance of asserting essential causation which would rob
the Deity of perfection. .

We only know the contingent by a necessary intellectual proposi-
96 tion. We know the dependence of all things on an omniscient and

omnipotent God by virtue of the need of the contingent. H we suppose
that two gods are actually perfect in power, self-determination, and
creation, and equality in essential and operative attributes so that
each is a producer by his own power, will, and knowledge, m~tual
opposition in operation must ensue. But if one submits to the other

1 Lit. The Companions (al-~fuib).

~ The crucial words'at the same time' are omitted, though no doubt the disputants
intend them to be understood. 3 taMiq.
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their relation is that of slave and god. On the other hand, if each is
independent within his own sphere, both have need of a god perfect
in all respects.

Therefore the idea of two completely independent creatorsl is
intellectually inconceivable. The same is true of dual potentates,
knowers, and willers. Nor can there be two beings equal in all respects
without one being distinguished from the other in reference to this or
that, or place or time, or in a special operation or anything which
indicates a different origin or scope. Therefore we maintain that the
existence of the One is proved by (His) acts. The same objection
against three or more gods holds.

Now the works of the creation point to the existence of one Creator, 97
and if a second be supposed there must either be speoific proof of his
existence or it must be permissible to assert that just as there is no
proof of his existence, 80 there is no proof against it. H there were
proof that another omniscient had created another world that would
lead to impotence in the two gods as has been explained....

Again, if there are more gods than one, they must be confined to a
known number, so a power that so confined them is necessitated. For
quantity in number is the same as quantity in space which requires
a determinant. But if they were not confined to a known number,
an infinite number (of gods) confined in existence without co-ordina
tion would be necessitated and this is ridiculous. In fine, to assert the
possibility of the existence of a thing of which there is no proof is
the mere exercise of supposition; a logical possibility is not a god.

Distinguish carefully between the assumption of the absurd in
word or hypothesis and the assertion that it is possible logically or in
fact (aqdan). The aforesaid assumption in books is a mere verbal
hypothesis of the impossible which cannot be refuted by reason. 98

Objection. We find good and evil, order and disorder, in the uni
verse. The existence of universal good points to one who wills it, and
the existence of evil points to another will. Just as you cannot find
a person willing good and evil in a specific action, 80 it is impossible
to say that one God wills good and evil absolutely. Thus direct
?Pposition in operation points.to two opposing agents. As you have
Inferred that if another God were with Allah 'Heaven and earth
would fall into disorder',2 we for our part infer the existence of two
gods from the patent disorder that actually does exist.

The Answer of the Mutakall-imiln. 3 Existence itself is either entirely
good or neither good nor evil. The latter are correlatives. A thing
may be good in relation to one thing and evil in relation to another.

1 Var. 'objects'. t Sur. 73. 23.
3 I omit the reiteration of the argument of imkan.
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99 Good and evil exist in reference to positive and negative command
ments. This, too, is our answer to the Mu(tazilites who say that if
God wills evil He must be evil. Evil is only related to Him in that it
exists, and existence qua existence is not evil. He wills 3 thing in the
sense that something is designated by existence and not non-existence
by way of an attribute and with certain possibilities and not others.
But God does not will evil in reality.

OUT answer to the Dualists. Good and evil are found separate and
also mingled. The world of the angels is the world of pure goodness,
and the world of unmixed evil is the world of the devils. The world of
men is the world of mingled good and evil. So why have you not
posited a third (god) to whom the mingling can be attributed! ...

100 The answer of the Theological Philosophers.! H we suppose two
necessary existent gods, one would have to have a specifiQ difference
80 that necessary existence would be the genus of which each would
be a species. The necessary-existent can only be One. His existence
is His necessity, and His necessity His reality, and His reality His
Oneness, and His Oneness His peculiar property and uniqueness:!
without distinguishing necessity from existence nor existence from
quiddity and reality. Therefore they denied that the Creator
possessed attributes additional to His essence.

101 They said that evil meant only non-existence3 or imperfect
existence, and non-existence comes within the universal decree by
accident not by essence. The primary intention in creation is exis
tence. Logical division is existence which is pure good; or existence
which is followed by evil. The existence of pure evil is impossible,
nay, the existence which is mostly evil is similarly (impossible). So
that there is no existence which an existence little in evil follows that
is more evil than its existence.' Thus evil enters into existence by a,

secondary intention. . ..
Al-Ka(bi said to suppose two self-subsistent beings not differing

from one another in time or place and without a real characteristic
by which one differs from the other is impossible. The controversialist,
may say this is the point in dispute which you explain in your own
way and elevate your explanation into a proof; for many savants
have postulated intellectual substances of pure intellect, ... self
subsistent and distinguished from one another by real characteristics

102 and there is nothing repugnant to reason in the theory.

1 I omit the reiteration of the argument of imkiin.
t ta~ayyun is defined by J urjani as that which distinguishes a thing from some..

thing elae in such 8 way that nothing shares the distinction.
• Or •privation'.
4 The meaning seems to be that degrees of evil do not exist; imperfect realization

of existence is better than non-existenoo.
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CHAPTER IV

43

THE REFUTATION OF ANTHROPOMORPIDSH 103

ORTHODOX teaching is that nothing is like God, and He is like nothing ;
cf. SUT. 42. 9. He is not substance, body, accident; he is not local,
temporal, receptive of accidents, or the subject (locus) of temporal
phenomena.

The Shtite Gkiiliyya1 liken the Creator to the created. The
Mughiriyya, the Bayaniyya, and the Sabaiyya2 and the Hashimiyya
and their followers said that God has a form like the form of men;
and the anthropomorphists among the ~ifa.tiyya taught the same,
relying on the tradition of the Prophet: CGod crea.ted Adam according
to the form of the Compassionate' and its variant: Caccording to
His form'. 10.

The Ghiliyya said that a certain person was God, or that a part
of God was incarnate in him, slavishly following the Nazarenes and
Incamationists of every community. Some of the Karramiyya even
said that He was a substance and a body, that He lived above the
earthS and that He was the locus of tempoml events. They said that
when ·God created a substance the will that it should exist was
originated· in His essence. Sometimes they avoided the expression
'was originated'· and said that the will that it should be came into
existence in him and the word Be!5 When the thing created was
visible or audible God heard or saw, and so the five temporal attri
butes (corresponding to the senses) came into being in Him. Some
times they avoided saying 'incarnation' and 'Wcua' though they
employed the word IJ,M,itk 'originated'. They distinguished between
will (rnashi'a) and volition (iriida) on the ground that the former is
eternal and the latter temporal. Therefore they distinguished be
tween Making to Be and Made to Be (tak-win and mukawwan),
origination and originated, creation and created. For creation is a
temporal thing in his essence and the created is separated. So takwin
means God's command (qaul) Be,6 the Command subsisting in His
essence while the Made to Be is separated.

Similarly God's speech (kaliim) is qualities originated with Him
expressions composed of consonants and vowels according to some,
of consonants only according to others, so it is temporal, not eternal 105

1 Bigots or exaggerators, cf. Milal, p. 132, line 3.
t Possibly the marginal reading Sabdiyya is a gloss. Bayiniyya is the correct

reading. The founder taught that he was the bayan of Sur. 3. 132.
a Lit. 'that he was in an upward direction'.
: Perhaps the consonants should be read 'a!uJatha', 'he originated'.

In Arabic K.N. • See note 5.
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and not an originated thing. l They hold that it is impossible that the
qualities which originated in His essence should be annihilated.

Mubammad ibn al-Hai~m occupied himself with this question in
a way worthy of mention except in the question of originated things.
In this he could not free himself from his original dependence2 on
the teaching of his master Abii tAbd Allah al-Karram.

Refutation. We say that if God were circumscribed by form and
shape altering through a new quality in His essence he would be of
time and capable of being other than He is-in fact if He were not
God, a God would be required to make Him what He is.

106 Objection. Why find fault with those who say that the dimension
peculiar to God is a limit necessary for Him aecording to His essence?
He needs none to specify it. Dimensions in the world of creation
need a determinant because they are possible and subject to God's
power. But if there is no power above God He has no connexion
with contingency. Do we not agree that there are eight qualities?
Is this number necessary to Him or can there be another? If you say
there must be eight we reply that that limit being necessary to Him
no difference can be asserted between a limit to the number of His
qualities and a limit to His essence. On the other hand, if you say
God may have another quality we ask what is the cause of the limita
tion? Thus there is need of a determinant according to your argument.

Answer. Dimensions are the same in this world and the next so
far as logical possibility and need of a determinant go. If we suppose
a dimension similar to that in this world it still requires a deter...
minant. Contingency in possible things does not rest upon the
hypothesis of power over them; on the contrary the knowledge of
that is plain to the intellect. . . . We only need to assume power

t07 in causing one possibility and not another. It is not necessary in the
conception of possibility itself. This is a fine point which many
mutakallimun have missed.

As to the limiting of the divine attributes to eight, many refused
to apply number to them at all. They said God's activity points to
His being a, mighty one, a willer, a knower. The law speaks of know
ledge, will, and power. We confine ourselves to these qualities. The
question, Can God have another quality? can be answered in different
ways: (a) logical possibilities are not in question. We confine our
selves to God's qualities as revealed by creation; (b) it is possible
logically but the law has not revealed aught.

1 See Macdonald, p. 335.
2 The MSS. O. and P. seem perfectly clear at this point. Professor Nicholson, in 8

letter, suggests reading iBhkal 'in its original perplexity' with the comment that the
following is then hard to explain. I think it is possible that tikal (for ittikal) is intended,
though there is no authority for this form in the lexicons.
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Others differed as to the essential attributes of which the reality of
a thing in this world is composed, and the accidental dimensions
which have no place in the establishing of the reality of a thing.
Essential attributes are not ascribed to a thing in relation to the 108

agent, but belong to it without a cause. Differing dimensions are to
be ascribed to the agent for he made them for it with a cause.

Others said: If we suppose another quality it must either be praise
worthy or blameworthy. If it is praiseworthy the lack of it now is a.
deficiency and the Creator already possesses the attributes of per
fection: if it is blameworthy the lack of it is necessary. Therefore
there cannot be an attribute additional to the essential ones.

Can God have a specific quality which we cannot grasp? This is
a different question from the first, and this, too, received different
answers. Some said: He cannot have a special characteristic because
He is in essence and qualities distinct from created things and His
essence knows no limit in time or place, nor is it divisible actually
or hypothetically. H (your) object were to establish a specific
characteristic it would lie in the fact that he is distinct from all
things.

Others said: His special attribute is divinity which is incompre
hensible. Every intelligible entity must be distinguished from its
fellow by a special attribute and all that has been just said is negative. 109

You cannot distinguish one thing from another by negations, so that
you must have a positive attribute otherwise you have destroyed its
reality. So, if God has a special attribute can we grasp it? The Imam
al-l1aramain said No, others said Yes. lJirar ibn rAmr said Yes, by
a sixth sense in visions.

Objection. If two self-subsistent objects be supposed they must
either be side by side or separate and so in local relation to each
other. From this they argued that God must either be in the world
or external to it. 'Within' per se necessitates proximity and contact,
and 'without' per se necessitates separation and direction. They often
used much equivocation in their arguments, saying: We agree that
God has an essence and attributes. The attributes do not all stand in
the same place (?milk) as each other nor are they spatially related,
because that which subsists in another is not susceptible of space, but 110

they all subsist in His essence, i.e. in the place where His essence is.
The distinction between essence and qualities is that the essence has
a place of its own so that the qualities are in reference to it while the
qualities have not. The word 1)aith cannot be used of the qualities.
The existence of another self·subsistent entity would in no way
affect this. . .. Thus direction by which the Deity can be located can
he asserted.
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The Quran asserts that God is situated on high, 'He is the Mighty
one above His servants'. We assert direction, therefore, as an
intellectual and revealed truth. We infer from the text that' above'
is the noblest direction, and therefore we raise hands and hearts on
high whither the lord of the prophets ascended.

Answer. All this has arisen from the ambiguity of the word 'self
subsistent'. Of God it means independent of subject (locus) and

111 space; of substance it means independent of subject only. Thus you
have m~de the point at issue your proof, seizing on an ambiguity in
the word in defiance of its meaning. H we were to suppose a being
independent of subject and space and one needing space, so that they
must either be in contact or separate, the supposition would be
ridiculous, for how can local limitations apply to one who does not
occupy space ?

Similarly 'within' and 'without'! cannot apply to God but to the
necessary qualities of spatial objects. But it may be said with truth
that God is in the world in the sense that His knowledge and will
(operate there) and external to the world in holiness and transcen
dence' cf. Sur. 18. 6 and 4. 57, &c.

112 The verses which point to the nearness of God are more numerous
than those which speak of His distance above us. It is just as foolish
to imagine that God has a local existence separated from the world
by finite or infinite distance as it is to suppose that His existence is
in finite or infinite time.

Aa to the pretence of the Karramiyya and ~ifitiyya that God's
qualities subsist in 'the place' of His essence it may be said that we
do not mean what they mean by subsistence. We mean that God
may be described by them (the qualities) but a description need not

113 require that the described is localized. Ifaith, 'in respect of', is a
logical relation, so that all the terms they have used in this discus
sion are equivocal.

Dimension and direction are limiting laws in regard to bodies, so
that if an actually infinite body could be imagined direction in·
reference to it would have no meaning, 80 there would be no up or
down.... If bodies were circular and revolving directions would be
constantly changed according to the course of the circumference and
the part circumscribed, and up and down would conform to the axis
and the circumference. If the world be conceived as circular either
as an hypothesis corresponding to the troth or not, it could be said
that God was in a (certain) direction from the world, whereas He must
needs encircle it, otherwise a part of the direction would escape Him.
According to them He is above the whole world, which is ridiculous,

1 V.B., p!45.
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for it would necessitate that He be 'above' as to those on the earth
at the North Pole and below as to those at the South Pole; nay, but
some would be above Him and some below Him, which thing is
impossible. .

As to the raising hearts and hands on high and the prophet's ascen
sion, it corresponds to the abasement of hea.d and ha.nds to the
ground. God's throne is the Qibla of petition and earth the mosque
of prayer....

The Karramiyya hold that temporal phenomena subsist within the 114

divine essence; in fact production in time (i1Jdiitk) is a name for the
attributes which originate in God's essence, e.g. the will to specify an
act with existence; the utterances like Be! As for his other utterances
such as stories of past or future events, laws, &c., they originate in
his essence by his eternal will (qudra) and do not belong to production..
in-time in a thing. . . .

According to Mu.l;lammad ibn al-Hai~amproduction is volition and
influence (ithiir) and that is conditioned by speech according to the
divine law.... Most of the Karramiyya held that with every
originated thing five qualities originated in God's essence, viz.
volition, K, N, audition and vision, though they had posited a pre
existent will connected with the phenomenon, the originated, the
act of origination, and creation. Then they said these temporal
things do not become attributes of God. He is a creator by his
creativeness (khaliqiyya) not by creation; a wilIer by his will-ing-ness
(muridiyya) not by will; a speaker by his speakingness. These must 115

remain for ever. They can never pass away after they have existed
in His essence.

The Mutakallimiin answer:1 If & thing of time inhered in God
which had not always 80 inhered He would have suffered change, and
some one must have brought the change about. H He had no attri
butes and then acquired them you must either deny the attribution
or deny the alteration (as we do).... The distinctions made between
qualities in the opponents' special terminology is logically inadmis- 116
sible. Attributives are attributives however expressed.... For our
purpose they are the same and so far .as the reality of the (being)
described is concemed they do not differ.2

H the existence of the temporal could be conceived without origina
tion either it originated of itseH, or·by His power, or by an eternal
will. ...

If it is said it originated itself, logical thought is violated, for 117

1 It is interesting to note that the author identifies himself here with the mulakal
limun (unless, of course, the words introduced by ~we' are a quotation).

2 There follows the tedious argumen£ of the m'Urajji1) (V.8., p. 6).
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what was not and then became would need a producer. Again, if it
(the ljiidith) could be originated by God's will or power, then why
could not all originated things (mulylathiit) have been so originated,
seeing that there is no difference between the ljiidith and the mu1),dath
in that both were not and then became. The difference between these
two words is a matter of grammar (one intransitive and the other
transitive), not philosophy. . . .

The philosophers,! taking up the adversary's argument, said that
every essence which has not originated has an idea (or reality rnatna);
then before its inception there originated in it receptive capacity,
suitability, and potentiality; then when reception had originated the
capacity was changed into existence and the potentiality into actual
ity. It follows that in its essence it was a. potential reality and then
an actual one, i.e. matter and form. They had asserted that before
the creation of the world God possessed the properties of matter,
namely privative natures,2 for preparedness and capacity are a

118 privatio rei. But the necessary existent is transcendently above
potentiality and privation, the source of evil.

It was argued against them: You say that God's speech and will
are of the same genus as ours and then that the universe is the object
of His speech. In that case our speech K and N should produce the
same effect! If it is said His speech occurred through the immediate
operation of His power and eternal will and our speech did not; and
His speech is essentially His and not another's, it may be replied that
if there is this difference His speech is of another genus altogether.
But if His speech originated after it had not been, it is like our's and
was not related to power after it originated, because its influence was
only exercised when it was separated from power, not at the time
when it was the object of power; and power only became effective in
the production of its essence, not in anything else which was origin
awd by it....

119 Another counter-argument. The letter K of the fiat KN. must
either precede' the N or they must keep together3 in being; either at
the moment of being or as long as they exist. If K preceded Neither
it remained or it did not remain in existence. If it remained pro
nounced and audible it was not KN but K, and while the K had not
passed away,4 the N could not exist, for a K continuously audible
with an N is inconceivable. H it did not remain it was annihilated.
Yet according to your view that which inheres (lullla) in God's being
cannot perish. If they were joined together3 then the K was brought

1 al-falaafiyyu, lit. the philosophic one, not al.jaila.sii.f.
J The Aristotelian steresis is meant. 3 yatalazamdni.
4 We must read yanfadim, though O. and P. plainly have yataqaddam.•
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into existence with the N and cannot be said to have preceded the
N! ...

To the assertion of the Karramiyya that God heard and saw
what He had not perceived before, 80 that hearing and seeing for
Him began in time, it was replied: Do you really assert that the 120

Creator became what He was not before, viz. a hearer, seer, speaker,
and willer so that He was constantly earning a new epithet 11 If
not you contradict your assertion that He heard what He had not
heard, &c.

The true an8'Wer. You have joined positive and negative in saying
God was not thus and became thus in a way that is inadmissible. We
do not admit that He did not hear and see ; on the contrary He did
from all eternity. Novelty (tajaddud) resides in the percept, as it
does in the knowable and the thing decreed. He did not acquire a
quality which He did not possess before; on the contrary the negative
applies only to the percepts. Therefore we say the sounds and sights
did not exist. But God heard and saw and so they came into existence,
so that hearing and sight could treat them as objects. The objective
relation (ta~alluq) was conditioned by existence not by the subject of
the relation (al-muta~alliq). Many an objective relation is conditioned
by existence, life, intelligence, and maturity, but absence of the
condition does not necessitate absence of the subject.2

To ascribe to God a quality which He has not always possessed 121

is to impute alteration and novelty to Him. According to you these
temporal (changes) remain and the subjective relations pass away.
A subjective quality whose relation or attachment comes afterwards
is not impossible, e.g. (the divine) knowledge, predestination and will.
But to say that God retains a quality whose relation or attachment
was prior is impossible. In that case He would have willed the world's
existence by a time volition in His essence, and the world would have
come into being and (then) passed away, while He would be willing
and saying eternally Be! to a thing that now was and now ceased to
exist, hearing and seeing that which had passed away!

Those letters which you posit are either bare consonants without
'Vowels (ll§WCit) or consonants which articulate vowels. The first
cannot be heard or understood, for the' true function of a letter is to
articulate a vowel. ... The vowel to the consonant is 88 the genus
to the species and the accident to the colour. . . . A coherent state-

1 tajaddud 'Wa8fin lah'U.
2 The Arabic is straightforward, but the thought is difficult. If I understand the

author he means that perception always existed. in God. His perception preceded
the existence of a thing. When it existed perception came into relation with it;
~rception was always there, but existence was the condition of the relation, not
8lght. Therefore God was unaffected by the appearance in time of a visible universe.
3~ E
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ment requires in turn speech, words, consonants, vowels, (palatal)
impact, motion. .

122 Then forsooth the Creator ought to be a moving body!
One of the Karramiyya even asserted that God had a body, saying,

Cl mean by that seH-suhsistence', but that is hypocritical ambiguity.
For their leader's tenets were that God is a locus of temporal pheno
mena, speaking with vowels, sitting on a throne on high, and the
embellishments of ibn Hai~m could not deliver him from such
heresies, for he did not mean self-subsistence by his anthropomorph
ism, nor by 'an upward direction' on high, nor by 'settling himself
(on the throne)' taking possession of. In fact this is to correct a
school of thought which is incorrigible and to strengthen a belief
which cannot be supported. How can the shadow be straightl when
the rod is crooked, or the school be well directed1 whose master is a
fool?

CHAPTER V

THE REFUTATION OF THOSE WHO DENY THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES

124

125

123 Tatlil can be divorcing (a) the work (of creation) from the Maker;
(b) the Maker from the work; (c) the Creator from the eternal
attributes which subsist in His essence; (d) the Creator from the
attributes and names in eternity; and (e) the plain texts of Quran
and Sunna from the meanings to which they witness.

As to (a), I have never heard this argued, save that there is a
tradition that a small body of the Materialists said that the universe
was originally scattered atoms moving without order, and their
fortuitous concourse resulted in the world in its present shape....

Man's mind accepts the postulate of a Creator, and the Quran
witnesses thereto.2 Though they forget Him in times of happiness
they turn to Him in affliction. The existence of the Maker is taken
for granted in the Law which only reveals God's Unity. .

The Mutakallimiin deduced the existence of a maker from pheno~

mena-the older ones from the principle of potentiality. For my part
~ do not think these deductions so important as man's need of a
Disposer, the Goal of his desires, the Helper in distress. A man's
own need is more apparent to him than an external potentiality's
need of a necessary.... Apostolic tradition says that God created
men with a knowledge of Him, but Satan beguiled them away from
that knowledge. That knowledge is man's essentia13 need, and that

1 There is a double play on the word istawii which fonned an important text for
the anthropomorphists. 2 The references are inserted in the Arabic text.

3 Not in the philosophical sense. Lit. Cnecessary'.
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beguiling of Satan is the delusion that he is independent, and the
denial of his need of God.1

...

As to (b) the Materialists (Dahriyya), who hold that the world pre- 126

existed, say that the pre-existence of the world in eternity implies
the divorce of the Maker from His work. This has already been
refuted in the discussion on production (ijiid). CaUBation is just as
impossible as the separation of the Maker from His work. . . . You
call your God, cause, and principle, and necessitator which implies
two absurd things: (a) the validity of the relation between cause and
effect, and (b) the cause necessitating its effect per se. The first in
tention is the existence of the world . . . through first intention. . ..
The higher does not will a thing for the sake of the lower; therefore
causation is refuted.

As to (c) the divorcing of essential attributes and those consisting of 127

ideas and names and judgements,2 that is the position of the philo
sophical theologians. They said that the necessary existent was one
in all respects. Parts of quantity and definition, whether in matter
of form or anything- else had no place in His essence or descrip
tion. His only term was Necessary per se, which necessitates no other
meaning but His existence. No attribute can add to the meaning of
His essence. All the attributes are either relative: as in our language
the Origin of the world and the cause of intelligence; in your language
the Creator and sustainer; or negative-in our language One, i.e.
not a multiplicity and Intelligent, i.e. free from matter. Sometimes
rel~tive and negative are combined as when we say Wise, WilIer.

It was argued against them that they had used the word existence
ambiguously in applying it to the necessary per se and the necessary
through another and then said that one of the existences was necessary
and the other possible whereas necessity does not come into the
notion of existence. . . . They cannot escape this argument by saying
that this use of necessity 3 is equivocal, i.e. in one it is fitting and 128

primary and in the other it is not, for this only strengthens the
argument against them.

Another argument against them. You say that He is Origin,
Cause, Intelligent, and Intelligible, but there is no connexion between
these relations and if you can postulate a plurality of relations the
Mutakallim can postulate attributes. To strip God of the latter is
to strip Him of the former.

As to (d)\I only a few of the early philosophers went 80 far. The first

1 The depth of the author's convictions is nobly expressed in the passage that
follows. 2 See further, Ch. VIII. S The reading of 0 is preferred.

• The Arabic text here should indicate 8 fresh sub-division by the use of cursive
script and another paragraph.
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originator was an eternal reality.1 Being before all things He had no
name and we know no name to correspond to His essence. His names
come from His actions, He is without form, i.e. He is not knowledge,
nor knowable. These latter belong to the first thing caused which is
prime matter.2 Such are the true deniers of attributes.

Some of them are reported to have said He is He. We do not say
existent or non-existent, wise or ignorant and so on. Thus too the
Shi(ite Ghaliyya and· the Batiniyya. There is no doubt that he who
postulates a Maker must·have a name for Him. But a name common

129 (to man and God) does not imply a common meaning. These men
shrank from applying such words as 'existence' to Him because they
believed that name and meaning would become equated and because
every name has its opposite, e.g. wise and ignorant and they feared
by calling him wise 'not ignorant' might be understood.

But we know that though the names are common the real meaning
is different and God's names come to us by revelation.

Some of the Shi(as said it is not possible to deprive God of the
'Beautiful Names' nor is it possible to applyanthropomorphic epithets
to Him. We use the names revealed to us but not in the sense of
epithet and attribute because fAli used to say'He cannot be described

130 or limited by definition'. We use the names in the sense of giving:
thus He is existent in that He gives existence; powerful and knowing
in that He gives knowledge and power, &0. We do not say that He is
Br Knower per se or by knowledge but He is the God of those who
know per se a.nd of those who know by knowledge.

Mul,lammad ibn tAli al-Baqir said that God was called a Knower
because He is the giver of knowledge to those that know, &0. But
this is not denial of the attributes. He confined himself to a simple
statement without going into the question as to whether the attri
butes belonged to God's essence or to ideas subsisting in His essence.
The Fathers and the Muslim community agreed that everything in
man's mind is created by God so that fAli's saying 'He cann9t be
described' is only to be explained as we have indicated.

CHAPTER VI

STATES (OR CONDITIONS OF THINGS)

131 THE theory of states or conditions had never been heard of till Abii
Hashim ibn al-Jubba'i (d. 933) published his opinion about them.
His father, al-Jubba'i, opposed him, but he was supported by al-

1 anniyya, lit. ~ that-ness'; Aristotle's M' EaT'.
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Biqillani after some hesitation. Al-Asheari, the head of his school,
opposed the theory, as did (most of) his followers, while the Imam
al-Haramain first supported and then opposed him.

We will first explain what was meant by a J.tal (state), then set Qut
the arguments for and against, showing how the troth lies now with
one side now with another.

Now a fUil has no real definition by which we can recognize it in
such a way as to apply to all1Jii,ls and so that leads to a ?Uil having a 131
luU! But they can be divided into (a) what causes, i.e. predications
of ideas which subsist in essences, and (6) what does not cause, i.e.
attributes which are not predications of ideas.

As to (a) every predication of a cause which subsists in an essence
has life as a condition of its existence (thubiU) according to Abli
Hi8him, e.g. a live thing's being alive, knowing, willing, &c., because
its being so is the result of life, 80 life subsists in a substrate and causes
the substrate to be alive, similarly with all the other attributes of
which life is a (necessary) condition. These predications are called
states, i.e. qualities additional to the ideas which necessitated them.
But the QaQi (al-Baqillini) held that every attribute of an existent
thing which cannot be said to be existent is a state whether the
necessitating idea be conditioned by life or not, e.g. a, live thing's
being alive, a moving thing's moving and 80 on....

As to (6) it is every positive attribute of an essence which has no
cause additional to its substance like the spatial need of the atom and 133
its being an object, the accident being accident, colour, &c. In short
it is the specific characteristic of a thing whether it be that which
distinguishes it from something else or that in which it resembles it,
i.e. generic and specific attributes.

States are neither existent nor non-existent; they are not things,
nor can they be qualified according to the theory of their supporters.
Ibn al-Juhbi'i held that they were not cognizable separately but
only with the essence.

Those who deny states say that things are the same or different
according to their individual essences. As to genera and species they
are mere names. Sometimes a thing is known from one aspect and
unknown from another-and these aspects are intellectual relations
Which have nothing to do with attributes dubbed states.

The supporters said: Black and white share th~ categories colour
and accident, and differ in the category blackness and whiteness; so
that in which they share must be other than that in which they differ
or something else. The first is sophistry, the second surrenders the
POint.

The deniers said: Black and ~hite are merely two incorporeal
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entities (ma~nayiini).l They do not share in something that is like an
attribute to them, but in a word which indicates genus and species.
Universality and sharing therein are not to be referred to an attribute,
i.e. a state belonging to black and white, for the two states of the two
accidents would share in the 'state of being a state' (1}ijliyya); and
that sharing does not necessitate the postulate of a state of a state for
that would land us in an infinite regress. It is a mere matter of
universal and particular.

134 The supporters: Sharing in common and differing are an intellec
tual category beyond the mere words which were coined to express
them.

Those who hold that universals and particulars are mere verbal
distinctions deny logical definitions of things and inference. H things
were distinguished by their essences and existence, it would be folly
to talk of intellectual judgements, and rational demonstration would
be impossible.

The opponents. We know intuitively that there is no mean between
existence and non-existence, yet you believe that the 1}iil is neither
existent nor non-existent. When you go on to distinguish existence
and latency2 and apply latency to the ljiil to the exclusion of existence
the theory is quite unintelligible. The extraordinary thing is that
Ibn al-Jubba,'i said that the lyiil could not be said to be cognizable
or otherwise. Now the goal of induction is the establishing of know
ledge about a thing's existence; but if its existence is not conceivable,

135 induction is impossible, and to discuss it is paradoxical.
What do you mean by saying that 'sharing' is an intellectual

judgement? H you mean that intellectual relations are concerned,
that does not necessitate positive2 qualities in substances. H you
mean that one particular thing has a quality in which something
else shares, and another quality which distinguishes it from other
things, that is the point at issue; for the individual thing has no
associate and the universal has no existence at all.

Further the object of intellectual inquiry is to arrive either at a
positive or a negative conclusion while the l.Ialist toys with something
between existence and non-existence.

Definition and reality (al-1.Jml,d wal-1;taqiqa) according to those who
deny the theory of states are words for one and the same thing. The
definition of a thing is its reality and its reality is that which is
peculiar to it per se. Everything has its distinguishing peculiarity
which attaches to its essence, and nothing shares therein, otherwise
it would have no special nature. Universal and particular are mere

1 ma'mi is often used 88 the opposite of kam, the quantitative and corporeal.
t thubiU. Perhaps'positive assertion'.
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words coined to connect like with like. Essence does not embrace
them. On the contrary a thing's existence and its specific description 136

are one and the same.
The supporters. With us the J.tiil is a positive thing, but we do not

assert without restriction that it is a positive thing existing by itself,
for such must be either substance or accident, and this is neither; but
it is an intelligible quality of them. A substance (jauhar) is known by
its substantiality not by its need of space and being receptive of
accidents. If the two cognizables differ in one thing the difference is
to be referred to the state. Sometimes a thing is known of necessity
from one aspect, deductively from another: one knows of necessity
that the mover is a mover, then by deduction that he is a mover by
a movement. But why do those who reject accidents deny that move
ment is an accident added to the mover and not deny that he is a
mover? .

Yon rejectors agree that movement is a cause of the substance
moving: similarly power, knowledge, and all the accidents and
ideas....

A cause must either necessitate its essence or something else beyond 137

its essence. The former is ridiculous, as a thing cannot be its own
cause "and effect. If the latter then that thing is either essence by
itself or a quality of essence. It cannot be the former, for that would
lead to the cause producing essences and those essences being causes,
which is absurd and leads to an endless chain. Thus it is clear that
it is a quality of an essence which is the state that we postulate. We
do not say that it is e~istent or knowable by itseH; sometimes it can
be known with something else and not separately, like contact,
contiguity, &c.... With regard to your assertion that we are merely
dealing with intellectual aspects and relations, we reply: These are
not unfettered abstractions but are peculiar to essences; the intel
lectual aspects attaching to one essence are really states.... They
are qualities by which substances are described. You call them
aspects; we call them stateS. The two cognizables are distinct though
the essence is the same, and the distinction between the two cogniz
abIes points to the numerical difference (ta~addud) of the two aspects
and states, viz. two real cognizables to which two distinct cognitions
attach, one necessary, the other derived. That is not like relative 138

terms, for they are mere words in which there is no real knowledge
attaching to a real cognizable.

Your saying' the individual thing has no associate and the common
thing has no existence at all' is folly. The particular qua particular
has no associate, and the attributes which we postulate are not par
ticular and peculiar, but such as embrace particularizing and wtiver-
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salizing. . . . He who regards the latter as mere words has abrogated
intellectual relations. Do not the terms change in different languages
and times while the intellectual relations and aspects do not?

Again their words' The definition and reality and essence of a thing
are words for one and the same thing'; and 'things are different
through the peculiarity of their essences and nothing shares therein' ;
granted this be so the peculiarity of the individual is one thing and

139 the peculiarity of the species another. You do not classify the sub
stance according to a peculiar property but qua substance absolutely.
You have postulated a universal idea common to substances; other
wise every atom would need defining separately and the ordinary
predication of substance would not hold, and so we should have to
introduce a universal idea into the definition, and that would destroy
your thesis that things are only distinguished by their essences, and
justify our assertion that definitions are not independent of the
universality of words which points to the qualities of the universality
and particularity of essences. These qualities are states and aspects
and intellectual relations belonging to them~an them what you
will so long as you accept the idea and reality of them.

The opponents. Your argument is unsound. The word lUll em
braces the genus of 1}ii18, and a 1JiU is the quality of a thing peculiar
to that thing; so either its meaning must be universal and particular
or something beyond the word itself and that would lead to the
assertion that a Ijiil has a !.ull which is absurd. You do not escape by
saying that 'the quality cannot be described', for you were the first
to postulate a quality of a quality because you made existence, black·
ness, &c., states of the black; thus you have postulated qualities of
qualities, so why not states of states? As to aspects and relations

140 they have an existence in states also. The universal state is one thing
and the particular another, yet they are two relations in the state
and a state which causes (other) states is one thing and a state which
does not cause a state is another. Did not Abii Hishim postulate a
state in the Creator which necessitates his being knowing, willing?
And knowingness and willingness are two states. A causal and a
non-causal state are different in relation and the difference of the two
relations does not necessitate the difference of the two states in
reference to the state.

According to them existence in the pre-existent and the temporal,
the substance and the accident, is a state indifferently. Thus they
had to argue that one thing is concealed in two different things, or
that two different things are in one thing, which is ridiculous. Being
.qua being, forsooth, is in what is still to be-a monstrous absurdity.

Again, if existence is a state uniting genera and species, then the
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different pluralities must be united in it and the genera must Buffer
change without existence being affected t which is like the change of
forms in matter as the philosophers say without a change in matter. 1-'1

But the analogy is not sound because matter according to them is not
free from form.... How is it possible to conceive existence t bare,
absolute, universal, unchanging, and in what does it inhere? ...

The truth appears from these discussions, but we do not disclose
it yet.

The opponents. How is an unchangeable existence to be conceived
whose species change one into the other and the substance becomes
accident and vice versa 7 It would involve the entry of one existence
into different genera, and the uniting of different genera and species
in one e~i8tence.

The supporters. Universality and particularity in the state are like
genus-ness and species-neas in the genus and species t because genus
ness in genera is not a genus in the senae that every genus demands a
genus (for that) would require an infinite regress.... Similarly state
neas (1;Uiliyya) which attaches to states does not demand a state, for
that would require an infinite regress also.

A man who says existence is universal is not bound to say the 1-'1

universal has a universal, nor if he says accidental-ness (arcuj,iyya) is
a genus need he say the genus has a genus...•

As to your saying: H existence were one and similar in all objects
the presence of one thing in two, or two in one, would result.1 What
holds good of existence and state applies equally against your
intellectual relations and aspects.. None will deny that existence is
common to substance and accident, not only in word but also in
meaning....

A universal judgement demands that 80mething must be held in 143

common and such sharing can only be conceivable after the special
characteristic of the thing has been identified. A particular assertion
is impossible apart from the underlying universal. He who says
CThings differ in their individual essences' cannot apply a universal
jUdgement in a special C88e.

You accuse us of reversing the genera and of positing one in two
and two in onet while we accuse you of abolishing the genera and
denying the one in the two. The court is sitting, but who is the judge 7

The judge who is familiar with the tenets of both parties2 says:
You who take the negative position are in error (1) because you make
universals and particulars mere words and assert that different things
differ in their essences and existence, but your statements are self- 144

1 The words of the opponents' 888ertion are slightly changed.
t I.e. Shahrastani himself.
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contradictory because you adopt a universal judgement when you
say that universals are mere words. Abolish words altogether, still
intellectual judgements remain. Beasts that have neither speech nor
intelligence do not lack this guidance, for they know by nature what
herb to eat, and when they see a similar herb they are not assailed by
doubt as to whether it is eatable. Had they not formed precisely the
same judgement in the second case as in the first, they would not
have eaten nor would they shun its opposite were they not acquainted
with the genus. Therefore the movers are right in saying that you
have shut the door of definition.

I go further and say that you have shut the door of intellectual
knowledge and speech. For the mind perceives mankind as a uni
versal whole distinct from the individual. Similarly the accidental is
universal to all kinds of accidents, without colo1ll"edness or blackness,
and this particular black coming into one's mind. This is the immedi
ate percept and the content of the word as it is conceived in the mind;
(but it is) not the word itself, because the word (only) explains an
idea in the mind. The thing meant does not change with the language
in which it is expressed, Arabic, Persian, Hindu, or Greek. No com-

145 plete speech is free of universals, and these universal ideas are the
distinguishing mark of human minds (nufus). To deny this is to put
oneseH outside the pale of humanity and to enter the enclosure
reserved for beasts.

(2) Your second error is to ascribe the distinction between species
to individual essences-a dreadful mistake, because a thing is only
distinguished from something else by its specific attribute. The
specific attribute of a thing's species is not the Bame as that of the
essence; for substancel differs from accident in needing space
absolutely and by way of species, not particularly and individually.
The particular substance only differs from (another) particular sub
stance in occupying a particular space, not space absolutely.... If
substance differed from accident in its existence as it differs from.it in
occupying space, spatial need would be predicated of accident and
substance, because (forsooth) existence and need of space are one,
and all idea of resemblance and difference would be abrogated....

146 As to the mistakes of those who postulate states: (I) They postulate
of a particular object qualities peculiar to it and qualities in which
other things share, and this is sheer folJy. For that which is peculiar
in a particular thing and that in which something else shares is one
in relation to that particular thing; so the existence of a particular
accident and its accidental nature, &c., are verbal expressions for
that particular thing.. If existence is specified by accidental nature

1 Or atom.
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then it is in itseH an accident; and if the accidental nature is specified
by colouredness (launiyya), then it is in itself colour, and similarly
colouredness by blackness and blackness by this black. It is not
intelligible that Or quality should come into existence for one particular
thing and actually exist for something else, and so become an
individual quality in two things like one black in two 8ubstrates and
one substance in two places....

(2) They say that the 1J,iil is neither existent nor non-existent; yet
existence with them is a 1)iil, so how can it be right to say existence
cannot be said to exist? . .. They posit cause and effect and say the one I"
causes the other, but how can something which does not exist become
a cause?

(3) According to them everything in existence is a state. Give us
an example of a state which neither exists nor does not exist, for
all-embracing universal existence according to you is a state....
Therefore there is nothing that is not a 1.Jiil. If you posit Or thing and
say it is not a J.Uil, that thing embraces a universal and a particular,
while the particular and the universal according to you is a lUll. In
that case there is nothing but a no-thing and no existence but no
existence, and this is the most stupid theory imaginable.

Now the truth is that a man is conscious of the conception of
universal things apart from the words which express them and apart
from individual forms. Further, he is conscious of intellectual
relations attaching to one thing: these (universals) are either to be
referred to the words that define them-a theory which we have
refuted-or to the existing individuals-which we have disproved.
Therefore it only remains to be said that they are ideas really existent 148
in the mind of man which the intellect perceives. Inasmuch as they
are universals with no existence in individuals they are not an existent
thing in individuals, accident or colour absolutely; but they are
individuals in that the intellect conceives from them a universal idea.
A word is formed to correspond with this in such a way that if the
word were to perish or be changed the idea logically formed in the
mind would not be affected.

Those who deny that there are states err in saying that they are
mere words, and are right in saying tnat what exists as an individual
is without universality and relation. Those-who assert that there are
states are wrong in referring them to qualities in individuals and
right in saying that they are intelligible ideas above and beyond the
words which express them. They ought to say that they are existent
concepts in the mind,1 non-existent in individuals1 instead of saying
that they are not existent and not-non-existent. No intelligent man

1-1 The marginal gloss seems correct.
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denies these ideas, though some call tliem mental concepts; others
logical Sllppositions of the intellect; others realities and ideas denoted
by words and expressions; others qualities of genera and species. But
provided the ideas are clear call them what you will.

These realities and ideas have three relations: their internal rela..
tion, their relation to individuals and to the mind. Inasmuch as they
exist in individuals they can be treated as individuals and specified,

149 inasmuch as they are conceived in the mind they can be universal,
and in relation to themselves they are pure realities neither general
nor particular. He who knows these three relations will have no
difficulty in the matter of the l;tiil; and furthermore the truth about
the dispute as to whether the non-existent is a thing will be clear
to him.

CHAPTER VII

150 Is THE NON-EXISTENT A THING! OF MATTER AND A REFUTATION

OF THE THEORY THAT MATTER EXISTS WITHOUT FORM

A 'THING' cannot be defined because nothing is so well known and
any word that is used to define it involves the notion of 'thing-ness'
and existence.... It is a mistake to define a thing as 'an existent'
(maujoo) because existence and thing-ness are the same. Again, it
is a mistake to define it as 'that of which something can be predicated'
because the words 'that which' have been introduced into the defini
tion.

151 The Ash~arites do not distinguish between existence, latency, and
thing-neas and essence, and individual reality.l The Mu~tazilite,

al-Shabl}.am first asserted that the non-existent was a thing, an
essence and a reality and claimed for it the relations of existence, e.g.
the subsistence of the accident in the substance, &c. Most of the
MuI!tazilites followed him although they did not assert the Bubsis~nce

of the accident in the substance, &c. ; but a number of them opposed
him. Some merely employed the word thing-ness (of the non
existent), while others held that to be impossible like Abii'l-Hudhayl
and Abu-I-Husayn al-Ba~ri; others said the thing is the pre-existent
while the temporal is called a thing metaphorically and by extension.
But Juhm ibn ~afwan held that the thing was the phenomenal and
the Creator is He who makes things what theyare.2

The Negative position. Elementary intelligence assures us that
positive and negative assertions are contraries. If you posit a definite
thing at a definite moment in a definite mode you cannot deny it in

1 wujiul, thubUt, shay'iyya, dhat, and fayn. ~ Lit. 'The thing-er of things.'
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the same conditions. H that which is to'-he-denied is latent according
to those who say that the nonentity is a thing this proposition is
abrogated. Put into a syllogism we get the form (Barbara):

All non-entities are to-be-denied.
All to-be-denieds are not-latent.!
Therefore all non-entities are not-latent.

The Positive position. Just as denial and assertion are contraries 152

so are existence and non-existence contraries. We say that existence
and latency (thubut) are not synonyms nor are the to-he-denied and
the non-existent.

The Negative. H you say that latency is a wider term than exis
tence and embraces both entity and non-entity why don't you say
that the to-be-denied is a wider term than the non-entity so that a
universal attribute becomes a state or aspect of the to-he-denied
positively, just as a particular attribute of the non-entity becomes a
state or aspect of the non-entity positively? ...

The Positive. You, too, have attributed universals and particulars
to the non-entity since you talk of the necessary, possible, and im
possible in relation to it. If the non-entity were not a latent thing
you could not treat it thus.... The fact that it is an object of thought 153

and intellectual relation points the same way.
The Negative. We do not assert universals and particulars in non

existence: they are mere expressions and mental suppositions. More
over, the mental relation with the non-entity is not qua non-entity
but on the supposition that it exists. Therefore absolute non-exis
tence is a notion resting on the assumption of absolute existence in
opposition to particular non-existence, i.e. the non-existence of a
particular thing. It can be said of an objective entity that it (no
longer) exists or it can he said of Br subjective entity, e.g. the Resur
rection, that it does not exist. It can be denied in the present,
asserted in the future. Non-existence itself is neither universal nor
particular, and cannot be known without existence or the assumption
of existence. Knowledge has the existent as its object. Then if the
non-existence of that thing becomes known it can be denied and it
may be said that it is not a thing at the present time. H existence is
to be asserted of (non-existent) substances, then it is clear that the
World pre-existed, and there was no beginning to the Creator's IS'
activity and no in1luence. If it is to be denied every to-be-denied
with you is a non-entity and every non-entity is latent, so that the
argument is turned against you.

t laysa bi-tlulbit. It has already been said that the Ashfarites do not distinguish
between latency and existence. Therefore it follow8 that they admitted no mean
between existence and non-existence.
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We say that God gave the world existence with its substances and
accidents, so it may be said He gave existence to its reality and
essence! or something else. H you say it was the former then, accord
ing to you, they were two essential attributes latent in non-existence
while the divine power had no connexion with them.... If you say
He gave existence to something else the same argument· applies.

The Positive. What you say about knowledge having the existent
or the hypothetical existent as its object is false of God's knowledge
of the world's non-existence in eternity, for the world did not exist
then, nor could there have been a supposition thereof, because its
supposition or any supposition on the part of the Creator would be
ridiculous, for supposition implies doubt.

Therefore God's knowledge was of something known, so the non
entity must be a latent thing. When you say that knowledge is con
nected with the existence of a thing at the time it exists, and it
necessitates a knowledge of its non-existence before it existed, you
confine knowledge to objects of cognition and objects are finite, and
so it follows that intelllgibles are finite also-a thesis that you do not
hold....

155 .As to your saying that existence2 is to be denied or latent in our
system, existence is to be denied and is not latent, and all-to-be
denieds and non-entities are not latent, because impossibilities are
to-be-denieds and non-entities, and are not latent things. The key to
our system is that the essential qualities of substances and accidents
belong to them because they are what they are,3 not because of any
connexion with a Creator. He only enters the mind in connexion with
existence because He tipped the scale in favour of existence.

What a thing is in essence preceded its existence, viz. its substan
tialness and accidentalness, and so it is a thing. What a thing has
through omnipotence is its existence and its actuality (?t~ul); and
what follows its existence is the property of occupying space and
receiving accidents. Therefore there is no question of the influence
of the Creator's ijad, for the influence of (divine) power is in existence
alone. The omnipotent only confers existence. The potential only
needs the omnipotent in respect of existence.4. ...

156 Essential things are not related to the Creator, but what befalls
them from existence and actuality is. H the Creator wished to pro
duce a substance the substance must be distinguished from the
accident. For if they were indistinguishable in non-existence and
the distinction was not a positiveS thing the Creator's intention to

1 cainaha wa-dJujtaJuj. :I The correct reading must be al-wujUd.
S laM li-dhawdliha.
~ Again the tipping of the scale follows. I I.e. latent.
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produce a substance could not have been realized without an accident.
Specifying a thing by giving it existence is only conceivable if the
thing specified is a distinct entity 80 that substance not accident,
movement not rest, results. Hence the real nature of genus and
species does not depend on the Creator's' activity. If they are not
separate things per se, ijiid is inconceivable and variety in actual
phenomena must be due to mere chance.

The Negative. The eternal knowledge has all intelligibles as its
object; the world's existence, so that it really came to exist; the
impossibility of its eternal existence; and the possibility of its exis
tence before it did exist. But the true objective relation (muta(allaq)
is existence from which all other intelligibles result. You can know
that the Creator is God and that there is no other, but that does not 157
demand a succession of cognitions that every created thing is not
God. H you know Zaid is at home you know he is nowhere else and
need not know that he is not chez tOmar or Bakr and so ad infinitum.
It cannot possibly be said that such infinite cognitions are latent
things in non-existence, e.g. the absence of Zaid in such and such a
place....

As to their assertion that essential qualities are not due to the
Creator and that only existence qua existence is the object of the
divine power, this is something they have heard and not rightly
understood. l

The Negative. A thing's existence, and its individual reality Cain), 158

its essence, substantiality, and accidentality, in our view are all one.
That which (God) brought into existence is the thing's essence, and
divine power is connected alike with its essence as it is with its
existence, and influences its substantiality as it does its actuality and
appearance in time. The distinction between existence and 'thing
ness' is merely verbal.

These peoplel believe that universals and particulars are mere
words or intellectual fictions; but the qualities which follow produc
tion, e.g. the substance being susceptible of accident, can be argued
against them. For (say they) they are not due to God's power. They
do not assert them to be prior to appearance in time, so why do they
not argue that all the essential attributes also follow appearances in
time? One might reverse the argument and say that the properties
of substance were created by God's power and existence followed!

They tried to evade the difficulty of distinctive specifying by saying
that if substances and accidents were latent in non-existence ad
infinitum there could be no real specifying; but this is no answer;
it only adds to the difficulty.

I These last comments are presumably from the author himself.
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Now the truth is that this question is bound up with that of the
159 lyijl. The Mu~tazila have become hopelessly involved in theories

which they do not grasp. Sometimes they call the essential realities
in genera and species 'states', i.e. qualities and names of entities
neither existent nor non-existent: at other times they call them
things, i.e. names and states of non-entities. They have mixed
philosophy with theology and the doctrine of" formless ma~ter, bor
rowed some logic and some metaphysic, and the result is a house of
straw.

We point to a particular substance and ~sk: Was this substance a
positive (latent) corporeal substance before it existed, or was it
universal substance, a thing unspecified? If it was this one, nothing

160 else shared in it. H it was absolute substance before it existed, it was
not this because that is not this. What is latent in non-existence has
no real existence, and what really exists is not latent. . . .1

161 The supporters of states maintain that species like substantial
162 ity, &c. are things (latent)2 in non-existence because they are the

object of knowledge "and the known must be a thing. Individuality,
substantiality, &c., are states in existence which cannot be known
separately nor exist by themselves. But what an object of knowledge
in non-existence which is unknown in existence! Had they an intelli
gent grasp of genera and species they would know that mental
images are the quiddities of things in their genera and species which
do not demand that they should have a real existence outside the
mind....

163 When the Mu~tazilalearned from the philosophers that there was a
difference between the causes of existence and quiddity they thought
that mental concepts were t,hings latent in individuals, so they
affirmed that the non-existent was a thing and thought that the exis
tence of genera and species in the mind were states latent in individua,
that the non-entity was a thing and that the state was latent. It is
annoying to hear and answer such absurdities, and unless I had under
taken to explain the various schools of thought in this book I should
not have troubled to deal with such things.

(1) The theory that there is formless matter (hule).
It is said that the first principles are Intelligence, Soul, and Matter,

to which some add the Creator, all of them being void of forms. When
the first form, i.e. the three dimensions, appeared, there arose a
composite body. Before that it had no form, merely the capacity to

1 Here follow arguments simila.r to those already advanced.
t tJuibita. This word is elusive in meaning. I have sometimes rendered it by

'positive'. It is best defined by the mulhbitiln themselves. On the whole 'latent'
seems to do justice to something that is neither existent nor non·existent, though
it comes down on the side of existence somewhat.
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receive it. When form appeared actually there came into being the
secondary matter. Then when the four modes (heat and cold active,
and dampness and dryness passive) adhered to it there arose the four
elements (arkan) , viz. fire, water, air, and earth which are tertiary
matter. From these arose the composites to which the accidents of
generation (kaun) and corruption adhere.

(2) The theory that matter is not free from form. This treats (1) &8 164

speculative.
The supporters of (I) argue that it is demonstrable that every body

is composed of matter and is subject to addition and subtraction and
form and shape; that the subject of addition and subtraction is
something lying behind them and exists independently of them while
addition does not remain after subtraction and vice versa. Hence an
atom without bodily form can receive addition and subtraction at
the same time. These adjuncts can cease and so can form and shape
so that it is possible for the atom to be void of all forms.1 ThU8 a non
composite "atom must be the foundation of all composite bodies, for
otherwise there would be an endless chain of composites like shirt,
cloth, cotton, elements, and prime matter2 which is kyle receptive of
forms and modes.

The supporters of (2) object that this is to assume the point at 165
issue. Addition and subtraction are accidents and 88 such alter and
change. That which changes is accident, not substance, and you
cannot treat them alike.

The Mutakallim asks why substance is free of all accidents if it is
free of one, to which they reply that the self·subsistent is indepen·
dent of a subject, otherwise it would need an accident as the accident
needs it and so there would be no intelligible distinction between
them.

The Mutakallim answers that substance cannot be free from all 166

accidents, not because it needs them in its self-subsistence as a
substance, but because it is inconceivable unless it is in a definite
place. "

The supporters of (2) argue: Assume that matter is Br self-subsistent
8ubstance void of form, and then that it acquires dimension, either
dimension must have come suddenly or gradually. But dimension
carries with it place and volume, and it must have had the latter
before it got the former. If dimension came gradually and byexten
sion then direction is implied, and once more all the categories are
present.

The supporters of (1) argue that potentiality preceded the temporal 167

3444

1 The opponent quotes the argument rather differently, v.i.
I 'a~r. This has not been mentioned above in (I).

F
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thing's existence and also the matter (kyle) in which potentiality
resided, though neither potentiality nor kyle were eternally pre
existent....

Plato's proof of the temporal origin of the world: The existence of
universal objects can be conceived in the mind and outside the mind:
they are difiering realities with different characteristics like the
celestial intelligences.

168 The supporters of (2). H potentiality can only be posited in
matter,1 matterl is inconceivable without form, and form subsists in
the Giver of form. •

[Shahrastani] If we regard kyle 88 a. subsistent object it is either
one or many: if it was one and then became two was it (a) by the
addition of another, or (b) by the multiplication of that one without
external addition? H (a) then they are two substances, one added
to the other, and their mutual relation presupposes form. H (b) then
kyle became divisible-at one time having the form of unity, at
another the form of plurality,and we are driven to the endless chain....

169 It is clear that hyle is never free from form but it actually subsists
therein. Form subsists not in kyle but in the Giver of form. Matter
preserves form by receiving it and form comes into being in kyle.
Both are substances because body is composed of them and body is
a substance. Actual distinction between them is inconceivable: only
a logical difference can be draWll.

CHAPTER VIII

PROOF THAT THE PROPOSITIONS CONNECTED WITH THE DIVINE

ATTRIBUTES CAN BE KNOWN.

170 THE Mutakallims began by asserting that the propositions connected
with the divine attributes could be known before they made a like
assertion of the attributes themselves. The Muttazila, who denied
the attributes, admitted the propositions. The Mutakallims adopted
(a) the method of deduction and induction and (b) necessary and
intuitive knowledge. Some think it better to begin by affirming that
God is powerful (qcidir); others put knowing Ciilim) first; others put
volition (iriida) first.

(a) The first class argued: He who tips the scale of being must be
powerful. Living people can or cannot act. We have examined all
the attributes of a living being in the desire to discover the reason

171 why impotence is removed and facility established, and we find only
1 mcidda not hagyiilii = kyle.
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the attribute Power or His being Powerful. Similarly we attribute the
perfection of creation to His being knowing, and when we find a thing
as it is and not something else which it might well be we postulate
His being Willing.... None of these attributes is possible without
their subject being Living. Therefore we say The Powerful One is
Living. H we did not employ these adjectives we should have to use
their opposites, impotence, ignorance, and death.

Those who deny the divine attributes ask of the Ashtarites: Why,
if you deny the ljiil (v.s.) and say that things differ through their
essence and existence can you claim anything common (jam t) between
man and God 11 Again, you will not admit that man is the producer
of his actions though you allow a sort of acquired power over action
to man. How can there be anything common between him of whom
production is inconceivable and him of whom acquisition is incon
ceivable?

Answer. We do not deny that intellectual modes and relations are 172

common to man and God1 in cause and effect, &c., for if the mind
grasps the intention (matna) of one agent's action it can predicate
similarly of every agent. Again, we recognize a certain power of
activity in human actions, and a distinction between voluntary and
involuntary action. But is the influence of a will (qudra) on the thing
willed production or acquisition?

They asked the Muftazila: (1) According to you the agent only
influences the act in a state which cannot be said to exist or not to
exist. Powerfulness according to you is a state, 80 how does state
produce state ?

(2) You give man power in production and regard God's power
as a state.... If you give both God and man power in origination,
then you must affirm that man's power can produce anything. 173

This is obviously untrue, 80 how can there be an analogy with the
unseen?

Again: You cannot use human analogies and say: 'Building points
to a builder: we have investigated the qualities of a builder and find
that he must be powerful'. But this is not so because a builder
requires instruments-an absurd &ssumption of Allah....

We say that man's knowledge of the wonders of creation assures 1'4
him that their Creator must be Knowing, Wise, Powerful, Willing
only a fool could doubt it. There is no need to postulate action in the
Been and apply it to the unseen; they are obviously the same.

The Imim al-IJaramain answered that God's tipping the scale of
being must have been through and according to His essence, or
through His essence by way of an attribute, or through an attribute

1 Lit. the present and the absent, i.e. the two objects of comparison.
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beyond His essence. It cannot have been through essence because
the essential cause makes no distinction: every effect stands in the
same relation to it. Therefore the 'tipping' must have been through
a super-essential attribute, or through the essence by way of an attri-

175 bute. Revelation calls this quality Volition. Volition specifies;
Power produces. Knowledge effects ordered arrangement. Volition
is not connected with a thing until after the WilIer becomes a Knower.
All these qualities demand Life.... (Some of the objections have
already been discussed in Chapter I.)

We refer all the attributes to His being a necessary-existent essence
in majestic perfection. From Him everything proceeds in perfect

176 arrangement. He receives relative names like Cause, First Principle,
Maker; and negative names like The One, Intelligence, The Intelli
gent, The Necessary.

I say that your cause and first principle could be said of anything
that existed per se and was the cause of something else. When the first
intelligence came intobeing from theNecessaryExistentOne wasHe its
cause per e8sentiam or per accidens? H the former He was not absolute
and independent; if the latter He could not have been the cause of
anything else because He was only a cause by seoond intention.

177 Further, we say that there is no connexion between God's being
the first principle and cause, and being necessary in His essence, for
the first is relative and the second is a negative term. You cannot
refer both back to essence....

178 Since you postulate the correlative! as an idea and an accident
additional to substance what is the intelligible difference between the
relation of father to son and the relation of cause to effect?

For correlative is an idea whose existence is in analogy to something
else and has no existence apart from it, like fatherhood in relation
to sonship, not like father, who has an existence of his own. His being
a cause and origin is an idea whose existence is in relation to the
caused, and has no existence apart from it; so with every cause ·save
the first. You say that fatherhood is an idea, viz. an accident addi
tional (to essence) so why do you not say that causality is an idea,
an additional accident, so that causation by essence would be a sort
of generation.

I have often thought that what the Nazarenes believe of the Father
and the Son is really the same as the philosophers' supposition of
the Necessitator and Necessitated and the (first) cause and (first)

179 effect. But 'He begetteth not and is not begotten', causeth not
nor is He caused. All things stand in relation to Him as slaves to
their Lord.

1 it/4/a.
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CHAPTER IX

69

PROOF THAT THE ETERNAL ATTRIBUTES CAN BE KNOWN

THE Mu'tazila said that God was Living, Knowing, Determining 180

per se, not by Life, Knowledge, and Power. They differed as to His
being hearing, seeing, willing, speaking (v.s.). Abii Hudhail al-'Allaf
followed the philosophers in holding that God knows by knowledge
which is Himself (nafsuhu), but His Self is not to be called Knowledge
after the manner of the philosophers who say that He is Intellect,
Intelligence, and Intelligible.

The Mu(tazila differed as to whether the predicatioDs connected
with the divine essence were states of the essence or modes and
relationships. Most took the view that they were names and predica
tions attaching to the essence, and states and qualities are not like
the essential qualities attaching to a substance and the qualities
which follow origination.

Abii Hishim said they were latentl qualities of the essence; and
he posited another state which caused these states.

The orthodox Ash~arite upholders of the divine attributes said that 181

God knew by knowledge, was powerful by power, &c., and these
qualities were eternally additional to God's essence, being eternal
attributes and ideal realities (ma~ani) subsisting in His essence....

The philosophers said that the Necessary Existent per se is one in
all respects and no qualification or species can be applied to him.
Such terms as are used are negations (One means immune from
plurality) or relative like Maker, or a compound of both....

We will now set forth the doctripes and arguments of each school 182

in such length that their mistakes will be revealed and the truth be
plainly manifest.

Those who posit attributes give four points of contact between the
seen and the unseen world, viz. cause, (necessary) condition, indica
tion, and definition. The fact that a person knows is caused by know
ledge, and the logical cause is inseparable from the caused; one is
inconceivable without the other. H a knower need not have know
ledge, knowledge need not have a knower! The adjective knowing
requires the quality and vice versa. He who has qualities must be
described by them. They extended this argument to cover God's
volition and speech, for they are both eternal epithets,2 not differing
in causation, though according to them (i.e. the opponents) they
differ in pre-existence and time (ltuduth).

1 Or, permanent, "'.8.

I I am inclined to think tha.t the original reading may have been f"aaamani;
J urj&ni defines a f'asam as an epithet which is the same in pro-existence 88 in eternity
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183 The Muttazila said that cause and the need of cause applies only
to the potentia.l, not to the necessary existent. God's being knowing
is necessary; He needs no causation. Every necessary proposition in
the seen world is without cause, e.g. the Bubstan~'8 receptivity of
accidents and 80 on.....

Answer. By causation we do not mean production and origination,
but logical necessity and a true reciprocal need of nexus....

184 My view is that the distinction between the relation of the possible
to the agent in that it may be brought into existence, and the
relation of the state of knowing Calimiyya) to knowledge in that it
may be necessitated should be carefully observed, for they are vastly
different.

185 This question touches the 1)Dl which we have already sufficiently
discussed. It only remains to be said that it is admitted that know
ledge is the cause of the state of knowing and vice versa. H know
ledge exists its subject must be a knower.... The opponent will not
admit that there is any resemblance between the knowledge of the
Creator and the creature save in name, and claims that they are
different in every respect.

186 The ~ifatiyya argued that the Knower's knowing was conditioned
by his being alive, whether in this world or the next, and applied the

187 argument to the divine knowledge also.... But condition and condi
tioned are involved in priority in essence though in existence they
are necessary complements.... You can say 'the Knower became
knowing because knowledge subsisted in him'; but not 'Knowledge
subsisted in him because he was knowing'. If these predications were
the same in essence this difference could not be posited. Similarly we
distinguish between man's power (qudra) and the object thereof
(maqdur). Though capacity accompanies act in existence it is prior
to it in essence, so that you can say, 'The act occurred through the
capacity' but not 'The capacity occurred through the act'. Thus
we treat condition and conditioned, for the subject must be alive
first so that knowledge and power can subsist in him; you cannot
say knowledge and power (must exist) first so that he may be alive,
for that would abrogate the distinction between condition and con
ditioned. Do not suppose that this distinction is merely verbal. ...

188 Either talk of cause and condition must be abandoned altogether,
and the word necessity as applied to the mental realities must be
dropped, and this is the easiest course, ... or it must be held that
knowledge precedes knowingness and that existence in knowledge is
primary and more fitting than it is in knowingness: then it may be

80 far as prescience is concerned. o. has a t10Z nihili, P. is wanting, and B. omits the
word.
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affirmed that essence precedes attributes, and that existence in it is
primary and more fitting than it is in the attributes ... the described
qua essence precedes the attribute, and the attribute q1U1 causation
precedes the described.· This latter COurBe is to be deplored.

The Mut&kallimiin disputed as to whether definition was identical
with the defined or not, and whether it and the thing itself (luzqiqa)
were one or two things. Those who denied states said that the
definition, reality, essence, and individuality Cain) of a thing ex
pressed one idea.

The supporters of the 1;liil maintained that definition is merely the 189
words used to explain the characteristics of the defined, which latter
is to be distinguished by a peculiarity common to its class; and this
peculiarity is a !Jiil. There are Borne things which can be defined while
others are indefinable. Most of the Mutakallimiin's definitions are
merely substituting a better-known for a less-known word. The
logicians have laboured much in this field, but their results are like
those of a diligent student of prosody who has no talent for verse.
But they may well be excused, for the subject is exceeding difficult.

Our viewl is that definition is of three kinds: (a) verbal explanation
of a term, e.g. thing is something that exists (maujUd) . ... This h88
no value save that the inquirer knows the word better; (b) descriptive, 190

i.e. definition of a thing by its necessary accompaniments, e.g. sub
stance, that which is susceptible of ac.cidents; this kind of definition
is helpful in some cases; (c) true definition which explains a thing's
reality and peculiarity, the essentials held in common with other
things and those peculiar to itself....

The definition must be better known than the defined, not identical
with, nor additional to, it; it must not define the WlknOwn by the
unknown....

In reply to the assertion that the definition of Knower as a possessor
of knowledge holds good of God and man, it was said that this was
not BO because the middle term differed in the known and in the
unknown.... Moreover, 'possessor of' is sometimes used descrip- 191

tively, sometimes actively and passively, and sometimes of actual
possessions 88 in Sur. 40. 15 where there is no question of an attribute
8ubsisting in the divine essence. .

The ~ifatiyya. The divine knowledge and' power are sometimes
inferred from God's being Wise and Powerful, and sometimes from a
thing being known2 and decreed. Knowledge is connected with the
knowable and power with the decreeable and if it is proved that He
knows about the knowable He must know by knowledge. Knowledge
is comprehension of the knowable and it is impossible that the divine

1 The author is speaking. I Or, knowable (matlum).
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essence should comprehend or be connected with an objective rela
tion. Therefore the essence must have a comprehending quality
which comprehends (and) is connected with things that can be known.

The Muttazila said: God's cognition resides in the fact that He is a
Knower, not in knowledge nor essence. The only meaning of know
able is that it is not hid from the Knower as it is, so that there is no
perceptual or eatimative connexion by which it may be transferred
either to the Divine Knowledge or the Divine Essence. To say that
knowledge is comprehension is tautology....

192 The eifitiyya. There is an obvious difference between a thing's
being knowable and its being decreeable. The first is a much larger
category, and can be eternal or temporary, necessary, possible, or
impossible. The second is confined to the possible. The relation of
the knowable to the divine essence is one, and so is the relation of the
decreeable.

We say that the relation of the divine essence to the knowable and
the decreeable is on the same footing as you say, or that the relation
is different. H the former then it would follow that one is not a wider
category than the other, and everything that can be known would
necessarily be decreed, just as the converse is true. H the latter these
two attributes are not related (mwJ,af) to His essence but to a quality
beyond His essence; and that is what revelation calls Knowledge and
Power.

The Muttazila said that to predicate different aspects of the rela
tionship of a thing did not require that the quality should be other
than a unity: a substance was conceivable as occupying space, or

193 sell-subsistent and so on, but this was no indication of plurality in
essence or attributes, i.e. essences subsisting in the (one essence), nor
of plurality of positive states in the essence. Therefore the state..
ment that God is Knowing and Powerful must be similarly under
stood.

The ~ifatiyyaagreed in part, but added that the fact that substance
occupied space and received accidents showed that it entered into
relation with volume and accident. Similarly God can be said to be
externally existent, one, &c., and these qualities refer to One Reality;
but when He is said to be Living, Knowing, Willing, different specific
realities are in question ... and these are of such a nature that one
cannot take the place of another.... If they were the same His

194 knowledge would be His Power, and even mutual opposites could be
united in one 8ubject-a ridiculous assumption.

We say God is Knowing, Powerful. The Mu(al~ila say He is not
willing and not powerful. Now assertion and denial must refer to
essence, attributes, or states. The first is impossible because (essence)
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is intelligible without being described as knowingness and powerful
ness.... Knowledge (or, perhaps, the assertion) that God is self-sub
sistent does not tell us that God knows, and therefore the proof that
God is self-subsistent is other than the proof that he knows and wills;
nor does the denial of the quality of knowledge convey the denial of
His essence, for the Muta~tila deny that He knows and wills while
they confess that they know about His essence. As to states we have
disproved them, so that only attributes remain.

The Muftazila. You are the first to postulate different realities and
separate characteristics in one essence, since you say that God knows
by one knowledge which is related to everything knowable. Obviously
knowledge about black is not the same as knowledge about white but
contradicts it because, according to you, two similars are not united,
though sometimes two different cognitions are united in one reality
(fl.aqiqa). So God's knowledge is virtually different cognitions. Simi- 195
larly God's eternal power is related to decisions beyond mortal power,
and they are virtually different acts of power-similarly with volition,
hearing, and seeing, but especially speech. This is one eternal attri
bute, yet it is in its essence command, pr9bibition, news, and inter
rogation, threat, and promise. Obviously these are different reali
ties postulated of the one speech. H you say that these realities are
to be regarded as aspects and relations (of speech) we say precisely
the same of the (distinctions you claim to perceive in) the divine
essence We deny the validity of the analogy of human and 196
divine Your argument as to the incidence of assertion and denial
is not cogent. The anti-l.Ialists refer them to a particular entity, so
the assertion of essence absolutely is inconceivable except as a mere
form of words, or it refers to an aspect and relationship. When we
say He knows we refer to a knowledge by essence according to an
aspect and relationship-or, as the I.Ialists would say, according to
a state of his being knowing.... Assertion and denial, then) do not
refer to qualities additional to His essence but to aspects and relation
ships; and that is how we regard the qualities. Your argument there
fore falls to the ground.

The ~ifatiyya: Knowledge qua knowledge is one reality with1 one
characteristic (k~~iyya). Cognitions differ in the relationship of
their objects and agree in the unity of the subject. That relationship
does not exclude knowledge itseH from the reality of the state of
knowledge Cilmiyya)• •.• Knowledge follows the knowable in exis
tence and non-existence. It does not acquire the knowable as a
quality, nor acquire 8 quality from it. Cognitions in this world differ
with the transitory nature of things, but the eternal knowledge is 197

1 read wa-lahu for wa.laiBa.
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virtually different cognitions not virtually separate characteristics.
As to speech, we affirm that command and prohibition, &c., are com
prised in true speech and they are united in one reality; relationships
of that reality differ in regard to their objects.... But it is utterly
impossible to say ... that God knows in respect of His willing and
vice versa.... Attributes which are not ... additional to l God's
essence, negative in the sense that 'eternal' means 'without 'begin
ning " &c., are contrary to our assertion that knowing means that He
has knowledge. . . . The beauty of the universe proves this together
with the power which wrought it. But power and knowledge are two
mental realities, not united in essence. You Muftazila admit this
when you say that knowingness is not itself the meaning of powerful
ness because one may know of one and be ignorant of the other.

198 Abii Hishim. . . . There is no real difference between the party of
the IJiil and the ~ifat except that the lWl is at variance with the I}ijiit
because the J.Ui,l cannot be said to be existent or non-existent, while
the ~iJat subsist latent in God's essence.

[Shahrastani]2 But the former are involved in the'method (madhhah)
of the Nazarenes in their doctrine of unity in substance and trinity
in personality; but that· contradiction does not follow from the
method of the eifatiyya.2 We maintain that there is proof that the
Creator knows and wills, and if these words merely express one idea,
according to you they must be interchangeable, and the denial of
one would carry with it the denial of the other; and so God must
have produced the world by knowledge alone! ... Undoubtedly the
Knowing, the Willing, are not words of such universal application as
The-Cause-of-Existence, and The Creator, and we perce;.ve intuitively
a fundamental difference between them. If they were synonymous
we should not feel this difference....

199 The Muftazila. We do not deny the existence of these intellectual
aspects and relationships of the one essence, nor do we assert the
existence of attributes except in respect of these aspects. What we
deny is that there are attributes which are essences (dhawiit) eternally
existent in God's essence. If there were such they would have to be
His essence itself or other than His essence. We say they are His
essence. If they were not they would be of time (which even you
would deny) ; or eternal, and have shared His essence from all eternity,

1 Lit. 'beyond'.
t-J These words are apparently the author's. The meaning is not immediately

apparent, but it would seem that the ~ifitiyya, by insisting that all the divine
attributes which are indicative of personality have a distinct existence in The One,
exclude the possibility of their being indicative of 8 trinity of persons. The party of
If.0la, however, asserted that aspects or modes could be predicated of the divine essence
itself, and thus approached to the Christian doctrine of hypostases. Cf. al.Mildl, p. 56.
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and 80 be other gods. For eternity is the specific quality of the
Etemal....

They drew on the writings of the philosophers and added somewhat 200
when they argued that the necessary existent was absolutely indepen
dent, and that to ascribe an essential attribute to him was to destroy
the independence of the quality and the qualified alike....

The ~ifatiyya. We deny the existence of a qualified without a
quality. We deny, too, the relevance of your dilemma, that the
attributes are 'either His essence or something elae'. That can only
be said of two things, one of which can exist without the other, or
without the supposition of it. We do not admit that the attributes
are 'other', and we do not assert that they are the essence itself.
Those who uphold the theory of states say they are neither existent 201

nor non-existent,. and we similarly affirm that the attributes are
neither the essence nor other than the essence, for every quiddityl
is composed of two things, e.g. humanity of animal and reasoning.
It would not be right to say that Reason is humanity itself or that
it is other than it. A part is never the thing itself nor other than it.

Your words 'H the quality is eternal it must be God' and 'Eternity
is the specific quality of God' are bare assertions. Divinity is an
essence described by the epithets of perfection, so why should we
assert that any and every eternal attribute is God? He who says that
eternity is the specific quality of divinity must tell us what the
universal is, for the particular can only be conceived when the uni
versal is known. If existence is the universal and eternity the par
ticular, divinity is composed of the universal and the particular.
Therefore the particular is either the universal or something else, and
we turn your argument 8.8 to theetemaJ attributes against you. AB
to your argument that if the attributes were 8ubsistent in His essence,
His essence would need them and they are virtually accidents and the
existence of the described is essentially prior to that of the quality,
we reply . . . that such considerations apply only to Bubstances and 202
accidents; 'need' as applied to timeless eternity is inconceivable.

In reply to the philosophers 'we say that absolute independence
means that God in respect of His essence is independent of place: and
in respect of His attributes He has no need of an associate. . . . His
independence resides in His perfect attributes, so how can He be said
to have need of that of which He is independent? ... He is indepen
dent in His essence and in His attributes. The described does not
need the attribute nor the attribute the described. Need could only
be established if the attribute were a kind of instrument, which is
impossible.

1 flaqiqa.
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203 The philosophers. . .. The necessary existent is one in all respects.
There is no plUrality of parts nor of intellectual ideas. H there were
His essence would consist of genus and species, and the parts would
constitute the whole. The constituent is prior to that which is con
stituted, and the former cannot be necessary per se ... but in the
constituted the ideas which you postulate must either be necessary
per 8e, and so there must be two necessary existent ones (which we
have shown to be impossible) or not necessary per se but subsist in
(God's) essence, and we have demonstrated the impossibility of
that.! ...

207 [Shahrastani] We do not affirm that God can be defined, but that
he can be described..... To ascribe composition, genus, and species, to
Him is to use human analogies which cannot apply to His essence....

208 If we say He knows His essence and He knows that which is not
His essence, then His knowledge about His essence is not a knowledge
about the other object from the aspect in which it is a knowledge
about His essence, but the relationship (if!tibar) is different. With you
the relationship of the connexion (Ufiija) of the First Intelligence with
Him is other than the relationship of the connexion of the Second
Intelligence to Him. And if the intellectual relationships and aspects
differ you are met with plurality in the essence. We call each relation
ship an at,tribute. Your negative Ideas with us are (the attributes of)
eternity and oneness . . . your relative (ifJajiyya) Ideas with us are
His being Creator, Sustainer, for the idea of creativeness is conceiv
able from the creation.... We have too the ideas of His being
Knowing, Willing, Living. They cannot be said to be negative, for
not-ignorant is not the same as knowing. . . . A relative name is
applied when an agent performs an action. But the existence of the
known and the decreed result from God's knowledge and decree and
therefore not in the way in which you apply relative terms. (For they

209 say that God's knowledge is active, not passive.) The Mutakallimiin
hold that knowledge comes after the knowable. With them (the
philosophers) the knowable comes after the knowledge and the decree
able after the decree. Hence they said that the First Intelligence
proceeded from Him because He knew about its essence. Therefore
if knowledge is neither a negative nor a relative idea, and is not a
composite of both of them, it is plain that it must be an attribute of
the Described.

The philosopher asserted that the First Principle understands his
(own) essence and he understands what his essence causes and his
intelligence is per se, inasmuch as it is free from matter per se. It is

1 Here follows a repetition of arguments which have already been advanced about
the universal character of existence and the particular incidence of necessity.
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the cause of the second principle, which is the first (thing) caused,
so that its existence is necessary inasmuch as it understands its
essence. Everything else is caused in the order of existence by it. Its
freedom from matter is- a pure negation in which no plurality of
essence is found.... Though the First Intelligence is entirely free 210

from matter, yet its essence in relation to his essence is only potential,
and as such its nature is of the non-existent,l material order. Its
abstract conception (of itself) does not attain to the rank of the First
Cause, because it is only the greatest of things in regard to perception,
not in regard to perfection.

The ~ifatiyya. The Creator knows His essence and He knows what
results from it either by one or two acts of cognition. H you say that
two knowables demand two cognitions you have contradicted your
own thesis: if by one cognition, then He knows the essence inasmuch
as he knows the consequence and vice versa, so that the essence must
be consequence and the consequence essence, because there only
results therefrom what actually results according to His knowledge
about His essence and He in respect of His essence knows the result.
So essence and consequence are brought into existence, or not, by
Him. If He knows the essence in a way other than that in which He
knows the result relationships are multiplied and the essence is plural
with the plurality of aspects and relationships as we shall explain in
Chapter X.....

[Shahrastani] Obviously 'Knower' implies information about the 211
knowable, and when we say 'He is not in matter' that implies that
He is immaterial. These two concepts are utterly different, and for
the life of me I cannot see how one can be the other's very self....
What distinguishes the Necessary from all other essences? For if it
has no particular it has no universal, and if particularization occurs
through theesscnce, whydo you sayit is inexistence and not necessity ? 212

An attribute particularizes, though in deference to the sacred law we
speak of knowledge, power, and will. You agree as to the knowledge and
power, but you say that He knows through His essence and that His
essence is knowledge. H the essence qua essence embraces existence,
and particularization only befalls through an attribute, every existent
universal to be particularized must have an existent specific, so that
the duality of universal and particular would follow, whether or not
one is genus and the other species. If you claim that specific differ
ences are sometimes negative and a negative does not necessitate
duality, you fall into the mistake of some of your logicians who
think that a negation can be essentially a specific difference.... But 213

a specific difference must be a positive thing.
1 Or •privative'.
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The solution lies in resolving the ambiguity of language. We have
to use the word existence ambiguously ... whereas strictly it cannot
be applied to God in the sense that it is applied to all existing
phenomena. This ambiguity affects the names of all his attributes....
But you cannot affirm this and then resort to logical division based
on the commonly accepted use of terms. You might as well divide
the term tain into eye, sun, and fountain.

CHAPTER X

CONCERNING THE ETERNAL KNOWLEDGE IN PARTICULAR; THAT IT

IS ETERNALLY ONE, EMBRACING ALL THAT IS KNOWABLE, BOTH

UNIVERSALS AND PARTICULARS.

215 JAHM B. ~AFWAN and Hisham b. al ~akam posited in the godhead
temporary cognitions about the knowable which constantly change.
These conditions were not in a substrate. They agreed that God
knows eternally what will be, and knowledge about the future is not
the same as knowledge about the present.

The early philosophers asserted that God only knows His essence
and from His knowledge of His essence there arose of necessity
existent things which are not known by him, i.e. they have no form
with Him separately or as a whole. Some said He knows universals,
but not particulars: others that He knows both....

We reply to the Jahmiyya that if God originated knowledge for
216 Himself either it must be in His essence or in a substrate, or not in

either. Origination essentially demands alteration; and origination in
a substrate would demand that the 8ubstrate should be of time; while
origination not in 8 substrate would demand the denial of God's
specifying. . . .

To consider the meaning of 'not in a substrate' ... if it applies to
the essence of knowledge it must apply to all knowledge; if it applies
to something additional to the essence of knowledge it must be the
work of an agent,l and if that were admitted it could be argued that
no accident needs a substrate, which is contrary to experience....

217 Hisham. God knew eternally that the world would exist. When
it came into being did His knowledge remain knowledge that it would
exist or not? H it did not, then His knowledge or perception2

sufiered change, either in His essence or in a substrate, or not in His
essence and not in a substrate. The first is impossible ... and so is
the second . . . so he must have originated the knowledge not in a
substrate. H His knowledge that the world would be, remained un-

1 I.e. discursive. t ltukm, the intellectual perception of rela.tions is meant.
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changed in its original connexion then it was ignorance and not
knowledge at all.

You derive the belief that God has knowledge from his being
knowing; and we derive the belief that His knowledge receives new
additions from His being a Knower of new things. Therefore to say
that eternally He knew the world is absurd. It was not known to
exist in eternity, but it became known to exist at a definite time.
Therefore God did not know in eternity that it existed; He knew it at
the time it happened. Therefore His knowledge changed. H we know
that Zaid will come to-morrow that is not knowledge that he has
come.

AI-Ash f ari.1 There are no changes or novelties in God's perception, 218

state, or quality. His knowledge is one eternal knowledge, embracing
all that is and will be knowable.... There is no difference between
its relation to things in eternity and things that happen at different·
times. His essence is not affected by the advent of the knowable, as
it is not affected by changes in time. The nature of knowledge is to 219

follow the knowable, without acquiring a quality from it nor acquiring
it as a quality;2 and though knowables differ and multiply they are
one in being knowable. The way in which they differ is nothing to
do with knowledge about them, but is peculiar to themselves. They
are known because knowledge comes into contact with them but that
does not alter. The same argument applies to all the eternal attri
butes.... We do not say that God knows the existent and the non
existent simultaneously for that is absurd; but He knows each in its
own time, and knowledge that a thing will be is precisely knowledge
of its being in the time that it actually comes into being....

If we knew of a certainty that Zaid would come to-morrow and
could suppose with our opponents that such knowledge could remain,
and then Zaid came, there would be no new knowledge and no need
of it, seeing that it had preceded his coming. What was known had
happened.

Their argument that we find a difference between the state of our
knowledge before and at the advent of Zaid and that this difference 220

lies in new knowledge applies only to the creature. In God there is
no difference between the decreed (muqaddar) , the established, the
accomplished, and the expected. All cognitions are alike to Him....

A cogent argument against them was this: are these new cognitions
knowable before they come into existence, or are they not an object
of knowledge? H they were knowable was it by eternal knowledge
and cognitive power, or by other cognitions which preceded their

1 I am unable to verify this reference to al.Ash'arl.
t This is a formula which constantly recurs.
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existence? H the former then our answer that everything is known
by eternal knowledge is your answer about the new cognitions. If
the latter, then those cognitions would need other cognitions, and 80

an endless chain would result.
221 The Muftazila. God knows eternally through His essence about

the future, and the relation of His essence, or the mode of His
knowingness to the knowable in the future is the same as to the
knowable in the present. We know the future on the assumption that
it will exist, the present as something actually existent. There is no
impossibility in the assumption of knowledge (about a past state of
things) persisting and the same knowledge holding two knowables
either as to human or divine knowledge. l .. ~

223 [Shahrastani] We do not use the words Intelligence and Intelligent
of God, but change them to Knowledge and Knower, in deference to
revelation. The Mutakallim infers God's knowledge from the order

224 in nature, but this way is not open to you, because you say that
(divine) knowledge does not embrace singuIars, whereas ordered
arrangement can only be asserted of singulars, which can be per..
ceived. As for universals they exist as suppositions of the mind.
You are therefore in the position that the order is not knowable in
the way that order requires, and what is knowable shows no trace
of order.

The philosophers replied that God was free from matter, and all
relation with it. He is not veiled from His essence. It is matter that
forms the veil, and God, who is transcendent above matter, knows
Himself in Himself.

Answer. ... But what has the denial of matter to do with God's
knowledge? . . .

225 Avicenna said: Everything that is free from matter is Intelligence
in its essence. Every abstract quiddity can be linked with another
abstract quiddity and may be intelligible, Le. impressed (murtasama)
on another quiddity. The impression of it is its union, and Intelligence
has no meaning but the union of one abstract quiddity with another.
Therefore if an abstract quiddity is impressed on our intellectual
faculty, the impression itself therein is its knowledge and perception
of it, and that is intelligence and abstract thought (tafaqqul). If there
were need of any form other than the impressed one, there would be
an infinite regress. Therefore if the union itself is intelligence it

1 Here follows along extract from 'the philosophers'. It is really from Avicenna's
lliihiyyae, p. 588. (The only printed edition ceases to number the pages after 554.)
It is to be found in Shahrast8.ni's Milal, and a translation is given in Haarbriicker, ii.
256. The passage is also to be found in the N~jat, Cairo, 1331, p. 403. There is
nothing to indicate that the author departs from his text in the middle of p. 222,
line 15.
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follows that every abstract quiddity could from its essence be
intelligent.

[Shahrastani] All you have done is to treat the union (muqarana)
as a middle term. No doubt you do not mean corporeal union, nor
the union of substance and accident, nor of form and matter. But
as you have explained, you mean conveying an image,! and impres
sing; and by these two latter you mean abstract thought. But this
is to assume the point at issue. You might as well have said the proof
that He knows is that His essence could be impressed with a form,
i.e. be knowing. The inference that God is intelligent because He is 226

intelligible is absurd. . . .
(a) Does His knowledge come into connexion with His essence (and)

then that knowledge come into connexion with what He knows as it
happens; or (b) does His knowledge come into connexion with His
essence and another cognition come into connexion with what He
knows? According to (a) it must be said that He only knows His
essence because no form is present with Him except His essence, and
His intellect has no impression but its own thinking. For you say
that Intelligence is the union of quiddities and that the union is the
impression of one quiddityon another, 80 that on this showing nothing
can be united to God's existence but His existence. And no impression
can be made on His thought but His thought. All accidents, being
separated from His essence, must be the object of its thought
(ma/qilliyyatahii) separate from the object of the thought of His
essence. As to (b) plurality would result. For if His knowledge of 227

His essence and of the First Intelligence were one from one aspect
that would necessitate that His essence was the First Intelligence and
vice versa. If they were not so from one aspect then the aspects
(wujuh) of the divine essence would be many. Again, if His intelli
gence and knowledge are active, and not passive, it would follow that
every object of cognition would be passive to Him, while He would
be the object of cognition to His own knowledge. What a conclusion!

Avicenna. God's knowledge of things is necessary, because He
knows His essence.... The First Intelligence's knowledge of God is 228

not necessary because it knows its essence, for its origin preceded
its essence: it is not a consequence of it. . . . The known is not the
knower, nor a result of it, so it must be additional to the knower.
Thus plurality came into being.

[Shahrastani] You distinguish between His knowledge of His
essence and His knowledge about things, calling one essential and
the other necessary knowledge. Do you mean by necessary cognitions
things knowable by Him by one knowledge necessarily, which is

1 tamthil.

G
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229 correct; or do you mean other cognitions necessary to His knowledge
about His essence? In what subject are these cognitions, and how
are they connected with knowables? But 'Naught in Heaven or

230 Earth is hid from Him' (Sur. 3. 4) God's knowledge, like His
other attributes, is perfect, and not reached byinduction and reflection
as ours is. Nothing is hid from Him, whether universal or singular
truths, essential or accidental. To distinguish between them is to
postulate plurality of relation and aspect and effect.

Those who affirm that the knowledge of the First Caused about the
First (Cause) is not necessary to its knowledge about its own essence,
because the origin of the first caused preceded its essence, 80 that
knowledge of what preceded its essence is not necessary to its know
ledge about its essence, and so is another separate knowledge, follow
Avicenna in asserting that he who knows something of his need does
not necessarily know what he needs, because what he needs preceded
his essence ... but he only knows it by another knowledge.1 This is
not BO. But (though) knowledge often results from knowledge it
does not follow that a thing knowable results from a knowable.
Avicenna fell into this mistake because he believed that the existence

231 of the first caused resulted from the first cause's knowledge of it, and
his knowledge about it was the result of the first cause's knowledge
of its own essence. . . . He contradicted his fundamental principle
that 'from one only one can proceed', and it did not avail him to
plead that one was per se and the other from its cause .

To those who say that God knows things universally we reply
that all singulars demand a universal proper to them Universals
increase with the classes of singulars. H God only knows the singular
from its universal, so that knowledge of the universal does not change
while knowledge of the singular does change it follows that knowledge
about its universal must be plural, as it is of its singular. H all

232 universals were united in one that one universal would be the only
knowable, and it would be necessary to Him in His existence. Thus
knowledge about it would be necessary to the knowledge about His
own essence, and so we get back to the position of those who say that
He only knows His essence....

Again, God's knowledge is not conditional upon happenings and
events as when we say there will be an eclipse of the moon if such and
such conditions are fulfilled.

The ~ifatiyya said that the difficulty in the schools had arisen
through adding the notions of past, present, and future to knowledge,

1 See The Legocy of I Blam, pp. 258·9. This acute criticism of the dominant theory
of the kosmos and ita relation to the Creator deserves to be read in ezten80. I have
had to reduce it to 88 small a compass 88 possible.
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and thinking that (Go<rs) knowledge must change with changing
events as our knowledge does. . . . But to those who perceive that 233

the eternal knowledge is one this difficulty does not exist.
God's knowledge is one, for if it were many it would multiply with

things knowable; and things knowable, necessary, possible, and
impossible are infinite, whereas the existent is finite; or it would
multiply to a specified number, and this implies one who specifies.
The Eternal cannot be specified, 80 that His knowledge is one . . .
though knowables are infinite. The Ashfarites hold that what God 234

know8 about every knowable is infinite, giving as instances the logical
possibilities of every knowable, for at any and every moment the
phenomenal may be changed....

Objection. ... What difference is there in a specified number of
cognitions and one knowledge-one who specifies the number is
required. God's cognitions are either general or specific. If general 235
in that He knows the infinite then it is one knowledge of one know
able; and what is specified therein remains unknown: if specific in
that the things knowable are distinguished in His cognizance by their
special characteristic then it is impossible to reconcile specifying
with the denial of finitude.

The ~ifatiyya. By the connexions of God's knowledge we do not
mean those of sense and conceptual imagery ... but we mean that
the eternal attribute is capable of perceiving what is presented to
it in a way that is not per impossibile. That capacity is called con~

nexion (tafalluq); and the aspect of presentation for perception is
called object of connexion (mutafallaq). Both are infinite.... The
eternal knowledge is a quality meet to perceive what is presented
to it as a possibility . . . and the etemalpower is a quality meet to
give existence to what is presented to it as a possibility. Thus the
meaning of presentation is mode of possibility.... The meaning
of that to which presentation is made is capacity either to perceive
or to bring into existence. It is generally believed that the changing 236

fonns that matter constantly receives are infinite and proceed from
the Giver of form whose essence is one, yet by way of a quality it has
the capacity of emanating... ". The presentation of possibility to
power is as the disposition of matter to receive form; and the capacity
of the quality such as perception and bringing into existence is as the
capacity of the Giver to emanate form.... Capacity as applied to the
Eternal is metaphorical; of the temporal it is real. ... God compre
hends all possibilities by one faculty, namely capacity of knowledge
like perception, and gives them being by a faculty the capa.cityof
POwer; specifies them by a faculty of will, and acts as He pleases by
commandment and by a faculty, namely the capacity of speech. We
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do not mean by this capacity the power of disposition in matter
which Aristotle imagined, but perfection in every attnoute. Whether

237 these faculties and properties are found together in one attribute
or in one essence caused such difficulty to the scholastics that
al-Baqillani declined to discuss the matter and took refuge in the
authority of revelation.

CHAPTER XI

ON THE DIVINE WffiL

238 THREE questions are involved: (1) Does God will in reality! (2) Is
His will pre-existent and not of time? (3) Is it related to everything?

As to (1) al-Na~~am and al-Ka~bi said No. They said that willing
meant creating; and willing men's acts meant commanding them,
while eternal will meant eternal knowledge. AI-Najjir said that
willing meant 'not compelled and not disapproving'; while al-Ja.t).i~

denied volition altogether and said that if the doer knows what he
239 is doing and acts deliberatelyl then he wills. H he inclines towards

the act of another agent that inclination is called volition. Volition,
however, is not a genus composed of accidents.2

Refutation of al-Jalri~. Your distinctions apply to men's senses
only. Man sometimes acts according to his volition; sometimes he
does not: often he wills the act of another without inclining towards
it in desire just as he may ,viII his own acts when they are distasteful,
e.g. taking medicine. It is folly to argue that will is knowledge, for
knowledge is concerned only with the knowable without influencing
it in any way. Knowledge ... is connected with the eternal without
affecting it, whilst will is connected OIiJy with that which is temporal
and subject to change, and does influence it.

Refutation of al-Ka~bi and al-Na~~m.... The fact that man acts
in a certain way and not otherwise is a proof of volition, and purpose,
and the argument holds of God's works....

240 AI-Ka(bi replied that this proof only held good of man's acts. His
limited knowledge is tied to time and circumstance. But God's
knowledge coexists with power ... so that volition is unnecessary,
and He has no need of purpose. Indeed volition must either precede
or coexist with acts in time; if it precedes, it is resolution, a quality
only conceivable in one who hesitates. H volition accompanies action
then either it is or is not a novelty in His essence or in a subject. But
this is absurd, so it is clear that there is no meaning to volition as
applied to the Eternal, save that He is Knowing, Powerful, Active.

1 Lit. 'without carelessness'. i This paasage is better expressed in the M ilal.
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Answer. Knowledge follows the knowable whether it comprehends 241
every aspect of it or not.... To divide knowledge into a determinant
and a non-determinant is to follow the philosophers in their Active
Knowledge.... Knowledge produces the order of the universe; will
determines its characteristics, and power brings it into existence....
If man's knowledge were unlimited he would still need will in exer
cising choice.... According to the ~ifatiyya knowledge follows the
event, it does not cause it; power causes it and does not specify it;
volition specifies it according to God's knowledge. The eternal attri
bute precedes the temporal object of volition, but this is not resolu
tion, for resolution is the settling of a question after hesitation. If
willing were but desiring, then knowing would be but believing 242

and thinking.... To know is not necessarily to will, and to will is
not necessarily to have power to do; but he who has done a thing
has had power over it, and 80 has willed it ; and if he has willed it he
knows it; 80 will follows knowledge in such a way that it can be con
ceived that one knows and does not will, while the converse is
inconceivable.

Refutation of al-Najjar. To say that willing means 'not compelled'
is to substitute a negative for a positive proposition.... Many a
man is not impotent, and yet is not powerlul, . . . and many will
while reluctant, as in taking medicine.... Proof of God's will is
that things are as they are when they might be otherwise. How
can the inference therefrom be evaded! 'Not compelled' is to
be inferred from His power, not from His will to make things as 243

they are.
(2). God wills by an Eternal Will. God wills either in Himself! or

by a will. If it is established that He wills by a will either the will must
be eternal or temporal. If it is temporal it must either be temporal in
His essence, or in a subject, or not in His essence, and not in a
subject.... Reasons why these views are impossible.... If it be 244

objected that there is no relation between the temporal and the
eternal we point to equivocation. . . . By saying that the Eternal is
not in a. subject we mean 'not in a place', while by 'the divine will
is not in a. place' we mean not in a spatial object.2 There is no com
mon ground here.

The Mu~tazila. Volitions which are not in a subject are contrar:y 245

to the accepted meaning of accidents and ideas, and only dire neces-

1 'self t (no/a) not lessence' (dMt) is the word U86d.
I mutamakkin. It is interesting to observe that Ibn ]Jazm, p. 25t defines the words

la mutamak1cin 88 'not in a place' (makan)t so that the difference which is made much
of here must either be a later refinement 88 the context suggests; or, 88 Ibn I;Iazm
was an individualist POB86S8ing little sympathy with metaphysical subtleties, be one
that he would not countenance. .
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sity has m-onght about the assertion of sucb, inasmuch as1 the divine
will cannot be denied with aI-Ko,tbi, for that would necessitate that all
acts would be purposeless as the Natural Philosophers hold.... It
cannot be asserted that God wills by His essence, because the essential
attributes must be universal, and that would necessitate that God
wills crimes and evils. Nor can an eternal will be asserted, for that
would involve the existence of two Gods. Nor Br temporal will
subsisting in God's essence, nor in any other essence. Thus it is clear
that it is not in & subject.

However we do not despise the theory of the philosophers who posit
separate intelligences attaching to bodies, self-subsistent, the origin
of phenomena; nor the theory of temporal cognitions not in a subject
propounded by Jahm and Hisham; nor a speech (taklim) not in a
subject asserted by the Ashtarites; for the speech in God's essence
was not conveyed to Moses' hearing, and what Moses heard was not
in a subject.

246 The Ash~ariyya. But if you say that a speaker is the agent of
speech, admit that a willer is the agent of will. There is no comparison

247 between your theory and the philosophers' theory of separate intelli
gences, for they posit self-subsistent substances receptive of ideas,
although they do not assert that they are spatial. But you posit
volitions of temporal phenomena, namely accidents not in a substrate,
thereby robbing them of the specific qualities of accidents, and not
making them substances. . . .

Your reference to Ashtari is fundamentally unsound, for according
248 to him God's speech is audible by men, as He (will be) visible to men;

and that does not involve conveying or alteration or ceasing. You
have gone round the schools picking up ideas with the meanest results.

(3). As to the question of the relation of God's will to everything
the Mu~tazilawho hold that God's volitions are in time say that God
wills His particular acts in the sense that He purposes to create them
according to His knowledge. His will precedes the act by a moment.
He wills that the good acts of His servants should come to pass and
that the evil should not. What is neither good nor bad, obligatory·
nor forbidden, He neither wills nor disapproves of. Will2 and dis
approval can precede such acts in time....

The earliest of them said that temporal volition necessitates a thing
willed, and they specified causation (ijab) by intention to produce
action. They did not mean by causation the cause producing the
effect, nor secondary causation. Will, they said, does not produce

1 The correct reading must be min qablu instead of qila. Unfortunately this page
is one of & batch of manuscript collations which were lost in the post between Beyrout
and Oxfom. t The sense of irada is weakened almost to wish.
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secondary ellects, for they held that the divine power necessitates its
object by means of cause. Therefore if will produced secondary
effects by means of cause the thing willed would rest on two causes
and the phenomenon of two objects of power would involve two
Powerful Ones.

The Muttazila said that if the eternal attribute were related at all 2~9

it would be 80 universally. H the will were eternal it would have as
its object all its own volitions and all the volitions of men. Therefore
if Zaid wanted one thing and tAmr its opposite it would necessitate
God's willing two opposites at the same time. . . . .

The Ashtariyya said that the eternal attribute must be related to
everything, or its universal relation must be with that which is
properly its object.... The first is impossible if the economy of the
divine attributes of knowledge, power, and will are considered. The
divine knowledge is universal, power is of more limited application
and will still less. Will confers specific existence and is concerned with
its renewal from moment to moment.1

As to the relation of eternal will to two opposites at the same time2

they denied the proposition altogether, for what befalls is what God
knows will befall. It is the object of will and He is the wilIer. What 250

He knows will not befall is not willed. He who wanted it to happen
was the wisher. The eternal will can be related to both....

The eternal will is only related to a phenomenon from one aspect,
namely the momentary, inasmuch as the phenomenon is continually
specified with existence; and the two willS (of Zaid and fAmr) share
in continual re-creation and are related to the divine will by way of
re-creation and specification, and in this respect are not opposites.
If it be said that the divine will is related to both wills, . . . and to
one object of will, namely the one that happens according to know
ledge, and is related to the non-occurrence of the other, i.e. the will
that one should happen and dislike of the other that is correct, cf.
Sur. 2. 181.

The MuftaziIa. H God's will is related to everything He wills evil, 251
whereas the Quran 32. 40 says He does not. If He wills evil He is evil.

The Ashtariyya. . .. It does not follow. He who wills to know does
not necessarily know.... Man's will is 80metimes necessary, some
times acquired.3 • • • The first is not ethical, the second is. . .. There
fore no parallel can be drawn between man's will and God's will.

I For the Muslim doctrine of continuous re-creation See an interesting article by
D. B. Macdonald in IBis, ix (1927), 326 f.

2 These words ought to fonn the beginning of a new paragraph in the Arabic text.
See note on p. 86.

a I.e. according to the theory that man's will is only apparent. He acquires the
faculty of willing because God creates in him the consciousness of free will.
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2S2 The relation of the eternal will to man's acts is not in respect of the
commandments . . . nor by way of acquisition: but in respect of its
specifying phenomena by existence instead of non-existence each
moment, fixing its dimensions. Thus it is neither good nor evil. . . .
Existence which God wills is good.... But existence so far as man
is concerned is a mere quality of his action in reference to his power,
capacity, time, place, and obligation; and in this way is not willed
nor decreed by God.

We have proved that God creates men's actions ... and he creates
by choice and will, not by nature and essence. He wills and chooses
renewal of existence and new phenomena and qua existence it is all
good. He wills good (and 88 to evil inasmuch as it is existent, it
partakes of good and from that aspect is good and is willed, so that
pure evil does not really exist. God wills existence)! and He wills
good while man wills gOQd and evil. The Wise2 said evil comes within

253 the divine will per accidens, not through essence, and by second
intention; for evil according to them is either privation of existence
or privation of the perfection of existence. Existence and the per
fection of existence is the primary intention. Sometimes existence
is primary perfection and goes on to a secondary perfection: some..
times it is absolut;e as in the case of the separate intelligences. . . .
That which is in a primary, i.e. potential, state of perfection until
it actually reaches the second perfection meets with conditions lvhich
either help or hinder its advance. Now the eternal will and the divine
providence are related to both, but to one by way of inclusion and
secondary intention; . . . to the other by way of disposition and
origin (a§iila) and essence, i.e. willed and intended by a primary
intention. Thus rain descends for the general good of the world and
is good absolutely, but if it destroys the house of an old woman ...
that is relatively evil, but not intrinsically (bil a§iila) and is a second
ary not a primary intention. The existence of universal good along
with singular evil is philosophically better than a state in which there
is no universal good and no singular evil. . . .

254: The MuC:tazila. If God commands a, thing He wills it, and if He
forbids it He dislikes it. The proof is that command requires per
formance and will demands that the thing shall be specified with
existence. To require a thing and its opposite is absurd, 80 that to
say that Allah commanded Abii Jabl to believe and willed him not
to believe would involve command and will being at variance, which
is absurd. On this principle your analogy from the divine knowledge
is excluded. God may command and know that the command will

1 These words are inserted (by the original hand) in the margin of O.
, al-llukamd, i.e. the Islamic philosophers.
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not be obeyed, because knowledge makes no demands on others.
whereas will does.

The Ashfariyya. We do not admit that every one who commands 255

a thing wills its performance, unless he also knows that it will be
performed.... The theory of will opposed to knowledge is destructive
of the distinctive character of will which is to specify things...•

Some objectors said that what was contrary to the known was not
decreed, so how could it be willed, as knowledge is universal and will
particular.

[Shahrastani] My opinion is that he who orders a thing does not
will it in so far as it is ordered, whether it be obedience or anything
else when he knows that it will be performed; or whether the reverse.
For the act commanded is acquired by the performer, and we have
explained that that accounts for the epithets worshipper, pilgrim, &0.
The act is not related to the Creator in this way nor does He will it
in this way; but it is related to Him by way of creation from moment
to moment, and specific detennination; and the action not being an
act of the wilIer is not an object of will to him. So far as man is
concerned his act which we call acquisition and which takes place
in agreement with divine knowledge and command is willed and 256

approved, by which I mean willed by creation from moment to
moment, and specific determination, and approved by praise and
reward; while what takes place in agreement with knowledge and
contrary to command is willed and not approved, by which I mean
willed by creation from moment to moment: disapproved by blame
and punishment. He who masters this nicety is secure against
Qadariyya and Jabriyya. Thus Allah wills things not in respect of
their being good or evil, but in respect of their being specified with
existence instead of non-existence, and being of a certain size and
time.... H man had no power over anything his act would be created
from moment to moment, specified by the divine will irrespective of
good and evil. . . . All acts good and evil are willed by God and make
for the good of the world, cf. Sur. 2. 181. ... The eternal will is only 251
related to those things which are constantly renewed, and all such
things are the work of God . ... and are not to be referred to men. . ..
God's will specifies His actions in reality, not in the way in which it
is related to man, and His command specifies men's actions really,
not in the way in which it is related to Him, 80 that the relation of
command and will is not necessarily reciprocal, though it sometimes is.

Abu-ll:lusain adduced examples of will conflicting with command,
e.g. when God ordered Abraham to sacrifice his son and willed that 258

he should not do 80 ; for had He willed it Abraham would have done
it. But we will not stop to consider such puerilities.
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The Murtazilites seized upon the literal meaning of such texts as
'He likes not ingratitude in His creatures', 39. 91 to which the

259 Ash~ariyya replied with allegorical and specific explanations. Thus
God's will or love is not related to disobedient acts as such, just as
His power is not related to men's works inasmuch as they acquire
them. To take these texts in order. 'He likes not ingratitude' means
he does not like it so far as religion and law are concerned, for it
brings evils in its train. This meaning is strengthened by the foot
that pleasure and anger are opposites. Anger is used of blame, and
punishment hereafter, and similarly pleasure of praise now and
reward hereafter. . ..

260 The philosophers. The world order moves towards Good, because
it proceeds from the origin of good, and the good is what everything
desires.... When the first being knew the perfect good in potentia . ..
it emanated from him ... and that is the eternal providence and will.

261 Thus good came within the divine decree essentially not accidentally
while evil came accidentally.... Evil may be said to be deficiency
like ignorance and impotence, or like pain and sickness, or like forni
cation and theft. In fine evil per se is privation, i.e. the loss of a thing's
true and perfect nature. Evil absolutely does not exist, except in
speech and thought. Accidental evil exists in potentia, because of
matter. It begins through a certain disposition (kai'a) which pre
vents its proper receptiveness of the perfection towards which it
moves. The pernicious result is due not to a privative act of the
Agent, but to the unreceptiveness of the 0 bject; thus arise ,bad

262 morals, the dominion of the bestial over the human mind, giving'
rise to evil practices and corrupt beliefs; or the evil influence may
come from without as from parents and teachers.... Evil, coming in
thus, accidentally, is rightly rewarded with destruction because of
the existence of the opposing cause. . . . When evil is mixed with
good it is most proper that it should be brought into existence, for its
non-existence would be a greater evil than its existence ... otherwise

263 a universal good would be lost in the interest of a particular evil. ...
A good. example is fire.... Any other interpretation involves the
error of the Dualists.

The Mutakallimfin. Our only controversy is concerning the good
things which are related to man's acts and acquisition like corrupt

264 beliefs and evil practices.... Are they due to our will and not to
God's? There is no dispute as to whether dangerous beasts and terrors
from the sky, plagues, &c., with all their attendant miseries are good
or evil. . . . Ignoring the particular question as to whether these
things have aught of good in them we keep to the universal. You

1 I have omitted other texts cited.
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say that everything proceeds from the one ... and argue about first
and second intentions. But what is the difference between evils
accidentally necessitated in the universe, and the universe coming
into being necessarily? For in that case nothing in existence is
necessitated per se 80 that anything else can be necessitated per
accidens. To Bay that everything desires the good contradicts your
principle so far as concerns the divine will. For God does not desire
the good, but everything desires Him, for He is pure good. He is the
desired, not the desirer . . .1

[Shahrastani] We see the corporeal world full of trials, famine, 266
pestilence, and wars . . . persisting in ignorance and corrupt beliefs,
the majority living evil lives, lust and anger prevailing over the mind
and intellect, so that you can hardly find one in any country holding2

the divine wisdom which you regard as the imitatio dei, or a remnant
obeying the church's3 laws which we regard 88 a copy of the divine
commands. Most of them as it is written are' deaf, dumb and blind
and do not understand', 7. 100. How then can your philosophers
maintain that the evil that is in the world does not exist, when the
facts contradict you?

Wherever we find nature and the divine determination prevailing
over human choice and acquisition happiness prevails; but wherever
human choice and acquisition prevail evil prevails, so that we return
to the position that there is no evil in God's works; and if evil is to
be found therein it is relative to one thing and not to another. Evil
only enters into men's voluntary acts, and they, in 80 far as they are
linked to the will of God, are good; but if linked to man's acquisition 267
they acquire the name of evil.4 Nevertheless the existence of devils
and their leader Satan as revealed by the scriptures cannot be denied.
. . . The early doctors asserted that every singular in this world existed
as a universal in the next . . . 80 singular evil in this world had its
universal counterpart. Thus the Magi postulated two principles, the
source of good and evil respectively. See further my Milal.

CHAPTER XII

THAT THE CREATOR SPEAKS WITH AN ETERNAL SPEECH

.ALL Muslims hold that God speaks with a speech: only the philo- 268

sophers, ~abians, and Deists deny that. Theologians prove the thesis
1 Here munid and mwid have an unusual nuance.
S B. has 'taking refuge inY. I 81uJrf iyya.
• This would seem to mean that man's will, if surrendered to God, will produce good ;

but if his free will is exercised apart from God's wiU evil must result. Shahrastinl
has not stated this explicitly perhaps because it conflicts with the orthodox doctrine.
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in different ways, thus the Ashtarites say that reason demands that
God must be alive, and it is proper to a living being to speak . . .
otherwise He must be said to be dumb. Further a king is obeyed,
and the idea of king involves positive and negative commands. As
the differences in the world of phenomena indicate His power and
knowledge, 80 the differences in commands and prohibitions indicate

269 His (explicit) commandment....
AI-Isfara'ini said: the order of the universe proves God's know

ledge. It is impossible that He should know a thing and not announce
it, for knowledge and announcement are necessary correlatives. It
is impossible to conceive the existence of one without the other. He"
who has no power of relating cannot communicate his knowledge. It
is well known that law, instruction, narrative, warning, guidance,
and teaching,! become Him, so that He must have speech and speak
ing to convey them.

[Shahrastini] Either He speaks to HimseH (which none holds) or
He speaks with a speech which must be either temporal or eternal.
H temporal it must either have originated in His essence, 3S the
Karramiyya whom we have already refuted hold, or in a substrata
as the Mu(tazila say; or not "in a substrate as nobody believes....

270 Now if speech resided in a Bubstrate that would be the agent of
speech.... Hence the only possibility is that God speaks with an
eternal speech.

The philosophers and ~abians2 replied that the statement that a
living person must either be said to speak or be dumb was a bare
assertion without proof apart from human analogies ... which the
Ashafrites were fond of extending to all the divine attributes. . . .
The argument that either a proposition or its contrary must hold -true
of God is ridiculous. A living person has five senses, but you would
not say that either God smells or He does not.... We treat seeing,
hearing, and speech in the same way. Many a quality which is
perfection in us would be a defect in God....

271 We agree that God is a king whose commands are to be obeyed,
but his commands are not verbal but factual (jifli ), i.e. by way of
making the creature know by compulsion3 that he must perform the
act commanded. To ensure this God creates in the creature certain4

1 These terms summarize the contents of the Qurin.
I The reading of B. must be followed.
I I think the true reading must be jabran, not khabaran (B. could be read with j

against 0.'8 kh). Though it would, of course, be possible to hold that man's intuitive
neceasary knowledge of right and wrong was/ihabar,the argument favours compul
sion; cf. line 11.

e ~rUri, i.e. (a) the knowledge of the senses and (b) immediate knowledge, e.g. that
two opposites cannot be true.

,.
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knowledge that the matter must be thus. Disc1l88ion 8.8 to whether
God speaks with a speech which He creates in a 8ubstrate or speaks
eternally with a speech that can be heard at one time and not at
another is sheer nonsense, because giving liberty or forcing obedience
takes the place of speaking.... Bur. 41. 10: 'Then He said to heaven
and earth: come ye two willingly or unwillingly. They said we come
willingly'. This is not verbal speaking, but divine compulsion....
Cf. also 19. 42: 'Our speaking to a thing when we will it is Be! and
it is'. Speech addressed to the non-existent is impossible.

Again, if God speaks it must either be or not be with human speech; 272
if the latter, it must belong either to the tongue or the heart (nafsani).
The first is impossible, composed as it is of letters and BOunds made by
the impact of members of a body.... If He creates His speech in a
substrate His speech is not speaking but action.... Moreover, that
substrate would have to possess a man's frame and so be a man ...
and this would lead to incarnationism. If the substrate had no organs
of speech, sounds and not speech would result, like rnstling and 273
rippling and thunder; but these are not speech. Nor can mental
speech be admitted, for whether it be a mental concept of words
normally used by the tongue in Arabic or any other language the
mind holds the image of words; or something that is embedded in
the very nature of the mind-distinctions and reflections which the
tongue can express-it must be denied of God....

Thus it follows that what lies outside the genus of human speech
cannot be used as an argument in reference to human speech. . . .
And your argument that every one who knows perceives in himself
the news of what has become known to him is excluded; for if
it is true of man it is not true of God. Similarly the argument that
a king must be the author of commandments does not hold good
of God.

The Mutakallimiin. Our method is to employ human analogies: 274
from the laws (of nature) we infer (God's) knowledge; from actual
events His power; and from the determination of possibilities His
will. Similarly we infer from man's incumbent duties that God
commands and prohibits, cf. Sur. 7. 52. Laws demand fulfihnent,
and demand is an intelligible concept outside knowledge, power, and
will . . . knowledge is connected with the knowable; it does not
demand it ... power is simply capacity to produce, and is connected 175

with the possible ... will is capacity to determine possibilities ....
We have demonstrated that some things are willed and not com
manded, and vice versa. Will is only properly connected with the
act of the willer; demand and command with the act of another....
Thus laws cannot be included under the attributes of knowledge,
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power, and will, and 80 we refer them to speech. Revelation refers to
them as commands and addresses.

Further, man's voluntary acts are threefold: (1) mental, the free
exercise of his intellect and thought; (2) vocal, the free exercise of
his Boul and his tongue; (3) active, the free exercise of his bodily
powers. On all these God has laid commandments. The mental
embraces the true, the spurious . . . the vocal embraces truth and
lying, . . . wisdom and folly; the active embraces good and evil,

276 obedience and disobedience. It has ~n proved that the Creator is
wise and just and has the sentence and judgement in regard to all
these movements. That judgement must either be an act or a speech.
An act is impossible because every act is preceded by its judgement.
But that act is a proof of his judgement, and his judgement is inferred
from his act.... We admit that freedom of action (~if) in fact,
takes the place of laws in words 80 far as man's involuntary acts are
concerned, but the voluntary acts call for judgement. So then every
act and giving of freedom by the Creator points to His judgement and
claim (upon man).

Now we! say action points to the knowledge, power, and will of
the agent and in so far as it vacillates between the permitted and the
forbidden categories it points to the Creator's judgement which is
sometimes a positive, sometimes a negative command....

The assertion that God speaks rests upon the possibility of His
sending apostles. He who denies that God speaks must deny that He

277 sends apostles. He who recognizes the possibility of God's sending
an apostle, his messages being God's commands and prohibitions,
and attributes them to a work which He does in a substrate in that
it can be understood from that work that God likes or dislikes certain
actions . . . has admitted our point. . . .

There are two kinds of judgement: first command and prohibition;
and secondly threats and promises. To deny this is to deny the

278 sovereignty of God, and man's eternal recompense, and to falsify the
proposition of divine wisdom.

There are animal souls which only employ one sense for communi
cating: others use mere sounds without intelligible2 words; others
intelligible noises until we find words composed of letters properly
arranged. This is an indication of rational souls. Not every rank is
of the same genus as its predecessor, ... but it may be hazarded that
spiritual souls and angels exist in a similar hierarchy of mutual
understanding. As rational speech is not that of birds and beasts, so
the speech of angels is not as ours.... If we carry the analogy into

1 Apparently the speaker is ShahrastanI.
t Intelligible to an ordinary hwnan being.
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the unseen we say that He to whom belongs Cthe creation and the 279
command t is above commands uttered by mortal tongues and the
thoughts of men's minds, and that He in His oneness thinks and hears
in a way that utterly transcends our thought and speech.... Further,
why do you admit that the Giver of intelligence is intelligent and the
author of beginning is powerful, and deny that the Giver of speech
is a. speaker? Why treat speech differently from the other attri
butes? ...

The Mu~tazila. We agree that God is a speaker, but a real speaker
is one who makes speech, so that God is a maker of speech in a
8ubstrate ... because if, as you say, a speaker is one in whom speech
subsists it must either subsist eternally or temporally. H it were 280

eternal there would be two eternaIs.... What makes the eternity of
speech impossible is that if the speech which is command and
prohibition were eternal God would have had to lay commands on
Himself.... There caD be no possible doubt that the words 'we sent
Noah to his people' (Bur. 7. 56) when (ex hypothesi) there was no
Noah and no people is a report of what did not exist, an impossibility,
and a lie. The words 'take off thy shoes' addressed to Moses when he
did not exist . . . is speech with the non-existent, and how can a
nonentity be addressed? Therefore all commands and narratives in
the Quran must be speech originated at the time the person addressed
was spoken to. Therefore the speech is in time.

If, as the Kartamiyya say, the speech originated in His essence
He is a locus of novelties, and that is false. It must have originated
in a BUbject, for speech is a sound articulated and fonned in a body,
80 it is plain that it is in a body.

The Ashfariyya. How would you maintain against a ~abian or a
philosopher that God speaks, if His speech is an act like the rest of
His acts ... and what proof is there that He speaks through another? 281

How do you differ from those who say that He creates an intelligible
act or that speech is ascribed to Him metaphorically?

The Muttazila. The proof lies in the miracles which confirm the
veracity of the prophets who claim to speak in the name of God.

Response. You cannot argue this because you have said that if
God had not sent an apostle the intelligent person would be bound to
recognize God, and God would have had to reward him. But if God
did not send an apostle how can you maintain that He speaks. You
say that speech is an act of God, but how can you prove that He did
that particular act? You say that the divine will is created not in a
substrate, and that speech is created in a substrate.... What is the
difference?

[Shahrastani] Speech has a meaning whether it be in words, or 282
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sounds, or a mental quality and an intellectual reasoning without
words; and every meaning which subsists in a substrate gives its
name to the substrate. Inasmuch as the meaning is created it can be
said to be made, and inasmuch as it is a meaning subsisting in a
8ubstrate ... the substrate can be described by it.... But to Bay
that the meaning of God's being a Maker is the meaning of His being
described as a Speaker is absurd.... Speech, according to the oppo
nent, is composed of consonants and vowels (or BOunds); sound is a
wider term than speech. All speech is sound according to him, yet
all sound is not speech. Yet are we to call the Creator 8. sounder

284 because He creates sound in a Bubstrate 11... To refute their statement
that a speaker is he who makes speech: suppo~God created in a sick
man the words '1 stand and I sit' either the speaker is their creator,
in which case the Creator says 'I stand and I sit'; or it is the man
himself. In that case gone is their argument that a speaker is not he
in whom speech subsists, but the maker of the speech.

Again, there are miracles of speech which God created in stones
and beasts, e.g. the poisoned sheep cried: 'Eat me not for I am

285 poisoned'2 and the pebbles in the prophet's hand glorified God. All
this was God's doing. The speaker, according to them, is he who
makes speech, so God must have been speaking through them, since
He was their maker, and that is impossible.

The Najjariyya agree with the Ashfariyya that God creates men's
works, so they are bound to say that He speaks with their speech
because He is the maker of it. . . . The mighty is he who has power
over two opposites. Therefore if they say a speaker is he who makes
speech, they must say that the silent is he who makes silence, so that
if he created silence in a substrate he was silent....

286 Letters and words would not be called speech unless they had a
meaning. Their place is the tongue, but meanings and intelligibles
are in the heart.3 When both are found together a man is called
Reasoner and Speaker. H words void of meaning are heard a man is
called mad, not a speaker except by metaphor. On the other hand, if
we find ideas' in the heart without words a man is called a thinker, not a
speaker, except by metaphor. The difference is precisely that between
a man who professes a belief which he does not hold, and one who
holds a belief and does not profess it.

Unless the words corresponded with the thought in the mind there
would be no speech. Nay, further, unless the thought in the mind
preceded the expression of it on the tongue it could not be expressed.

1 I have omitted this strife a.bout the words.
2 Cf. al.Dirimi. Intr., p. 10. J janan.
... ma'ani. Here the same word, 88 often, does duty for 'meaning' and 'idea'.
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This is obvious of us, but what is to be said in reference to God Y

Does He create words in a 8ubstrate and give an indication of their
meaning or not? They must have a meaning, and wherein does it
reside? Not in God's knowledge, for that makes no demands1..• nor 287

in His will, for though that can be supposed to make demands it
cannot include narrative, interrogation, threats, and promises (which
are contained in the Quran); nor can it be His power, for nothing
could be more remote from that which makes demands on others....
Therefore it must be in a speech. It now remains to debate whether
this speech is one or many: eternal or temporal.

CHAPTER XIII

THAT GoD'S SPEECH IS ONE

THE Ashtariyya hold that God's speech is one, embracing commands, 288

narrative, interrogation, &c.
The Karramiyya hold that God's speech in the sense of power over

speech is one idea; and in the sense of speaking (qaul) is many ideas,
subsisting in His essence, and that they are audible sayings and words
preserved which originate in His essence when He speaks: they
cannot p88S away or cease.

The Muttazila hold that speech consists of an ordered arrangement
of words whether in this world or the next; they are created and sub
sist in a temporal substrate. When God gives them existence they are
heard in the substrate, and as they come into being so they cease
to exist.

AI-Jubba'i said that speech human and divine required the organs
of speech: his son Abii Hii.shim said 'not divine speech'.

The Ashtariyya said that as it was proved that speech was an idea 289

SUbsisting in God's essence, as God's knowledge, power, and will was
one, so must His speech be one. . . . H our opponents agreed that
man's speech is an idea in the mind corresponding to the words on
the tongue and that God's speech is an idea subsisting in His essence
corresponding to the words which we read with the tongue and write
they would agree on the unity of the idea; but as the word speech is
used ambiguously we cannot reach a. common basis. What they call
speech the Ash(ariyya agree is plural, created in time: what the
Ashtariyya call speech they deny altogether. In this discussion the
opponent takes only a negative and destructive position.

The Muttazila: it is impossible that God's speech should be one,
and (also) commands, interrogations, &0., for these are different 290

1 Se. 88 the Qurin does.

B
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realities and separate specifics. It is impossible that one thing with
one reality should embrace different specifics. You can have one idea
embracing many ideas like genus and species, e.g. humanity; but
these have only subjective existence. It is impossible that one thing
which is different things should exist objectively, for that would
abolish the realities as the Sophists do. The relation of command,
&c., to speech is 88 the relation of power, will, black, and movement,
to one thing, for they are all realities, and that is absurd. You can
say that speech is a generic term containing species although genus
has no existence without different species, and species has no exis
tence without individuals with different accidents; accident has no
existence without different species, e.g. colour, which again must be
specified, e.g. black; for accident has no essence apart from the

291 substance in which it subsists.... But you have }X)sited speech sub
sisting in God's essence as one reality which is in itself command,
prohibition, &c., and this is absurd.

The Ash~ariyya.... According to al-Ashfari speech is one attribute
with one peculiar property. The categories of speech are charac
teristics or necessary accompaniments (lawiizim) of that attribute.
The divine knowledge is one attribute and not many because know
abies are many; . . . nor is speech pluraJ because speech has many
relations. Command and prohibitions are descriptions of speech, not
parts (aqsam) of speech.... The fact that speech embraces many
meanings is not to be compared with the division of the accident into
different classes. The parts and the descriptions of a thing are not

292 one and the same. The divisions of mortal speech are descriptions of
God's speech. Thus an idea is sometimes one in essence with descrip
tions viz. rational relations: then the rational relations are some
times in respect of connexions, sometimes in respect of necessary
accompaniments. Is not will sometimes pleasure and sometimes
anger? . . . Thus speech is sometimes command and sometimes
prohibition ... yet it is one in essence, its names changing with its
relation. l ...•

293 The philosophers who are most vehement in denying the eternal
speech and its uniqueness postulate an intelligence one in essence
and existence from which different forms infinite emanate. Their
emanation is like the relation (ta~alluq) of the Mutakallimiin ... the
difference in speech is like the difference of emanation in the forms.
Compare, too, their doctrine that the first principle does not multiply
with the multiplicity of objects and qualities....

294 The Muttazila.... Command and prohibition are opposites with
different specific qualities which cannot be posited of one speech. We

1 Arguments about the fuil, advanced already, have been omitted.
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do not deny that one thing can ha.ve different names ... but we do
deny that one thing can have different specific qualities. The fact
that speech is command and prohibition is not established by its
relation, but it is a specific of the speech itself from whatever point of
view.... A speech that is in itself both command and prohibition is
impossible.... It is incorrect to say that speech is different in descrip
tions and not in divisions, for command, prohibition, &c., are divisions 295

of speech. Speech embraces them like a genus.... It is sheer non
sense to say 'the divisions of mortal speech are descriptions of God's
speech'. How can realities change and intelligibles vary? ...

But perhaps a philosopher would say that as Intelligence is one so
the emanation from it is one, but the receivers and carriers are diverse
and 80 the emanation differs with the different receiver (m,aruJ,); e.g.
when the sun shines on pieces of glass of different colours each piece
displays its proper colour. The forms are many but the diversity pro
ceeds from the receiver not the emanator. But you posit one speech
which is as a matter of fact a plurality of different properties and in
which the diversity resides, so that there is no analogy. . . . 296

The divine essence is one and its perfection is not in attributes.
He is above all names and attributes: these can only be predicated
of Him in respect of the traces of His activity. . ..

The Ash(ariyya. We do not assert different realities ... of the one
speech. . . . If we were to say that something was commanded and
forbidden at the same time that would be absurd. l ..• But it does not
follow that differences which do not involve contradiction are im- 297

possible ; consider for example the various properties of the sub-
stance Just as the eternal knowledge embraces diverse cognitions 298

as a universal without plurality of essence or difference in its property
so the eternal speech embraces all speech.... This is what we mean
by 'divisions (or parts) of mortal speech are like descriptions of divine
speech'.... Imperatives, aorists, and futures are divisions which deal
only with aspects and relationships because the eternal speech is one
without plurality.... Before Adam's creation mention is made of
the caliphate in the future:. 'Behold I am about to appoint in the
earth a caliph' (2. 28). After Noah's mission and long after his
generation the past tense is used 'We sent Noah to his people' (7.57).2
When Moses is mentioned before he existed it is on the model of news
about the future:3 when he is mentioned in the Wadyal-Muqaddas
it is on the model of the imperative 'Take off thy shoes'. All these

1 The text in the three MSS. diflel'8 considerably here.
t The first quotation is of God's speech to the angels before the world was created;

the second was spoken to Muhammad himseH.
I I.e. the prophetic perfect common in the Hebrew prophets.
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differences are to be regarded as explanations of the speech which is
299 in accord with what is known (to God).

H we could conceive that we possessed an intellectual speech pre
ceding the existence of the person addressed and remaining through
out the ages, the object of the speech would be in one unchanging
reality while what expressed the speech would be in different parts.
If we could conceive that we possessed an intellectual speech corre
sponding exactly to an intellectual comprehension exalted above age
and time so that its relation to past, present, and future was the same,
any difference would not be due to plurality of characteristics of
meanings in its essence, but to that which is altered by time. Does
not the Quran speak about what will happen in the resurrection?
(5. 116). Does He not refer to the future in the past tense when as
yet there is no resurrection? . . . Real and eternal speech being
exalted above time can speak of the future as though it were the
past....

300 How can they conceive the descent of spiritual beings and their
becoming individualized in corporeal beings as revelation records
'We sent unto her our spirit and it appeared (tamaththala) to her in
the likeness of a mortal' (19. 17)1 How does the Mutakallim explain
this? That the spirit was annihilated B:Jld the individual brought
into existence? That is not resembling 8omething. Or that the spirit
makes use of an existing person-that again is not tanuJ,ththul but
metempsychosis. If he cannot explain appearing in the shape and
likeness how can he conceive the eternal command appearing· now in
the likeness of Arabic, now of Syriac, so that it must be said to be.the
speech of God? ... That which clothed1 Gabriel changes, but his
reality by reason of which he is Gabriel is unchangeable. Similarly
with the speech of God. . . .

301 The Mu~tazila. H you posit an eternal speech either you assert that
God's speech was command, news, &c., in eternity, or you do not.
H you do you are absurd for the following reasons :

(1) A command must apply to somebody, and there was nobody in
eternity to be addressed ... and it is impossible that the non-existent
should be the object of a command.

(2) Speech with oneself without a second person is ridiculous in this
life (from which you draw an analogy) and to call to a person who
has no existence is too foolish to be ascribed to the wise.

(3) The speech2 with 1','1oses is different from that with the prophet
and so is the manner of it. It is impossible that one meaning which is

1 libtis.
2 khifii,b not kaliim. because the fonner would nonnally require the presence of the

mukhatab or person addressed.
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in itself speech should be with one person with one meaning and
manner and with another person with another meaning and manner,
and then the two speeches be one thing and one meaning.

(4) The two reports of the conditions of the two communities differ
with their differing conditions. How can two difierent conditions be
described by one report? And how can they be command, &c.?
H you assert that speech is one you abolish its divisions without 302

which it is unintelligible.... The story of Joseph and his brethren
is other than the story of Adam and Noah, &0., and how can the
report of what happened to one person be the very same as that which
happened to another? Commands laid upon people in the time of
Noah were peculiar to that age.... How can you maintain that
narratives are one when they differ in each case; or that commands
are one when they alter from time to time? How can you &Ssert con
nexion between the meaning of news about P88t or future which
makes no demands and the meaning of the imperative? News has
no imperative and the imperative no news. True they belong to the
category of speech, but they differ in species.... But you can't refer
speech with its divisions and species to news or to commands. . . . 303

Nor c~n you refer the difference and plurality therein to the words
(ibarat) ... for these correspond with the meanings they express
. . . and 80 the meanings are plural as the words are. . . .

As to your argument from the spiritual being assuming the likeness
of the corporeal being and the angel taking the form of a man being
like the (divine) idea appearing in words Cibarat) this to us is folly.
For what is 'assuming the likeness' and 'taking the shape' ; and how
is there an appearance? . .. In our view Gabriel is an ethereal being!
who became gross and visible to human sight, like diaphanous vapour
which is invisible and becomes thickened and visible as clouds; or we
hold that the one entity is annihilated and the other produced without
the assuming of another appearance or personality. One substance
cannot become many substances except by adding other substances
to itself; and by substances we understand the spatial :which is not
patient of interpenetration, so your thesis is meaningless.

The Ash~ariyya. Al-Kilabi said that God's speech in eternity is
only said to be command, &c., when the persons addressed are
existent, and their presence is a condition of responsible obligation.
So when God created man and made them to understand His speech 30'

in these categories they can be ascribed to Him. They are to Him 88

active attributes. . . .
AI-Ashfari held that God's speech was eternally command, pro

hibition, &c., and that the non-existent was the object of an eternal
1 ahakhB laIiJ.
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command as though it actually existed.... If a non-existent thing
can be commanded why should not the person commanded be non
existent? ... We are bound by laws commanded in the prophet's
time, and if law can precede a person's existence by even one year
why should it not do 80 eternally?

[Shahrastani] The fact is that this difficulty of the relation of God to
305 what W88 non-existent in eternity affects all the divine attributes. Did

not God decree and know eternally when the world W88 non-existent ?
Then how can knowledge and power be related to a pure negation?
(1) On the assumption of existence? Then how is assumption con
ceivable in reference to God ? . .. (2) Or were power and knowledge
related to what really existed existence being circumscribed and
finite! (3) Or it must be accepted that knowledge is a quality capable
of perceiving all that is laid before it, and power capable of producing
all that is meet to exist. These categories are infinite. Thus we main
tain that what God can know and decree is infinite, and we believe

'. .,.". ;.., ..-., ': that God's cognitions and decrees are infinite, and that is only con-
ceivable in what does not but may exist. The relation in reference
to the subject of the relation is to be .referred to the universal capacity
of the quality; in reference to the object of the relation to the
capacity of the known and decreed..... We argue similarly as to
God's hearing and seeing.... Neither hearing nor seeing can be con
nected with the non-existent, but they only become perceptible by
the divine quality when perception is meet, i.e. in a state of existence
alone, not beforehand. Thus the divine command is related to the
thing commanded....

306 As to their assertion that a speech which has no parts is unintellig
ible we say that the Mutakallimiin confine them to six; others add
other parts like the vocative and so on.... The interrogative is
inconceivable of God in the sense of asking for information.... 'Am
I not your Lord' (7. 171) is simply a figurative way of making a person
see that the case is thus. The commands a·re statements connected
with reward and punishment just as vocatives are statements, e.g.

307 '0 Zaid' which means I call Zaid.... As it is possible to relegate all
categories of speech to two without impairing the verity of speech
80 they can be reduced to one 88 we assert. Revelation calls it 'corn
mand' in the words 'Our command is one' (54. 50) ... and in the
words 'Are not the creation and the command His?' (7. 53). There
is the opposition as between word and deed from which it can be
induced that God's command is uncreate. Were it created the words
•Are not the creation and the command His?' would be mere supposi
tion.... Moreover, the Quran shows that command precedes creation
(16. 42), a precedence which is only conceivable in eternity in
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reference to the first phenomenon. Thus it is established that God's
speech is one. . . .

Different meanings are like different cognitions which one know- 308

ledge comprehends. Similarly different reports and commands
though they demand different words and meanings are comprehended
by one idea,l Le. the Real Eternal Speech.! Differences in time make
no more difference to speech itself than does the difierent state of
cognitions which exist and will exist to knowledge itself. This idea is
difficult to grasp because our experience is the reverse.

But if we consider the way in which the mind grasps a concept and
we abstract it from corporeal matter and fanciful ima.ges in the mind
we obtain a universal intellectual perception, which does not alterwith
time.... Again, communications received by way of a vision in a
dream would take more than a day to describe though they were
perceived in less than a moment, and the subject would know that he 309

saw and heard as it were one thing and one subject of communication
(marna). . . • Similarly the mind perceives the solution of a, com
plicated question in an instant, but the tongue and pen need endless
explanations to convey it. . . . The intellect is a unity of perception,
and t~e mind is one in speech;3 plurality is to be conceived only in
the world of sense. . . .

The Muftazila. Before this difference arose Muslims agreed that
the Quran was the word of God, composed of chapters a.nd verses ...
and words read and heard ... and that it was a miracle of the prophet,
proving his veracity.... The early Fathers used to say '0 Lord of 310

the Mighty Quran " 'O·Lord of Ta ha'. . .. The name Quran was given
because it was an assembling together as in the phrase 'The she
camel collected (qara'at) her milk in her udder'; and aasembling can
only be truly predicated of that which is separate. But such things
may not be said of the Eternal Word of God.

The community has agreed that the word of God is among us. We
read4 it with our tongues, feel it with our hands, see it with our eyes,
and hear it with our ears (9. 6). But how can such terms be applied
to the eternal quality?

The Ashfariyya. You were the first to upset this consensus. With
you God's speech is words that He initiated in a substrate that
existed and passed away. What we write is our own work, and what
we read is what we have acquired.... What is among us is not the

l~~ ~~

3 O. appears to have qubiU, reception; but qaul is to be preferred.
" Reading and reciting are synonymous in Arabic. The ability to read silently is

comparatively modem. If I remember rightly St. Augustine waa astonished to see
St. Ambrose reading without moving his lips. Thus here, Creading with the tongue'
is correct.
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speech of God, nor was it a speech of God's; it is not a miracle, nor
do we read and hear it.... What we read is only something like it, or
about it, as one recites the poetry of the long dead Imru'l-Qais....

311 [Shahrastini] We do not deny that a book ... is not eternal, but
the question is as to whether the words therein are an eternal quality,
one and not many. It is agreed that the speech of God is not that
which our vocal organs produce, but a meaning beyond that. And we
believe that that meaning is one, eternal: you that it is like ours,

312 many, temporal. ... Obviously the word Quran is being applied
both to the reading and that which is read....

The true answer is that the verses which Gabriel brought to the
apostle are calledl the speech of God, just as the person in whose like
ness Gabriel appeared is called Gabriel, so that it can be said 'This is
God's speech and this is Gabriel.'... In each case it is the revealing
agent (mu~hir) which is referred to. You say 'Your speech is right
and wrong', and you don't mean the expression2 apart from the
meaning, but the expression as the revealing agent of the meaning,
for true and false are in meaning, right and wrong in words. One
can be sound and the other unsound. Sometimes the expression is
mentioned when the meaning is meant. Thus: This is God's speech,
and, God's speech is among us: let none tou~h it but the purified. 'It
is for us to collect it and read it '3 refers to the expression, while' Then
it is for us to explain it' (75. 17) refers to the meaning. If the book
qua book were the Quran he would not have said in another verse
'purified pages wherein are upright books' (98. 3); so that now the

313 Qurin is in a book and now the book in the Quran. . . . Honouring
the book because of what is written in it is like honouring a house for
the sake of the householder.

The Fathers and the l:Ianbalites said: Agreement has established
that what is between the two covers is the word of God, and what we
read and write is the very speech of God. Therefore the words and
letters are themselves the speech of God. Since the speech of God is
uncreate the words must be eternal, uncreate. In the earliest days
they disputed about the eternity and novelty ... but now it is the
novelty of the letters and words, and the eternity of the speech and
command to which the expressions point that are in dispute. The
Fathers ascribed pre-existence to these words regardless of any other
divine attribute, while the Mu(tazila said they were created in time....
AI-Ash(ari departed from the consensus when he asserted the novelty
of the letters, so that what we read is not really the speech of God, but

1 Here B. alone maybe right. I Or, more fully, the words in which it is expreased.
I It will be remembered that the Mu'tazila affected to regard ~collect' 88 the

meaning of (qara'a).
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only metaphorically. But why did he not say tha.t revelation asserts
that what we read and write is the speech of God, without going into
the howness and reality of it ?

The Fathers said, 'We do not ~laim that the letters are eternal.' 314

They suffered terribly at the hands of the Mu~tazila for refusing to
admit that the Qurin was created, and that not for letters and sounds
which we make and acquire. Nay, they knew that God possesses
Speech, Word, and Command, and that His command is other than
His creation (cf. 7. 52 and 30. 3, &c.).

Since we have not detailed information about the Fathers' belief 315

that the Quran is the speech of God it is not legitimate to infer that
they meant the reading or the read, the writing or the written. . . .
They said that the proof that God had words was the text 'Ended
are the words of thy Lord' (6. 115). Sometimes word is mentioned
(39. 71); sometimes command: 'Our command is but one' (54. 50).
Thus God has one command and many words. Therefore we say His
command is pre-existent and His words are eternal, and the words 316

revea}l the command, and the spiritual things reveal the words and
the corporeal things reveal the spiritual. . . . The words and letters
are eternal. God's words are unlike our words.... As the letters are
the means of the words and the words are the causes of the spiritual
beings, and the spiritual beings rule the corporeal, so everything sub..
sists in God's word, preserVed in His command.... God's speech is
not like our speech as we learn from the example of Moses, who heard
God's speech 88 it were the dragging of chains, and the prophet who
said2 concerning revelation 'Sometimes it comes to me like the ringing 317

of a bell. This is the more grievous way. Then he (Gabriel) leaves me
and I retain in my memory what he said.'

CHAPTER XIV

ON THE REALITY OF HUMAN SPEECH AND PSYCHIC UTTERANCE

.AL-NA~said that speech was an intangible <latif> body sent forth 318
by the speaker, which strikes the air and sets it in motion as in waves.
The air receives its shape and then strikes the drum of the ear which
receives its shape; then it reaches the khayal,8 whence it is presented
to the intellectual facultyt and understood. Sometimes he says speech
is & movement in an intangible body according to a specified shape.
Then he became confused as to whether the shape, when it was

1 I.e. by being their sphere or theatre. t Bukhiri, 1. 2.
I This was said to be the hinder part of the first venter.
4 al-fi/cral.aqli. Fikra, according to Avicenna, is 8 movement. Cf.l,hiiriit, 127.7-9.
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originated in the air, was one shape which the hearers hear, or many.
But he did not understand this "and many other of his borrowings
from the philosophers.

The philosophers apply the word 'speech' (nutq) to that of the
tongue and vocal organs so arranged as to express the meaning that

319 is in the mind; also to (a) distinctions of the intelligence, (b) the think
ing of the soul, and (c) the conceptions of the imagination. These are
ideas in man's understanding each with its own relation. If (the ideas)
are related to the purely intellectual they are the distinction between
true and false-universal abstractB; ... if to the purely psychic they
are reflection and oscillation between the true and false until the
middle term is reached and the right indication understood; ... if to
the purely imaginative they are supposing and picturing-aometimes
picturing the sensible in the intelligible, and sometimes supposing the
intelligible in the sensible. . . .

Speech reaches the drnm of the ear where it is perceived and passed
320 on to the imaginative f~ulty which exercises supposition-thence

the psychic faculty where the soul exercises thought, thence the
intelligent faculty wp.ich exercises distinction. Thus there is an ascent
from sensation to intelligence-from the many to the one.1

Abii'l-Hudhayl and al-Sha1)l)im and al-Jubbi'i maintained that
speech was purposeful words2 heard in noises but not heard in writing.
The rest of the Muttazila disputed as to whether there could be letters
without Bounds as there were sounds without letters.

Al-Ashtari said that speech was an idea subsisting in the human
mind and in the speaker himself (dhiit); it was not in letters and
sounds.3 What the intelligent man revolves in his mind is speaking

321 (qaul). He hesitated whether to call the words formed with ·the
tongue real or metaphorical speech. If the former, then psychic
utterance could only be called speech equivocally.

The Ashtariyya. A man finds speech going on within himself
recounting what he has seen or heard in the past, or conversations
with others as though they were still present, or meditations as to
what ought to be done.... Supposition, reflection, &c., are (only)

322 words for psychic speech. Though his mental faculty4 be empty of
every idea. ... psychic conversation (hadith) goes on even in sleep....
The Muttazila held that before revelation men perceived in themselves
two promptings,5 one inviting them to a grateful recognition of their
maker, the other to a denial of the same.... These two impulses give

1 I have shortened this section very considerably.
5 muJida, lit. 'profitable'. a I.e. practically COIlBonants and vowels.
4 dhihn, i.e. the faculty of the 80ul (na/8) which can embrace the external and in

ternal senses and is provided to acquire cognitions. See al-Jurj8.ni.
J khdlir is a difficult word to render.
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information about the 80ul's speech and conversation, 80 how can
they deny it? Moreover, all men's processes of logical reasoning are
psychic conversation. Often he takes a pen and writes it down with- 323

out uttering & word. . . . The meaning of words differs in different
places: the intellectual content does not. Thus the meaning of Allah
is precisely the meaning of Khudha and Tangri and Sirbawaoo,l and
80 on. This psychic speech of man distinguishes him from the beast.

The Mu~tazila. We do not deny the promptings of man's heart.
They may be metaphorical or real psychic conversations, but they
do not determine the tongue's expression... He who knows no Arabic
never thinks of an Arabic word, the same may be said of him who is
ignorant of Persian; but the man who knows both languages talks to 324

himself in either, so obviously they (sc. the promptings) are question
ings2 and conversations which follow the expressions 8, man learns in
his childhood. The expressions are the roots (~1U) from which they
proceed, 80 that if we suppose a man to be without these expressions
he is dumb and unable to speak. Yet we cannot doubt that though
he is without language his intellect understands every intelligible,
though he has never heard anything. Therefore real speech is com
posed of properly arranged words uttered by the tongue.... He who
has power over speech is &, speaker: he who has not is dumb; and
consequently speech is not a genus or class in itself with an intellectual
existence like the other ideM, but it differs conventionally, 80 that if
people liked to agree on signs and nods mutual understanding could
be attained in that way.... A proof that God calls the warbling of
birds, the sounds of insects,3 the creeping of ants Speech and Speak
ing. Solomon said (27. 16) 'We have been taught the speech of birds "
'the hoopoe said " &c. Even the mineral world is metaphorically
said to speak' 0 ye mountains', &c. (34. 10). 'The thunder tells forth 325

his praise' (13. 14). What is meant is that all these point to their
maker's existence.... It all proves that speech is not a kind of
accident with an intellectual existence, but it is an utterance in the

1 The first three are the names of God in Arabic, Persian, and old Turkish. The
fourth (variant Simdwand) I am unable to identify. The languages which the author
has explicitly mentioned (p. 319) are Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Greek, Syriac, and
Hebrew. The first two are accounted fOf, and none of the last three can be referred
to. Professor Gibb has kindly COD8ulted his colleagues at the London School of
Oriental Studies, and tells me that they think the word is 'the title bhagaviin given
very commonly to Buddha in the combination Sri-bhagavafi, or possibly Sri-bhaga
vant Cl bounteous one" though exact confinnation of the title i8 lacking'. Other
suggestions &re that the 'Dailami and Gilini names ending in -awand are meant
(Minol'8ky) or Sri-mant, in dialect Sri-vant, a common title of Vishnu'. I cannot find
any helpful parallel in the index to al-BirUnI's India.

2 taqcliriit, or, perhaps, detenninations.
a ~ukl. The margin writes 'that which has no speech '. DamlrI in his IJagat al

lfayawiin, does not recognize this creature 88 an individual animal-
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tongue with a conventional meaning which mankind mayor may not
possess and still remain man. For he is distinguished from beast by
form and shape; not by soul and intellect, and utterance and speak
ing. You Ash~arites follow the philosophers in defining speech as
psychic utterance, as you follow them in defining man as a speaking
animal, making speech his specific difference.... Hence you ought
to say that the speaking soul is man ... and the body is its instrument
and mould: then it would follow that God's commands would lie upon
the soul and spirit, not the body, and that the resWTection would be
for souls and spirits. But here you leave the path of orthodoxy.

The Ashfariyya. The human mind perceives meanings beyond
326 those of intellectual distinguishing, and mental images. . . . Every

rational being is bound to use his reason until he attains a knowledge
of the uniqueness of his Maker by deduction and inference; but this
is only possible after long mental processes involving psychic speech
in Arabic or Persian expressed by the tongue, if the man can speak;
by indication and signs if he is dumb. That which happens in the
imagination, the soul, and the intellect respectively is not the same.
He who can distinguish between these relations can easily imagine
psychic speech and the doctrine that that idea is a genus or species
of ideas whose reality does not differ; and that which is in the
imagination1 and tongue is not a real stable genus and species, but
differs as convention dictates among different persons and in different
places. This is not real speech.... The ideas in the soul are existent
verities which the soul ponders over with its essential speech and
intellectual (power) of distinguishing....

327 As to their saying 'if people liked to agree on signs and words,
mutual understanding would ensue' this exactly proves our point that
lingual speech is figurative speech. Understanding is psychic speech
apart from intellectual knowledge.... The speech and signs of men
refer to psychic speech as opposed to the sounds made by animals....

328 As to what the Quran says of the speech of animals (I) either God
gave them intelligence and a real speech properly articulated as a
miracle for the prophet concerned; or (2) he laid speech upon their
tongues (they being unaware of it), and the prophet understood it ...
as when the shoulder of mutton cried out 'Don't eat me'. The
assertion that it would follow that the soul was a spiritual substance
without a body does not deserve an answer....

The philosophers hold that the human soul in the sense that beasts
and plants share in it is the first perfection2 of a natural body, Le. one

1 V.8., p. 105, note 3.
:I Professor Nicholson reminds me that al-Jurjam explains that thi8 term can be

illustrated by the example of the relation of the shape of the sword to the iron:
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organically alive potentially; in the sense that men and angels share
in it it is s substance without a body; it is the first perfection of a
natural body moving it spontaneously from a rational (natqi) intel
lectual source potentially and actually. That which is actual is the
distinguishing mark of the angelic soul while the potential belongs to
man. Thus speech (nufq) is a specific attribute in either case. They 329

said that the substantiality of the soul must be asserted before you
give it a reasoning speech, and though al-Ashl1ari agreed with the
Muttazila in denying that soul and spirit were substance, but an acci
dent l which does not remain for two moments, i.e. life only; yet he
was like s Muttazil in agreeing with our natural philosophers that the
soul was not a spiritual substance insusceptible to change, but that
it is 8, body susceptible to generation and corruption and an acci
dent which follows mingling. There is no difference between their
saying 'It changes from moment to moment' and their saying 'It
does not remain for two moments', i.e. it exists from moment to
moment.

The philosophical theologians infer the existence of the soul from
ita activities; . . . its hesitation in intellectual j udgementB and ita .
search for causes; ... its production of the latent powers of others as 330
when a teacher educates the soul of his pupil from potential to actual
capacity to write.... Animals do not possess this peculiar property.
What they know they know by nature.... Further, every "bodily
faculty is limited in its effects. But the intellectual faculty of the soul
is infinite.... Therefore it is impossible that its essence and faculties
should be corporeal. Its special property is that it perceives itself 331

through itself.2 ••• It is not a bodily or psychic instrument. It is per
ceiver and perceived ... nothing veils it from itself. It is not like the
senses for they do not perceive themselves through themselves, nor
like that which perceives by an instrument so that if the instrument
is damaged the perception fails.... Another proof that the soul is not
a body nor a bodily faculty is that abstract universal knowledge
cannot inhere in a body. . . .

Matter does not enter into sensation but the representation which 331

corresponds to it is impressed on it and the imaginative faculty forms
an abstraction of it. Sense appropriates it when it is present; the
imaginative faculty when it is absent, and thought forms an abstrac
tion of it, but as a particular and personal thing. The intellect forms
one universal abstraction apart from all material associations....
'second perfection' would lie in the inseparable accidents, e.g. the sword being
cutting.

1 The other reading 'without an accident', &c., may be right, but the following
clause makes it improbable.

2 dhiit.
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Thus the reasoning soul cannot be divided into parts nor be composed
of matter and form....

333 Human souls differ from bodies and their faculties and other
mingled souls in their movements from potential, theoretical, and
practical capacity to perfection; as the matter of their material
intelligencel is different from the matter of other bodies, 80 their
movements from potential to actual are different. Corporeal matter
assumes the form of three dimenSions; psychic matter assumes the
form of conditions, the derived intellect,2 the intellect in property,S
and the intellect in actu, in that order....

A further condition is found during sleep when events of years and
33. very long conversations which it would take volumes to record pass

in a moment of time. . . . It might be thought that these are like
forms seen in a mirror, but that is not so because such dreams are of
successive events, not of simultaneous visions.... Now if the body or
one of its faculties was the locus of these perceptions the sequence and
succession of pheno1nena would dema.nd time and priority and pos
teriority, 80 it is clear that the soul is not a body and its essential
perceptions are not those of bodily senses. . . . It is superior to time
and place.... This condition is not peculiar to sleep but belongs also
to wakefulness. Its properties are that it can receive the impressions

335 of cognitions one by one, or altogether, and can perceive the answer
to a difficult question in an instant.... Thus it is clear that the soul
is not of those bodies which can be defined ... nor is its speech that
of the tongue which changes with people and country; it is the very
root of humanity.

All these propositions were objected to:4

336 (I) What is the meaning of this 'perfection' which you posit of
natural organic bodies potentially endowed with life? Is it part of a
body, an accident, or something beyond the body? Of men and angels
you say it is a substance beyond the body. But in the way in which
perfection is common to beasts and plants it is not common to
angels.... You have used the word perfection ambiguously meaning
actuality and existence, ultimate completeness, soundness.... Such
things should not occur in definition....

337 (2) We agree with what you say about the soul's activities, but
1 AI-Jurjani defines 'aql hayyiUdni &8 the pure capacity to grasp intelligibles. It is

called material after the manner of prime matter which is free from fonn.
2 The derived intellect (mustafiid) has in its consciousness deductive knowledge or

processes which it has already employed.
I malaka. The knowledge of necessary propositions (habitw primorum principio.

rum cogitabilium) with the psychic capacity to 'acquire' deductive knowledge.
4 Shahrastini himseH appears to be the author of these criticisms. He usually

claims the last word in the chapter for himseH, and cf. 'we say' under the third
objection.
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what would you reply to one who ascribed them all to the pedection
of man~s composition? ... The wonders of nature are due to proper
ties in mixed and composite bodies.... All the properties that you
mention can be attributed to perfect composition alone, save one~ 338

and that is the 80ul~s grasp of universaIs....
(3) You argue as though every accident which inheres in a sub

strate must necessarily be subject to division with the division of the
substrate, but we do not admit that this is necessary. Accidents of
contact and cornposition dissolve with the division of their substrates
-others remain in the part as they remained in the whole.... We say
that if the division of the substrate necessitates the division of the
accident, then the unity of the accident demands the unity of the
substrate.... A point is an accident and it is indivisible, so you must
posit a substrate for it, one in essence indivisible as to the body, and
its bodily substrate must be indivisible....

Does the one universal idea which the intellect grasps remain with 339

it in its memory actually for ever or can the intellect be utterly un
mindful of it? ... It is common experience that man is unmindful of
intelligibles once attained. Yet they remain preserved in the memory
which is a bodily faculty. H it can preserve them universally, why
cannot a bodily faculty actuate them universally? ... Or are they
preserved in the separated intelligence which works upon it (the
memory) by way of emanation and gives it the first fonn itself, thus
reminding it of what it had forgotten? Two difficulties here arise.
First, how is the distinct form impressed on the essence of the giver of
forms separately so that one man receives one form and another man
another while the giver of forms preserves the whole in distinct and
separate ways ... yet remains one in essence and universal in rela
tion? It is an utter impossibility. Secondly, if your conception of
memory is right it must apply also to the first perception, so that you
assert that he that perceives universals is the Agent Intellect, just
as it is he that remembers (preserves); and the human soul does no
more than arrange what is presented to it.... Thus man comprehends
with a comprehension in the essence of the agent intellect just as he
remembers with a memory in the same. So the passive intellect is
his actually, as the active intellect is 'actually from him (the agent
intellect); and the relation of particular intelligences to him . . . is
like the relation of the internal senses to man's intellect. But here 340

we touch a most difficult question between us and the philosophers,
which will be dealt with elsewhere, if God will.
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CHAPTER XV

CHAPTER

CONCERNING OUR KNOWLEDGE THAT THE CREATOR IS HEARING,

SEEING

341 AL-KAtBi and the scholars of Baghdad said that the meaning of God's
being seeing, hearing, was that he knew about sights and sounds, but
not in a way that added anything to His being Knowing about the 
knowable. In this the followers of al-Najjar agreed. The Muttazila,
too, who said that He hears and sees according to His essence. Those
who said that the meaning is that He lives, contradict al-Katbi, like
al-Jubbi'i and his SOD. Others said that it means He perceives sights
and sounds....

Al-Ashtari said He hears with hearing and sees with sight, and they
342 are two qualities subsisting in His essence additional to His being

knowing. His pr()(\! was that if God cannot be called a seer and a
hearer the opposite must be affirmed.... H God is alive sight and
hearing must be ascribed to Him or He would be deficient; for they
are attributes of praise. God has described Himself thus....

343 Al-Katbi said that he did not admit that sight and hearing were
perceptions additional to God's knowledge. A man's perception of
what he hears and sees is in his mind,! and intelligence. His sight
does not sense the thing seen, but the seer senses and the hearer
senses, not the ears.2 This is real knowledge; and since a man gets
it by sight the sight is called sense. But it is the knower who perceives
and his perception is not additional to his knowledge.

The proof of this is that a man who knows a thing by report and
afterwards sees it finds a difference in the state (of his knowledge) but
not a difference of genus or class, but of general and particular, but

344 the soul's consciousness is the same in both cases. If the perceiver
perceived by perception it would follow that when his sense rang with
sound, slave-girls would be singing before him, drums would beat and
horns would blow; ... he would see far-off friends and overlook those
at his elbow. But this is not the case. Al-Jubba'i said if a living being
has a sound body, he is called hearer (and) seer; there is no other
meaning to perception, human or divine. A sound essence perceives
all that is presented to it whether resemblances or contraries: it per
ceives black as it perceives white. If it perceived by a perception it
could perceive some things and not others that confront a perceiver,
just as we can know one thing and not another.

They said3 that if perception were admitted of men it could not be

1 Lit. 'heart'. ~ Perhaps the words 'and eyes' have dropped out.
3 It is not said who the speakers were; presumably al-Jubbi'i and his school.
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admitted that the mere being alive was ita governing principle.
Another condition must be a sound body, and another condition of
eight must be light between the seer and the seen and an open space
between the hearer and the sound. Smell, touch, and taste require M5

bodily contact, and therefore must be denied of God, while the other
two senses require conditions other than life for real perception....
Thus your position is untenable.

Al-Ashfari said that perceptions, i.e. cognitions as a result of
infonnation received and actual vision, were a different genus....
Knowledge can be of non-entities, perception cannot.... AI-Katbi
gave no meaning to perception.... Al-Ashtari said it was a genus of
cognitions. On this theory God hears and sees with two perceptions
which are particular cognitions beyond His being Knowing.... Those
who take the other view say that if knowledge of a thing combines
with other knowledge of it and the object of the cognitive process
becomes united therein and the two cognitions are equal in the soul's
attributes, difference between them is inconceivable.

Yet we do find & difference between knowledge and perception
when we see something we have only heard of before . . . and we 3'6

know that the two genera are different.... If a blind man compre
hended all that a man with sight comprehends he would obt~in all
knowledge except the perception.. Therefore the perception is addi
tional to knowledge. . . .

Those who will have no analogy drawn from the human frame hold
it possible that God should create vision in the mind and knowledge
in the sight. In that case knowledge is confused with perception, and
it would follow that the hearer would hear with sight and none of the
senses would have their distinctive character as God has given it
them....

In answer to al-Jubba'i's definition of seeing and hearing as mean-
ing 'A living one without a defect' it was said ma.ny a person with
sight and hearing was defective in other ways. If the denial of defect
is to stand in the place of perception, then that defect must exclude
perception, so Jubba'i in denying perception virtually affirmed it.... 347

'Without a defect' is pure negation and its perception by sense is
inconceivable. The difference between the two states of perception
(v.s.) and the non-existence of perception cannot be referred to pure
non-existence, for in that case the difference would not-exist; for
difference in non-existence and the non-existence of difference are
one and the same. There is a necessary difference between a. man's
being a hearer and a seer though they both imply that he is alive.
Therefore they must be referred to something additional to his being
alive, otherwise the necessary difference would not exist....

3U& I
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Some asserted that all the attributes of perfection are summed up
in His being Living, and the defective attributes are denied in the
words Cwithout a defect'. . . . The analogy of the human frame is

348 false, for it would require tha.t the Creator should possess it.
It is remarkable that they carried this analogy so far as to talk of

rays of light which are luminous bodies sent forth from the sight to
the object of vision ... and of reflection as in a mirror.

349 Reasons for the absurdity of this view, and also for the view that
a form is transferred from the object to the sight.

350 Is perception the perception of a form in the perceiver's sense
corresponding to the external form, or is it the perception of the
external without aD intermediary form in the sense? Is the place of
perception the external sense of eye and ear or are they instruments
of the common seDBe in which real sensation resides, so that con
traries can be found together therein while perception remains one?
Some think that this is knowledge, seeing that it is within: others
that it is a perception more specific than knowledge seeing that its
perceiver is external. Again are the five perceptions really different
80 that their difference is in species or is the difference referable to
the percepts? ... This is the question at issue between the Mutakal
limiin and the philosophers.

The Mutakallimiin hold that the five senses embrace five different
351 perceptions.... A man sees with his sight ... as he knows with his

mind (heart). The seats of vision, hearing, and knowledge are the sight,
the ear, and the heart respectively. The di1Ierence between know
ledge and perception corresponds to the difference in their respective
places. . . . Some senses demand a contact, others do not--only the
latter can be predicated of God. This is the theory of those who make
a distinction between perception and knowledge. .Those who hold
that perception is knowledge assert that the locus and the reality of
them are the same, except AI-Ashtari who said that every perception
was knowledge but not every knowledge was perception. Perception
was a special knowledge demanding an individual percept and having
the existent as its object. Existence of the thing perceived is neces
sary for perception, but knowledge can deal with the non-existent,
the necessary, the possible, and the impossible. He hesitated as to
whether all the perceptions were special cognitions or (just) percep
tions. His followers did not hold that existence was the governing
necessity for perceptions, but contact was the necessary condition.

352 The philosophers explain their theory of sight; the lens of the eye;
and how it is that large objects at a distance appear small and small
objects at hand appear comparatively large. H perception were in the

353 eye and were connected with the object as it actua.lly is, the thing
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would be seen in its actual size and form. A point of flame whirled
rapidly round, the sight 'perceives' as a circle wh!le it is actually
only a point; and falling rain is seen as a straight line whereas it is
actually circular in form. Thus it is established that the true sense
is within, not in the external form. l

Sight and hearing differ from the other senses in that their percep- 354

tion is other than that which is impressed on them.2 All these facul
ties are prepared to receive the emanation which comes from the
Giver of forms, for the sense does not originate perception.

The nearest approach to this theory was al-Ashfari's method of
separating between hearing and seeing and the other three senses. He
made physical contact a condition for these latter and asserted the
existence of bodily senses, though he did not attribute them to God.
When he realized that hearing and sight had a particular internal
relation he hesitated as to whether perception was a particular know
ledge or another comprehension3 in the common sense. On his theory
the perception by hearing might reside in the sight, and the seeing
perception in the hearing. It is generally held (al·qaum) that they are 355

united in the common sense so that the seen is read and the read is
seen. In reality of perception there is no difference and they have one
locus. The Muftazilite theory of perceptions is confused....

CHAPTER XVI

THAT THE VISION OF GOD IS AN INTELLECTUAL POSSIBILITY AND A

DOGMA OF REVELATION
356

No Muslim has asserted the possibility of vision in the sense that rays
from the eye can reach His essence or that the vision is of the senses.
Dogma.tic theologia.ns differ as to whether vision is a perception
beyond knowledge or a special knowledge as mentioned in the pre
ceding chapter. The Muftazila, claiming that a human organism is
necessary for sight, deny the vision of God absolutely. AI-Ashfan
asserted that it was possible and must be believed. He hesitated4 as
to whether it was a special cognition, i.e. connected only with an
existing thing, or a perception virtually the same as knowledge in its

1 Here follows the physical theory of hearing which has already been given-see
p. 105. S Here follows the theory of taste, smell, and touch.

. I Ma'na, mediwn of perception. Ibn IJazm, ili. 3 defines idrdk 88 a ma'nd added to
Sight and vision, namely the idea of comprehension which is not in Bight and vision.
Idriik, he says, is to be denied of God in this world and the next.

• This 'hesitation' to which ShahrastinI refers more than once was perhaps to be
found in the three monographs which ai-Ash'arl devoted to the Bubject of the vi8io
Dei. See Spitta, p. 66.
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connexion, i.e. not affecting, or being affected by, the object of
vision....

358 Abii Isbaq took much the same view save that he called vision a
1na~nii which neither affects, nor is affected by, the thing seeo. It is
virtua.lly the same as knowledge, unlike the other senses....

We have shown above that visual perception does not require the
junction of rays of light with the object of vision nor the separation of
anything from the seer.1 Therefore there is no question of influence
in either direction, so that mo/nii is like knowledge or ma~nii is a
genus of knowledge. Agreement has already been reached on the
possibility of our knowing about God. This is as far as we can go in
asserting the intellectual possibility of the vision of God.

The Mu~taziIa raised five objections:
359 (I) You have found in that which exists a valid caUBe for vision ...

and if you say that vision is a special knowledge or an idea in the
place (lz,ukm) of knowledge ... then you have not sought a valid
cause for knowledge ... so why do you seek it for vision? Say either
tha.t vision has the same objects as knowledge or that there is no
cause and no valid ground for it.

(2) No argument from the 1)al is permissible in your case because
you Ash ~arites deny it and refer the categories of the universal and
particular, separation and sharing, to mere relationships....

(3) We cannot admit that vision has as its object pure substance
and pure accident, . . . since you cannot subtract colour from the
substance seen ... nor can you see all accidents....

360 (4) As the visible is more specific than the knowable and vision is
connected with the known according to the attribute of existence so
we say that it is connected with the existent according to the attribute
of origination....

361 (5) Vision is one of the five senses. Do you Bay that they are all
connected with the existent and existence makes them valid, or that
vision is a peculiar property connected with every object? The first
involves the heresy that God can be heard, smelt, tasted, and felt-
the second it is incumbent on you to demonstrate. That sight does
not affect and is not affected by the thing seen is the question in
dispute....

The Ash ~ariyya replied to (I): We are not alone in seeking a valid
cause for vision, for you yourselves find it in colour and that which is
subject to colour. 'Ve ask what is the common ground for these two
categories of substance and accident being visible. It is not in their
being substance and accident. . . .

1 P. has 'the seen'. Avicenna uses the words iUu,al and inj4al of the conjunction
and opposition respectively of the stars, Najat, 393.
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As to (2) it may apply to aI-Ashfari,S school but the QiQ.i Abii Bakr, 362

who is my guide in this matter, held the theory of states so that the
objection falls to the ground....

As to (3) ... A man sees a person afar off but he cannot tell what 363

his colour or shape is; afterwards these become plain. Therefore
colour and shape are not the same as body to the sight. What is it
which unites these in perception? ...

As to (4) we reply that existence in time cannot be the valid cause 364

either on your arguing or ours. For some accidents are not visible,
and if existence in time were the cause of a thing being visible every
thing that existed in time would be visible. With al-Ashfari the
existing in time is an existence preceded by non-existence. The latter
can influence nothing, so only existence remains as the cause (of an
object being visible) .

As to (5) we say that the five senses have different properties 365

and perceptions and no sense shares in another's peculiar property.
None of them is connected with substance and accident in one uni
form way, but all of them are connected with accidents. A condition
of their connexion is bodily contact except in the case of hearing and
seeing....

Scholars differed as to the valid cause of hearing.! Some said it was 366

existence; others, existence in relation to the audible being speech.
Speech is sometimes & meaning in words, sometimes a psychic utter
ance. Both can be heard.

We have already asserted that there is a psychic speech which has
no language. Similarly we assert that there is a. psychic audition
without language-sometimes it comes through an intermediary and
a veil, but not always. 'No mortal can expect that God will speak to
him except by inspiration or from behind a veil, or by sending an
apostle' (42.50). Inspiration, then, is without intermediary and veil,
as He says'He inspired His servant', or as the prophet himself put it
'He blew into my heart' (v.l. spirit). Sometimes it came from behind
a veil as to Moses, 'And his Lord spake to him' ; and sometimes by
the intervention of 8, prophet and a veil as He says 'Or He will send
an apostle'.

In fine in this life we understand speech in the 80Ul. Our tongue
expresses the meaning; the hearer hears it, and by hearing it reaches
his soul. Thus speech reaches the soul by these means. If these means
were removed 80 that the soul could perceive what the reasoning soul
contained, a real speech on the pa.rt of the speaker could be sub
stantiated and a real hearing on the pa.rt of the hearer, and without
sound, tongue, or ear.

I "Omt
• Hearing a divine message, not ordinary hearing is meant.
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367 Thus are we to think that Moses heard the speech of God. Messages
(risiilat) come through apostles (rusul); speech without an inter
mediary, but from behind a veil. The speech of God is audible with
our hearing, read with our tongues, preserved in our breasts.

AI-Ashtari took as his authority for the possibility of the vision
of God Moses' request: '0 my Lord show me! Let me look at Thee '
(7. 139) and the Lord's answer 'Thou shalt not see me'.... Now
did Moses know that God could be seen, or was he ignorant on the
subject? If he was ignorant his knowledge of God ill befitted the
dignity of a prophet; if he did know that it was a possibility then his
knowledge agreed with the fact and his request was for the possible
not for the impossible. The reply, 'Thou shalt not see me', equally
points to the possibility, for God does not say 'I am not visible' but
He asserts impotence or lack of vision on the part of the seer, saying
'But look at the mountain, for if it stays in its place thou shalt see
me'. H the mountain in its massive strength could not support the
revelation of God how could mortal vision? Thus the impediment!
is linked to a possibility and the impediment is referred to the weak-

368 ness of the instrument not to impossibility itself.... Thus the vision
is established as possible.

If it is objected that lan is to make the negativ~ perpetual that is
absurd, first because lan is corroborative, not perpetual, for does He
not say in 18. 66 'thou wilt not (lan) have patience with me' a possi
bility; and secondly because if it marked perpetuity it would not
indicate the impediment to the possibility, but the impediment to the
occurrence of the possible....

369 Another text on which al-Ashfari seized was (75. 22), 'Faces on
that da.y shall be beautiful, looking at their Lord.'

[Shahrastani] This question is a matter of scriptural attestation
(samfiyya), and thus there can be no doubt that there must be a
vision of God. We have indicated the intellectual difficulties of the
problem. The mind cannot rest entirely at ease as to the necessity of
the vision, nor advance to a position in which intellectual difficulties
are not felt.

On the whole it is best to regard the visio Dei as a matter of scrip
tural attestation, in which case the story of Moses is the locus clas
sicus; but God knows best what is true.

1 Impediment is a teelmical tenn for a condition which if it exists prevents
something else occurring; but if it does not exist neither prevents nor pennits its
occurrence.
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CHA.PTER XVII

119

CoNCERNING WHAT IS TO BE CONSIDERED HONOURABLE AND WHAT 370

BASE, SHOWING THAT REASON MAKES NOTHING INCUMBENT ON

GOD, AND THAT NOTHING WAS INCUMBENT ON MEN BEFORE THE

COMING OF THE SACRED LAw

THE orthodox view is that reason does not determine what is base
or honourable.... Men's actions are not intrinsically good or bad 80

that they earn God's reward or punishment The good is what the
code approves, and the bad what it condemns .

Dualists, Brahmans, Kharijites, and others, take the opposite 371

view.... The code gives information about good or bad actions; it
does not establish them 88 such.... Reason perceives the good or the
bad immediately and by discursive reasoning.... This is the founda
tion of their theory that God must do what is best, of grace, and
recompense.

AI-Ashfari distinguished between the getting of a knowledge of
God through reason, and its necessarily coming that way. All know
ledge comes by reason, said he, but revelation makes it incumbent
on men. Our object is to deny that the reason imposes religious
obligation, not to deny its rational results.

The orthodox said: If we suppose that a man could be created with
a perfect intelligence uninfluenced by any teaching of parents or of 372

codes, and then confronted with two propositions: (a) two are more
than one; and (b) a lie is evil in the sense that it deserves God's
censure, it cannot be doubted that he would accept the first and
hesitate over the second. He is not certain that God is injured by a
lie or profited by the truth, for both propositions are in one case so
far as responsibility (taklif) is concerned, and he cannot give one more
weight than the other by the exercise of intelligence alone.

Truth and falsehood are essentially similar.... Truth is a state
ment of what is ; falsehood is a statement contrary to what is. There
is no question of their being good or evil in their essential attributes.
. . . Some true reports are culpable like the statement that a prophet
fled from an evil person, while some false reports are commendable
like a denial of the foregoing The definition of falsehood contains
no mention of its being evil. .

Their only remaining argument is an appeal to custom. Men call the 373

injurious evil, and the profitable good, and we admit the propriety
of this; but these categories change in different ages and peoples:
Bome think right what others deem wrong, e.g. the killing of an animal.
We say that it is the law which makes a thing right or wrong.
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Objection.1 If a man could attain his object by truth or falsehood
equally well, it would be better that he should choose truth as his
means, so were it not that falsehood was a quality to be shunned he
would not have preferred the truth. This is the duty of one who has
never heard of Islam or denies codes, 80 that there is no need of
religious obligation. Thus we find that intelligent people think well
of saving a drowning man, and look down on injustice and enmity.

37. Suppose that two sages were disputing before Islam, one affirming
and the other denying a proposition. They would define truth and
falsehood. Then one would deny the assertion of his fellow, ~nviting

disapproval of it, and re88Sert his own position with a demand for its
approval, until they passed from words to blows. Each would accuse
his fellow of ignorance, and invite him to accept his own thesis. Now
if good and evil were entirely to be avoided there could be no dispute,
and assertion and denial would be impossible.2 ••• The good in reason
is the good in theology; and what is good in wisdom is necessitated
by wisdom, not by religious obligation, 80 that nothing is incumbent
on God by way of religious obligation, but He must in respect of
wisdom settle and administer (all things).

If we abolish the categories of good and evil from men's works
and refer them to the code, then vain are the ideas that we extract
from the roots of jurisprudence. You have lost all power to compare3

375 words and actions, and you cannot assert the why and the wherefore,
because deeds (on your own showing) have no character of their own.
. . . Thus you have destroyed law altogether.

The philosophers.... Being embraces good and evil, and a mixture
of both. Pure good is the desire of reason.... pure evil is essentially
to be shunned by reason.... No intelligent person doubts that know
ledge ... is good, laudable, and to be sought for, while evil is the
reverse. All that the reason desires is approved by the wise: all that
it shuns is disapproved by all.... A sound nature incites a man to
attain the approved and reject the disapproved, whether law or law
giver impel him thereto or not. Therefore the ... moral qualities
self-control, generosity, bravery, and courage are praiseworthy in
deed, and their opposites are disapproved in practice.t Man's per
ception lies in the soul's effort to perfect true knowledge and good
works in imitation of God and the angels.5 ••• The only purpose of
laws is to confirm what reason holds; not to present anything con-

376 trary to it.... Since particular intelligences are incapable of grasping
1 The answer on p. 378 makes it plain that the Muftazila are speaking.
t Men would not fight for truth against falsehood unless they believed that it was

right.
3 qiyaa was, of course, one of the 'roots' of the law.
4 ",.l. I Lit. Cspiritual beings of the heavenly world t.
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all intelligibles and universal good, wisdom demands ... that there
should be & law urging men to faith in the unseen in general, and
guiding them to the best things in this world and the next in parti
cular.... Such a law must be accompanied by signs of its heavenly
origin, and must speak to men according to· the capacity of their .
understanding; . . . ef. 16. 126. They said that the Mu~tazila were
wrong in making good and evil essential properties of works. They
ought to affirm that of knowledge and ignorance, because works
differ with persons and times, and have no properties which per
manently adhere to them. The Ashfariyya, too, were wrong in
divorcing them from knowledge which in its species is not-culpable,
and from ignorance which in its species is not-laudable, seeing that
eternal weal or woe are exclusively confined to them. Works help or 377
hinder accidentally, not essentially....

The ~abians added that things in the lower world were dependent
on the influence of the stars and the spiritual forces which govern the
stars. . . . One man was as good as another and no man of sound
intelligence needed anyone to lay down what was good or evil (cf.
Sur. 23. 24). We can infer from the nature of things whether they
are good or harmful, just as we can judge whether works are good or
bad. We do not need a lawgiver (Bur. 24. 6).

The Transmigrationist8. The human race has a, kind of choice in 378
its actions and ... by reason is lifted above the animal order. H
man's actions are worthy of humanity he is raised to the rank of
angels or prophets. If his actions are bestial he is reduced to the rank
of beasts or lower still. He is for ever working recompense or being
recompensed for his works ... so he does not need anyone or any
law or reason to pronounce on the character of his works.... Some
times the good and evil are animal manifestations; sometimes among
animals they are human acts. There is no future world of rewards and
punishments.

The Brahman added: We need neither law nor lawgiver. If the
prophet's words are intelligible, reason makes us independent of
them: if they are unintelligible, they are not to be accepted.

Answer to the Muttazila. It is not necessary that a man should 379

choose truth as against falsehood as the means of gaining his object.
If he does adopt truth it is because of impulse, custom, or purpose
urging him thereto....

As to the .disputants before the days of Islam we agree, but the
question is: Must God reward or punish them respectively? We cannot
say, because we have no authoritative information.... We see that
there are many things of which we disapprove but God does not dis
approve, like the sufferings of the innocent, the destruction of crops,
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and so on. Acts like the rescue of the drowning must be judged on
380 this basist for drowning itself is approved by Godt though we regard

it as evil; and if rescuing were good drowning would necessarily be
bad. There is a hidden purpose in the destruction of mortals which
we cannot understand....

With regard to the intellectual aspect of the disputation one man's
state is knowledge, the other's is ignorance. You cannot argue that
God must reward or punish them on that basis. We do not know
Godts judgement on the matter in question.... Knowledge"is laud
able in itself ... and ignorance is blameworthy.

381 As to their objection that what is good in reason is good in wisdom,
so wisdom is incumbent on God, not by way of religious law,! we
reply that we mean by wisdom that an event occurs according to
(fore)knowledge, apart from any advantage or aim. None incites
the originator of actions to do what He does. Were there such a being
he would be greater than God.... The wise is He who acts according
to His knowledge. The ordered universe is evidence of knowledge. If
anyone else does something he thinks worthy of commendation with
out the permission of the divine King there is no philosophical reason
why he should be rewarded. God is not profited thereby. So far as
He is concerned action and inaction are alike.

Objection. If God does not profit the agent does.... Moreover,
382 gratitude, praise, and devotion are actions which reason asserts are

commendable....
Answer. Custom is not a safe guide.... Gratitude and ingratitude

are alike to him who is neither hurt nor helped thereby. Gratitude
does not earn the right to further bounty.... It is a duty incumbent
on man, and God is not bound to reward it. If anyone spent his whole
life in giving thanks for the preservation of one limb he would fall
short of his duty; for if he compared his paltry gratitude with the
munificence of God how could he be counted abundantly grateful? ...

'Necessity' in reference to God is unintelligible. It is impossible
to say that man deserves anything from God, because he2 is always
being overwhelmed by God's kindness.3•••

383 If gratitude is to be the ground of commendation then the gratitude
should be commensurate with the kindness, but a mutual recompense
between the eternal and the creature of a moment is inconceivable.
What holds one way holds the other, so that man cannot claim to
'deserve' anything of God.

God's 'deserving' of his creatures is not a reasonable tenet,"

1 The MSS. differ considerably among themselves, none of them agreeing with the
original objection. ~ The Oxford MS. is ahnost certainly wrong here.

S The author nobly develops this theme. 4 See note 2.
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because he is unaffected by man's obedience or disobedience.... 384

As He began by showing kindness so His omnipotence is gracious
continually. How should He impose a painful service on man in this
life to reward him in the next? If He were to give him free rein 80

that he did what he pleased and went after sinful lusts, and then
lavished gifts upon him, would not that be more pleasing to men, and
evil in the sight of the wise? ...

We challenge the adversary to produce an instance (wajh) of (the
notion of) good in the root of religious obligation.... Good and evil,
advantage and disadvantage ... are not to be ascribed to the Law
giver (mukallif) though the ideas may be. He is able to shower his
benefits upon men without a precedent law (taklif). He could either
lay a law upon them with positive and negative commands and
reward or punish them according to their works; or give them no
law and no recompense but continually favour them as he did in the
beginning.

Reason is at a loss to decide such questions.... The divine com- 385

mand is mere subjectivity, because no attribute by which God
commands can be referred to His essence. But He is a Knower,Willer,
and Maker of the command as He is the maker of creation. Reason
recognizes Him according to this description,! but cannot possibly
know that He lays commands on men. All that reason can attain is a
knowledge of a description which cannot include commandments, so
how can it know that God wants an obedience which will be rewarded.
. . . There can be no obedience when there is no command and no
prophet. . . . He who denies that there is an eternal command
cannot assert that an obligation rests on man or that his actions are
good or bad. This involves a denial of a revealed law which was 386

confirmed miraculously.. ,.. He who denies God's speech has denied
(the reality) of men's works and is a Compulsionist (Jahriyya) . ...
He who denies that men 'acquire' works has denied God's speech
and is a Qadari, i.e. he has (asserted)2 that both God and man have
power....

To return to the case of the two disputants.3 • •• Does the one who
hits upon the truth deserve an everlasting reward? . . . An unskilled
person who dives to the bottom of the sea in search of pearls at the
risk of his life may be blamed by his master if he is a slave or fined
by the owner if he is a partner. Approval and disapproval, denial and
affirmation, can only result in recourse to a judge whose judgement 387

is sounder than the disputants' so that he can settle the case. Thus

1 Name)y that He is a. knower, wilIer, and maker.
:I The argument 8OOID8 to require the insertion of some such word as athhata.
I V'S. t p. 120 f.
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good and evil cannot be settled by the usage of men but only by
divine law....

To deal with the accusation that we have destroyed intelligible
ideas in jurisprudence.... Suppose a man killed another and reason
were called upon to judge of different theories as to what ought to be
done, viz. (1) The man ought to be killed in retaliation and as a warn
ing to the violent. Thus the race would be preserved and anger con
trolled.... (2) It is meeting destruction with destruction and enmity
with enmity and the dead is not brought to life by killing the slayer.
If the race is preserved by such means in a problematical future,
in the present retaliation destroys an actual life.

388 But reason will inquire whether there are other considerations than
humanity.... Here revelation relieves its perplexity by stating from
ideal principles (martini) what is incumbent on man....

If good and evil and the moral categories of actions were mental
properties of individuals or of works it would be inconceivable that
the law should call one thing good and another evil, and the abroga
tion of laws so that the forbidden became the permitted and vice

389 versa would be inconceivable.... The law of marriage in the code of
our father Adam is in opposition to the law of marriage of our
prophet Mul;1ammad. Often this kind of case can be explained thus:
wine is forbidden, 8 dog is unclean, because of (a property in) itself,
whereas another thing may be forbidden because of something else.
Laws take the place of intellectual properties and are related legally to
individual things and to works. Good and evil in truth and falsehood
is like the permitted and the forbidden in fornication and marriage,
and like the possible and the disallowed in buying and usury.1 ...

390 Al-Isfara'ini said that thanks tired the thanker and the thanked
was none the better so there was no point in giving thanks....

Objectipn. Thanks profit the thanker and do no harm to the
thanked, so they ought to be given because the advantage of them
outweighs the disadvantage. .

AI-Isfara'ini replied that they might harm the thanker because he
met the multitude of God's kindnesses with his puny th~nks. There
can be no doubt that if a man receives many benefits great and small,
and chooses to offer thanks for the small, that is imputed to him as
.~ulpable folly.

Objection. The thanker does not confine his thanks to particular
blessings or the least of them. He includes them all though he may
mention one to cover all.

391 AI-Isfara'ini. It is unbelief2 to confront favours with thanks as

1 I.e. the act itseH does not detennine the character of the action.
t Or, ingratitude. The second is the primary, the first the more common, meaning.
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though they were a reward and return for favours. The innumerable
benefits of God cannot be recompensed. To make the attempt is
unbelief. If the idea is to profit God as the thanker is profited that
too is unbelief. If the favour is beyond comparison and recompense,
and the beneficent above profit and loss how can thanks be com
mendable? Thanks only profit the thanker if they are offered with
the consent of the thanked. If his consent is only known by revela
tion then thanks are only commendable through the law. However,
men grow up in the ways of the sacred law, perceiving that thanks
giving is approved by religious people and think that the intellect
unsupported decrees its 8uitability.

Reply to the philosophers' contention that existence cornprises
good, and evil, and a mixture of both. According to you every
existent thing is good, and evil is only to be predicated of the non..
entity. But on this basis your argument is unsound, for if existence
comprises the good then existence comprises existence! Then how
can existence comprise the non-existent 1 . . .

Suppose the question to be about matters with which the law
deals, then good and evil are intended by the noble and the base. You
have helped us in the assertion that immediate and discursive know
ledge cannot arrive at a judgement of the character of actions 391

because opinions differ with time and place. . . . The point at issue
between us is whether knowledge~ the goal of the wise, is to be
rewarded by God and ignorance punished....

They said that eternal happiness or misery was the lot of the wise
and ignorant soul respectively just as physical well-being followed the
drinking of medicine and painful sickness the drinking of poison.

Answer. In that case the soul's happiness depends upon the
attaining of the faculties of knowledge and the use of it, and only
after great travail does it arrive at premisses and understand how to
attain its object by search.... Human nature is unequal to the task.
The intellectual difficulty is 80 great that the wise man halts lest he
should take the path which leads to ignorance and its miseries.! . . .

Reply to "the ~abian8. We will admit that the stars exert influence 393

on the noble and the base- in sublunar bodies but only as created
things themselves.2 The point at issue is the command. It cannot be 394

doubted that God has given positive and negative commandments,
and men will be judged in the next life in accordance therewith.

Yet we cannot arrive at this knowledge ... without revelation....
We do not agree that reason always knows what is helpful or harmful
in things~ for the method of scientists and physicians is experiment,

1 Here follows the argument of the potential and the actual and the external
agent which brings the change about. ' min fuzithu'l-khilqa.
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and an experiment which cannot be reproduced in every detail is
useless as a guide.... The peculiar properties of things often contra
dict the results of experiment.... According to them these properties
come from the emanation of the universal soul on the quiddities of
things. . .. The complexity of things makes us posit a person with
knowledge of the stars and what lies beyond them so that He sees
everything as a single form. . . .

395 Reply to the Transmigrationists.... You say there is a reward for
every work. Do the works end in pure reward, and do the rewards
begin from pure work? If you say there is an infinite chain there is a
vicious circle, for if there was no work except as a reward and no
reward except for a work then there was no work and no reward
at all! The reward's being a reward rests on a precedent work, and
work being work rests on a precedent reward.... Therefore you must
begin with a primary work which is not a reward and end with a
reward which is not for a work, which is exactly our position.

They were asked: What is the highest rank of the good and the
lowest of the bad? to which they replied, 'Angels and prophets, and
devils and jinn '. The question was then posed: Supposing a prophet
killed a snake what would his reward be, seeing that there is no rank
above him? Also if a jinni killed a prophet what would his punish
ment be as he is already in the lowest rank? You would have to let
the noblest and the basest deeds go unrequited.

396 Transmigration is impossible, because every constitution (miziij)
is prepared to receive its appropriate form from the Giver of Forms.
H it received that form, and the form of a soul that had been pro
moted joined it, there would needs be two souls in one body, and that
is ridiculous.

CHAPTER XVIII

397 A REFUTATION OF THE ASSERTION (a) THAT THE ACTS OF GOD HAVE

A PuRPOSE OR A CAUSE; (b) OF UTILITY IN GOD'S ACTS (~alafl,),

AND THAT HE MUST DO WHAT IS BEST (~lalt) AND BESTOW SUFFI

CIENT GRACE (lulj) UPON HIS CREATURES. THE MEANING OF THE

TERMS laurUJ. EFFICIENT GRACE;1 khidhlan ABANDONING; sharlt
OPENING, AND khatm SHUTTING OF THE MIND; Jab~ SEALING;

nrma, FAVOUR; shukr KINDNESS; ajal FIXED TERM; AND rizq
SUSTENANCE.

THE orthodox view is that no final cause prompted God to create the
universe, because He cannot profit or suffer harm from anything,

1 I have followed the distinguished lead of Professor Asfn in rendering taur'UJ. by
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nor can anything incite Him to create for the sake of the creature.
His activity (~an~) is the cause of everything, and His activity has
no cause.

The Mu~tazila argued that 8 wise man only does a thing for a
wise purpose; and action without purpose is useless folly. . . . The
wise acts for his own advantage or to profit some one else.... Since
God is exalted above profit obviously He must act for the profit of 398

others, and all His acts must be salutary. They differed as to whether
He must do what is best, some arguing that the best could be bettered
ad infinitum.

The philosophers argued that the Necessary Existent's acts could
not have a cause. Actions proceeded from the primal principles which
depended on the Active Intellect. It originated the intellect through
its necessary consequences and by means of it originated everything
else.... Thus only can the existence of the Necessary Existent be
conceived.... Profit may consist of a recompense of the same nature,
e.g. money for money; or of a different nature, e.g. a, reputation for
liberality: but this is compensation not generosity, while the first is
(customary) behaviour and not inf!am. Generosity and favour are
the giving of what is fitting without recompense or purpose. The
First (cause) conferred existencel on all phenomena without any
necessity or need or caution2 ••• as was fitting....

The orthodox argued that if, as has been proved, the Creator is 399

absolutely independent, He needs nothing.... He does not sell His
favours nor burden His gifts with demands for thanks. If He did
anything for a motive He would be dependent,. not self-sufficient.
One man's meat is another man's poison, so that universal and par- 400

ticular advantage ... are in sharp opposition.... W~ do not deny
that God's acts embrace good, and work towards utility, and that
He did not create the world for destruction, but the point is that it
is not an expected advantage or an anticipated good which prompts
Him to action; He is without a, prompter. There is & difference
between a good consequence following divine operation, and attribut-
ing good and utility to the disposition of those acts, just as there is a
necessary difference between a perfection which necessitates a thing's
existence and one which merely evokes it. The former is an excellence
like an inseparable attribute; the latter an exc~llence like a provoca
tive cause. .

efficient grace (la gracia eficaz). His gracia auficiente corresponds to Ibn J.lazmts
h'Ulla. AI.Baghdadi (d. 429) uses hiddya to cover both efficient and sufficient grace,
explaining, however, the difference between them. U,iil al·Din, 140.

1 V.l.'generosity'.
t The reading is doubtful: it may be zinatin, lit. 'ornament'; cf. J. 6 of the Arabic

text.
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The Muftazila argued that, it being established that God was wise
and that a wise man . . . does not act without purpose, God must
have a purpose and desire the good. Advantage may accrue to the
agent if he needs it-and God does not---or to another.... He who

401 saves a drowning man does not always reap advantage or expect
praise or reward. We find somewhere the words 'I have not created
men to make a profit on them, but I have created them that they
may make a profit on Me'. Wisdom in creation is manifest to the
reason and vouched for by revelation (sam f

). Reason testifies that
the wisdom in creation is the manifestation of signs by which God's
uniqueness can be inferred, and He can be known and worshipped,
and an eternal reward be granted (to men). For revelation see Sur.
45. 31, &c. Some savants averred that the first thing created must
have been intelligent and reasoning, because to create a thing without
some one to perceive its relation to God would be folly.... Our
position is not inconsistent with God's independence of creation: it
rather establishes its perfection. Perfect independence is only known
through every rational being's need of it,. and only the rational knows
the rational's need.

The Orthodox. Granted that the wise orders and perfectly arranges
402 his work and that it is only wisely conceived if it is executed in

accordance with his knowledge, and if it does so happen it is not by
chance. What do you mean by saying God must have a purpose and
desire the good? By 'purpose' and 'utility' you mean gaining an
advantage or avoiding harm.... But the Omnipotent is transcendent
above all this.... If you mean the advantage of others, what is
absolute advantage and utility in the creation of the world if, as you
say, it was in order that 'God's uniqueness might be inferred from
the existence of the indications thereof'? If God's actions have a
purpose their results cannot be partial, otherwise ignorance or impo
tence would be ascribable to Him. Such a purpose as you suppose
in the creation of the world obviously was not achieved, whether
we suppose that in the beginning the world contained few or many
wise men. H (the fulfilment of) purpose depends on another's choice
it is bound to be opposed and cannot be achieved unconditionally.
If God had created men without the guidance of intelligence and
revelation and left ~hem to follow their own devices they would
have done as they pleased and God would not have suffered loss.

403 Birds and beasts do as they please, so why should men be singled out
for discipline?

The Muttazila replied: So that men might obey and be rewarded;
for the delights of recompense will be greater than would be the
delight in (divine) grace and generosity.
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Retort. What wisdom and what emdition! It comes to this tha.t
God's wisdom in creating the universe is to result in man's pleasure
in the reward that he gets for his work being greater than his pleasure
in grace that demanded no exertion. Thus we have:

The object of creation is inductive proof (of God's existence). The
object of induction is the attainment of knowledge (of God).
The object of knowledge is reward. The object of reward is the
attainment of a distinction between the pleasures of recompense
and gift.

Therefore the ultimate object of a vast creation is not an object of an
intelligent person! Could not the Creator create a pleasure by grace
greater than a pleasure earned, seeing that all pleasures are His
creation? ...

The troth is that the question Why cannot be applied to the 404

Creator's substance or qualities or doings, so that no answer need be
found.... 'He cannot be asked about what He does, but they will be
asked.' Bur. "2.23. ·

The Muetazila fall into two parties. Those of Baghdad said that ~5
philosophically God was bound to do the best for created responsible
beings in providing the greatest possible powers of mind Rnd body.
All man's affiictions of every kind ... were the best for him--even
eternal punishment was the salutary and (indeed) the best, for if men
were released from Hell they would return to forbidden paths. . . .
Those of Ba~a held that creation was a result of grace and fa.vour,
without any obliga.tion on God, but if He created intelligent beings
and made them responsible to Him He was bound to remove their
weaknesses and do the very best for them.

The Muetazila maintained that both parties were right because the
Creator was wise, and a wise man does not do a.nything which can be
called in question and must be proved.... He confers power com
mensurate with obligation. True power rests in perfect capacity for
action, Rnd the purpose of the action is not fulfilled till its reward is
conferred. Thus the fundamental purpose of creation and human
responsibility is the salutary ... the highest possible degree of every- 406

thing salutary is the best.... Everything that is free from corruption
is called salutary, namely that which makes for good in the constitu
tion of the world in the preservation of species in this world, and that
which leads to everlasting happiness in the next. The best is of two
kinds, namely, that which is nearest to absolute good is 'the best',
and grace is the making easy of the good which is the act that God
knows & man will obediently perform. In that which is decreed by
God there is no grace or act which would make infidels believe....

But these definitions of the Muftazila have no intellectual or
3«4
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ecclesiastical sanction. They are but subjective deductions from this
world carried over to the next. In reality these people are anthropo
morphists so far as God's actions are concerned.

The Ash~ariyya replied that if there was an analogy between our
407 actions and God's actions we ought always to seek the salutary and

the best, but human weakness often prevented men. Therefore the
analogy broke down. They cannot say that Hell is best for some
people, for if God slew them, or bereft them of reason and ended their
punishment, it would be better for them. Indeed, if He pardoned and
released them from Hell, seeing that He does not suffer from their
wickedness, it would be better still for them. Again, if God is bound
to do the best, He does not deserve praise or thanks for doing it. . . .
Or is the respite given to Satan good for him or mankind? Or allow
ing the prophet to die ? ... Again, if God knew that premature death

408 would save a potential sinner from Hell ... how can your thesis be
upheld? _

The popular idea of the meaning of takli! is utility (~alii1;t)1 and
guidance (ta~ri4) to the highest degree, which can only be attained by
works, so God purposed ill to those he endowed with intellect and
responsibility when He knew (beforehand) that they would perish!
Wisdom demands that His knowledge should restrain Him from
wishing to do so.... No father would give his son money to engage in
commerce if he knew that he would lose it; or hand him a sword to
fight an enemy if he knew that he would kill himself, and the sword
would go to the enemy. H he did he would be responsible for the
death of his son!

It follows from Muftazilite teaching that if God knew that a people
would be disobedient to His commands through an apostle, His
knowledge would restrain Him from willing their performance. If
He knew that men would disbelieve and perish, their well-being would
turn Him from His wish. It is as though one let down a rope to a
drowning man, knowing that he would strangle himself with it....

409 It is popularly held that God can bestow grace just as easily as
reward (for effort), 80 what is the object of guiding men to miseries?
They (the Muftazila) replied that it is better to discharge one's obliga
tions than to be forgiven for failure to discharge them. But this
shows ignorance of God. . . . If He had created men and put them in
paradise, that would have been good; or if He had created them in
the world and then caused their death without a religious obligation
that would have been good; or if He had made them responsible to
Him and withdrawn His grace would they not have become more
energetic and eamed a greater reward! So why did He not do that?

1 VOZ. i8titJlah.
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Let US suppose that there were two infants: the first GQd cut off
prematurely because He knew that he would become an infidel and
perish eternally, so that the salutary in his case was premature death;
... the second he allowed to reach manhood and incur the obligation
of divine service and he became an infidel and said: 'Why, 0 Lord,
did you not slay me in youth as you did my brother, so that I had not
incurred obligation and eternal punishment?' Or, take two other 410
children: one the son of an infidel, one dying early, God knowing that
if he lived he would believe and do right; he would say: 'Why didst
thou not spare me 80 that I might have believed and earned an
eternal reward?': the other the son of a Muslim who became an
infide1.1 •••

In fine to say that the salutary and the best must be done (by God)
would necessitate the death of the infants that God knows will grow
into infidels, so that there would not be an infidel in the world; and
conversely it would necessitate the preservation of those whom God
knows will become believers, so that the world would contain nothing
but believers! The doctrine of utility does not fit the facts. .As to
'the best' it can be bettered ad infinitum. ...

The Mu~tazila held views on the subject of pain contrary to
aI-Ashtari's. Nothing happens that is not decreed by God. If miseries
befall men they are to be judged good, whether they happen spon
taneously or by divine compulsion! without the assumption of ante
cedent deserts. . . . God does as He pleases whether the sufferer is
innocent or not.... The problem of innocent suffering is one that we 411
all desire to have solved.... Nevertheless, 80me evils like scarification
and perseverance in taking medicine have their place.... We often
see children and lunatics suffering, and to suppose that the principle
of retribution applies to them is to make matters worse.3 But God is
omnipotent in grace and recompense and knows that sufiering is
salutary. He does what He pleases.

As to Divine Grace we shall find the truth midway between the
extreme views of the Muftazila and Ashfarites.

The Muftazils. TaurUJ. is the manifestation of signs in God's
creation which point to His Oneness. The production of intellect,
hearing, and sight, the sending of apostles and revealed books is

1 These are variants of the familiar story of aI-Ashtsri's dispute with his master
al:Jubba'i which is said to have led to his breaking with him. See Ibn Khallikin,
V1ta, 618, and the Mawiiqij, 150, &c.

I. The rendering of P. (jabran) must be right. For ibtiddan in the sense given, cf.
A~lcen?B'8Najat, p. 94,1.1.
be c This passage is difficult. If we could read gharmj, for caUf/" the meaning might well

to POStulate a purpose in infiicting pain upon them makes matters WOI'86'.
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lulj, (which) warns the wise against heedlessness, leads them to know
God,l explains laws, distinguishes between forbidden and a.llowed.
This having been done ... man does not need renewed tau/iq for every
act: taufiq is universal and precedes action.

Khidhliin is inconceivable of God in the sense of leading astray and
shutting the door and veiling men's minds, because divine law would
thereby be made useless and punishment would be an injustice.

412 The Ashfariyya. TaurUJ and khidhJijn stand in the same relation to
God. Taufiq is the creation of special power to obey and to choose to
obey. It is renewed moment by moment. Every act has a special
power, and the power (will) to obey is proper to it rather than to dis
obedience. Thus w,urUJ is the creation of power convenient to the
action and kkidhliin is the creation of power to disobey. .AS to the
signs (to which the Muftazila appeal) their relation to the 'aided'
(muwaffaq) and the' abandoned' is the same. Power convenient to
opposites like good and evil would be taurUJ. in relation to good, and
khidhJiin in relation to evil.

The middle course. TaurUJ. is both universal and particular. It is
given to all men and to particular individuals. All creatures come
within the scope of God's grace, which is shown in the indications (of
his uniqueness); in the power to infer the same; in the sending of
apostles; and in making the path (to Him) easy so that man can have
no argument against God. Particular individuals come within the
scope of God's grace which is peculiar to those who know God's
guidance, and that He wills uprightness. Beginning from the perfect
poise of man's nature the forms that God's grace takes are innumer..
able.... There is the first prenatal impress of happiness or misery;

413 cf. the apostolic tradition, 'He who is (to be) blessed is blessed in his
mother's womb'. Education and environment sometimes upset the
natural poise for better or for worse. The second impress is from
natural religion (fitra) and seduction. As tradition says, 'God created
men with knowledge of Himself, but the devils beguiled them from
it'. And, 'Every child has natural religion: his parents make him
Jew, Christian, or Parsi'. Man's adult independence and mature
intelligence need great support from taufiq. This is where men stumble
and God's taurUJ. is shown in that He does not let a man rely on his
own independence and unfettered will (istibdad). Khidhliin means
that God does leave him to trust in himself and in his own resources:
that is why the cry' There is no might and no strength save in God'
is obligatory at all times.... Early manhood fosters the animal

414 p88sions such as anger and desire; cf. Sur. 16.53 and 28. 14.... The
prophet used to say, '0 Lord leave me not to myself for the twinkling

1 Se. intimately, not 'ilm merely.
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of 8Jl eye.'1 The third impress rests on this state, which may be
extended to life's end....

He who listens to the admonitions of the law has his breast opened
and receives light from his Lord. That is snarl},. He who wilfully
shuts his eyes to God's signs lives in darkness because he has sealed his
mind.! That is tab~ and khatm. But God sets his seal (labafa) on the
darkness because of his unbelief; cf. Sur. 2. 6. Sometimes the sealing
and the individual nature are due to native hardness from his original
filra ;3 sometimes it is the recompense of his unbelief.... In fine, he
who trusts in himself is in a state of kkidhJiln, while he who trusts him
self to God's might is in a state of taufiq. ...

Much the same may be said of 'favour' and 'sustenance'. You can 415
take a universal view and Bay that every blessing of man in this life
and the next is a divine favour, and that 'sustenance' is everything
edible, whether clean or unclea.n food.... Or you can take a particular
view and say that favour is that which has a praiseworthy result and
is confined to religion; cf. Sur. 23. 57; and 'sustenance' is really that
which the law permits; cf. Sur. 2. 255, noting that alms may not be
given from forbidden things.... Both views are right in their way.... 416·
Sustenance determines the term of life. Every phenomenon has an
end; the lives of animals are not peculiar in this respect. If God
wills a thing to end at a certain time it does so end, and none ca.n add
to its sustenance or diminish it....

Some say that two decrees are written in the preserved tablet, one
absolute as to term of life (ajal) and 'sustenance', the other condi...
tional so that if a man does one thing they are increased and if he
does another they are diminished; but see Sur. 35.12 and 57.22.

CHAPTER XIX

THE PROOF OF PRoPHECY, OF THE REALITY OF MIRACLES, AND

THAT THE PROPHETS MUST NEEDS BE IMPECCABLE.

BRAl!MANS and eabi'ans hold that prophecy is impossible intellec- 417
tually. Mu~tazilaand Shta hold that a rational view of divine grace
makes prophecy a necessity. Ashfarites and SunniB hold that it is aD

intellectual possibility and an actual phenomenon....
I Cf. BaM' aI-Din al-'AmiII, Mikhldt, Cairo, 1317, 129.2, where many such prayel'B

are collected.
t Tab' is evidently to be taken 88 a synonym of khatm; otherwise one would be

tempted to see Avicenna's influence. By Tab' Avicenna (~udUd 13) meaDS specific
natu.re--the nature of the species, not that of the individualla1Ji'a.
• 3 !his word has already been rendered l natursl religion I. Later writers identified
It WIth Islam. Here it means CnatUl'6'. The philosophers use it of the untrained
natural use of the intelligence.
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The Brahmans and ~abi'ans argue that all assertions are true or
false. Does the truth reside in the message itself or in some proof
(dalil) conjoined with it? If the prophet, of human species, could
produce a miracle we could. If he could not, then it was due to
God's power. So either it was an ordinary act, not peculiar to the
preacher, and so no proof; or an act contrary to nature: but how
could that prove his veracity? ... Such an act must be joined to the

418 message itself and there may be other causes for such os conjunction.
Therefore a miracle is no proof. . . . How can the preacher require
God to perform an act, which is dependent on His will, at a given
time? ... Your own prophet says, 'Signs are the prerogative of God:
but what will make you understand that if the signs come they will
not believe?' (6. 109). Manya prophet when asked for a sign has failed
to produce it at the time. But if the production of Br sign at one time
is a proof of veracity, failure to produce it at another must be proof
of falsehood....

Again, if the audience asks for delay on the ground that they have
no intuitive knowledge of the sender much less of the apostle ... must

419 the prophet grant them time for reflection? If he does not he wrongs
them, ... because knowledge can only come from thought (na~r);

and thought demands time.... Moreover, some people require longer
than others for reflection, and if he returns to them too soon he may
be told to go away again....

How, too, does a prophet know that God or an angelic intermediary
speaks to him? Or how does the angel know that it is God who has
ordered him to speak?

420 We utterly deny your stories of the prophets such as turning a rod
into a serpent, raising the dead, cleaving the moon, &c. Such things
are utterly impossible. What proof is there that they happened?
Again, why do you deny that some of these unusual occurrences are
due to the special properties of things, e.g. minerals. A man, without
any religion, can produce rain by beating stones together, and wind
by certain movements. Again, sorcery, astrology, enchantment. the
science of talismans, and the worship of spirits and the heavenly
bodies are well-known sciences which produce miraculous wonders.
How do you know that the preacher has not employed such means as
these? Miracles are no proof of the truth of preaching: they merely
indicate the power of the doer. Even if they accompany preaching
they are no proof of its truth any more than if they accompanied any
other act or assertion. You admit that miracles were performed by
Him who claimed to be God. But that does not prove that His claim
was true.

The Orthodox argued that it had been proved that God was the
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Creator and absolute lord of all things.... He h88 the power to choose 421

a man to communicate His will to mankind so that there is no intel·
lectual impossibility in His doing so.... Whether the preaching is
true or false must be proved.

The Mutakallimiin argued that a miracle performed at the appro·
priate time by a prophet was equivalent to verbal proof of his
veracity. . .. The proof is cumulative: the miracle; its occurrence at 422

the time of preaching; and its inimitableness....
Another argument of theirs is that as a miracle indicates the power

of the doer, and its particular application points to his will and its
planning to his knowledge, so it also points by its being an answer to
the prayer of the preacher (and not an answer to the claim of the
claimant) to the fact that God regards him as trnthful. And if God
answers a man's prayer he cannot be uttering a lie against God....
We do not deny that the prayer of a person may he answered and he
may afterwards perish miserably; nor do we deny that a magician
sometimes works marvels. But the condition is the same. If the 423

claimant's prayer is attested by a sign at the time he asks for it so
that the sign points to his veracity and standing with God, and if he
can be supposed to be a liar, then the proof of veracity is turned into
a proof that he is lying, which is absurd because it is self-contra
dictory.1 If act indicates power it cannot indicate impotence; if plan
indicates knowledge it cannot indicate ignorance. Similarly, the
proof of veracity cannot indicate falsehood. This method is better
than the former....

Miracles are the prevention of the normal or the production of the
abnormal. The first may be inhibiting the voluntary movements of
the body while permitting it to retain its soundness and feeling of
customary ease,2 cf. the examples of Israel's wandering in the wilder
ness, Pharaoh's magicians, and Zachariah's dumbness, and it may be
that we ought to add the prevention of claims to imitate the Quran,
seeing that that was within man's power. Some add the inimitable·
ness of the Quran but that had better be avoided. It might be thought
that the preventing of people from uttering a challenge like the
prophet's belongs to the sphere of miracles, for none can compete
with his claim to say nothing of miracles.... The prophet said: 'I am 424

the apostle of God to you and the sign that I speak the truth is that
none will successfully compete with me in my claim'....

I do not say that none will contradict him but that none will rival
his challenge and claim.... We do not find that any prophet's

1 I fail to see the application of this argument to the rain-maker, wizard, &c. But
see the further discussion on p. 138.

~ wal·ta'atti must be read, though there is no MS. authority for that punctuation.
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challenge was answered at the time it was made.... The case of the
lying Musailima is not apposite. For though he wrote to the prophet
offering to share the land with him he did not attempt to compete
with him in his claim. Had he done 80 he ought to have said: 'I am
the slave and prophet of God. He has no associate; I am the associate
of His apostle'. This is 8, nice point.

425 The answer to those who deny the prophets is that a contem
porary miracle must either be related to the prophet's claim or to
something else.

[Shahrastani] We hold that God confirms the troth of His apostles
by miraculou8 signs just as He shows men his divinity by signs.
Sometimes He teaches by word; at others by deed (e.g. Sur. 2. 28).
Sometimes He demonstrates a prophet's veracity by making every
one impotent to imitate Him, as when He taught Adam the names
of everything, or taught Mul)ammad the QuraD and challenged the
world to produce its like (2. 29).... The names and the Quranic
verses (ayat) remain to attest the truth of the first and last prophets....

Thus, from Adam to Mu1)ammad there is a continuous line of
prophets who attest the truth of their predecessors while they
prophesy of their successors.

God endowed His chosen messenger with beauties of diction,
426 character, and condition, which are utterly inimitable so that they

are miraculous in the sight of men as men's actions are miraculous
to the brute creation....

The ~abi'ans and Brahmans ... must agree that it is proved that
God can do as He likes in laying down laws and that men's move
ments are governed by laws.... Reason asserts that the human race
needs unity in peaceful society, and that unity can only be attained
by mutual help a.nd defence, and the mutual help and defence are in
conceivable save through laws and those laws must be agreeable to
God's laws. No living being receives these laws direct from God, nor
can He make them himself: consequently reason requires that a law
giver should promulgate a law which he receives from God by revela
tion for His creatures....

God is not prevented from l making known the truth of his apostle
and from designating a particular person, for that would be to charge

427 Him with impotence and imposing more than man can perfonn. It
would be as if he had ordered His servants to know Him and then
obliterated all proofs of His existence. You can only confirm by
word or deed, and where word is impossible deed is the established
way.... Such a declaration is not incumbent on God, but necessary
for Him in order tha.t He may not be charged with impotence in

1 The reading of B. and P. 'God is not bound to' (0), presents difficulty.
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furnishing proofs or with falsehood in the words of a would-be vioe
I gerent or with not having given men warning....

The fact that an apostle attributes signs to the will of God is
the best proof of the truth of his words. . . . He owns his personal
impotence and ascribes all power to God. Our prophet's distinctive
trait was that he did not trust in himself for an instant, nor did he
speak under the sway of passion nor move except with guidance,
which was divine impeccability subsisting in him! constituting his
essence....

You ~ii.bi'ans acknowledge tAdhimim and Bermes (who are Seth f28
and Idris) 8S prophets. Do you know that they are veracious because
of their teaching and the report (you have heard) or by proof and
thought (na?lJr)? ••. H you say that human apostleship is impossible
why do you adopt these two men as apostles? ... If you say that they
were sages, not prophets, we reply then why follow scmpulously
their laws and regulations in doctrine, prayer, fasting, and alms when
you are their equal in intelligence? ...

It is remarkable that thoSe who deny prophecy assert it in their
denial, for prophecy means only a statement on God's authority that
He has sent an apostle. He who denies it is really pretending that he
is asserting on God's authority that He has not sent an apostle and
thus claims apostleship for himself! ...

The ~iibi'ans admit the apostleship of spiritual beings and pay 429
homage to the seven planets, their temples; they make images
(Q,8hk~) after the form of the temples and venerate them.... Mono
theists2 admit the apostleship of mortals and pay homage to their
persons (a8hk~);3but they do not choose idols for gods nor believe
that the prophets are divine beings (aroob). They hold that they have
a human and a prophetic aspect (Sur. 17. 95). On one side they re
semble men: ... on the other they resemble angels receiving divine
sustenance from God; their eyes sleep but their heart does not; the
mould may perish but the spirit within is immortal. The controversy
has existed from the beginning of time (cf. Bur. 6. 78). See further
Al-Milal.

As to granting an audience time ~or reflection ... such as the

1 Or, perhaps, the meaning is 'taking the place of himself'; i.e. submerging his
own pel'8Onality. .

J Here Shahrastini means Muslims, but he uses the tenn IJani/as he does in the
long passage in his M ilal (pp. 202-51). The choice of this tenn, which in the Qurin
denotes the primitive religion of Abraham in its original purity, is probably a conscious
tribute to the antiquity of the religion of the ~abi'ans. He implicitly claims for Islam
an ancestry equal to that of ~bi'aniam.

• The homonym is no 8tranger than the somewhat similar '1r~aWfrO". It is inter
esting to find that Ibn Tumlus (p. 42) gives as a stock example of a homonym in8dn
lneaning rational animal and graven image.
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430 Muftazila urge that is out of the question.... The prophet should
point out that man ... needs God his creator; cf. Sur. 2. 19. Why
grant delay when he is commanded to preach the divine unity? ...
Delay is only justifiable when cogent proof is lacking.... [Here
follows a series of citations from the Qurin showing that the order of
preaching was first the divine unity and then the claim to prophecy,
culminating in the preaching of Mul)ammad in language of miraculous
eloquence.]

433 The contention of the Mu~tazila. that delay must be granted by a
prophet would lead to the interruption of his mission ... and a fight
between him and the objector who was opposing the spread of his
preaching....

As to sorcery.... No reasonable person will deny that wonders
occur through sorceries . . . but such wonders are never free from
trickery wrought by actual contact; . . . a time is chosen, spells are
used and preparations made.... In fact there are such exertions of
voice and body that the observer sees that there is no question of

434 God attesting the claimant's truth.... But when dead and dry bones
become a living person he perceives that this must be God's act
manifesting his object in attesting the truth of His apostle.... He
who has a request to make of God and whose prayer is answered
knows of a certainty that He who answers him wills to answer him

435 by a special gift and grace. The possibility of the thing having
happened by chance or through some other cause does not impair
that knowledge. If such things can happen to ordinary persons what
of him whom God chose out of all His creatures? ...

Objections.
(1) H the abnormal is repeated it becomes the normal. How do you

know that the present contains acts that will be repeated in the future
and have not already taken place in the past? Do you not hold that
the abnormal of the age of taklif will pass awayl at the end of time
when all the laws of the universe will be broken in the cataclysmic
destruction of all things. If any preacher claimed that such miracles
were his doing-and they are abnormal in all conscience-they could
not be regarded as humanly possible but are patently the act of God.
Yet they would be no proof of the prophet's claims. Thus at the time
he hears a prophet a thoughtful man may well wait to see if these
signs are repeated, and the hesitation thus engendered may make
him doubt whether they are signs of the prophet's truth.

436 (2) The philosophers held that just as such things may happen in
1 o. has 'remain'. The meaning is unaffected. If the abnonnal is swept away it is

an argwnent against its being a proof of divine action. If it remains as the nonn it
is not abnonnal!
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the future they may have happened in the past, or in another part
of the earth or through another agency, though they themselves
could not do them, 80 that they are no proof of the prophet's veracity.

(3) If a miracle is a,. proof and removes all doubt then every one
ought to be vouchsafed one. But you say that one suffices for the
whole community ... and that if a miracle persisted through the ages
it would become the norm. But why should we believe in prophets
of a by-gone age when we can find no proof of their truth, or why
should a foreigner of the same epoch who had not witnessed the signs
believe in them?

(4) If you assert that God can lead men astray how do you know
that He does not work signs at the hands of a liar and not for a true
prophet. He is above advantage or harm. Many a prophet has done
his work without seeking a sign ..., so why need you tie the truth of 437

prophecy to miracles in this way?
(5) If you say that mankind has no other means than miracles of

ascertaining the truth of a,postles you impute impotence to God. If
you say that he has other means why are miracles necessary and why
are they a better means of proof 1

(6) You claim intuitive knowledge in the case of the evidence of
miracles; you claim it for the coincidence in time of the challenge
and the miracle; again for the evidence of the intention of the determi
nant in specifying! the particular act; again for it taking the place of
oral confirmation; and lastly for its being beyond imitation. Why
not claim intuitive knowledge for the claim itself and say that its
truth is known intuitively?

You cannot say that the prophet's claim is a report which may be
true or false because a similar uncertainty applies to all these aspects,
so the claim to necessary intuitive knowledge is vain....

The Orthodox reply: 438

(I) The normal is not a proof because it has no special connexion
with the prophet's claim: the abnormal on the contrary has: either
as an accompaniment like the flush of shame or the pallor of fear, or
as a special connexion of the action with the claim at an appointed
time, which in turn shows t~e purpose of the divine agent. . . .
Though the miracle were repeated in the future it could not over
throw this proof, ... for the first connexion and special relation would
remain undisturbed.

Some of them say that 88 miracles are inimitable they can never be
normal in the future. But in any case it is only a logical possibility
which we have already refuted.

(2) ... The point of the miracle is its occurrence when the prophet
1 See Chapter I.
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439 needs it. The possibility of it happening elsewhere or at another time
does not annul the proof. . . . He who knows that by the law of
nature the Euphrates is water and not blood, and is flowing as it
always did although it is a logical possibility that God has turned it
into blood . . . does not lose his intuitive knowledge because of the
logical possibility of God's action. It is equally possible that pallor
does not indicate fear, but if a condition and cause of fear are present
it is known intuitively that it is the pallor of fearJ not of sickness.

We know intuitively that the ascension, the walking on the water,
&c., are contrary to human experience. So if they accompany a
prophet's challenge they are a sign and a proof to men though they
are not contrary to angelic order. It should be observed that a sign
is a proof to him for whom it contradicts natural order. Thus if
the prophet made the JiI)iin1 ebb and flow that would be a proof,
because it is against natural order though it is usual at B~ra; or
if he said, (A sign of iny veracity is that God. will make palm trees
flourish in Khurisin J, that would be 8 miracle.

440 (3) It is right tha.t a man should set his doubts at rest, but if men
of experience are satisfied that a miracle has occurred other people
ought not to cling to doubt because men of experience and insight
into the nature of things and the lying ways of men are the most prone
to scepticism; and if a miracle occurs contrary to their expectation
they are most ready to welcome (new knowledge).... A prophet
must not be expected to go in pursuit of every individual with a
special miracle. Once his veracity is established his words bind every
one either of his own time in another country when trustworthy
tidings reach him, or posterity who hear the report by tradition.

(4) We do say that God leads astray2 but only in the following con..
ditions: (a) that nothing that He did not know beforehand occurs,
(b) that the proof and the thing to be proved are not in opposition, (c)
that no charge of impote~ce can be brought against Him, (d) that &

lie cannot be imputed to Him....
441 Thus (a) if God sent a prophet to guide people and He knew that he

would furnish them with convincing proof, if he misled them with
that very proof then the result would be contrary to His foreknow
ledge and that is an impossibility. Similarly, if He said that He
would send an apostle to guide a people and he then led astray every
one to whom he was sent t truth would become falsehood and that is
impossible. A lie cannot be imputed to God because a lie is a state-

1 I.e. the Oxus.
t It is important to bear in mind what grammarians call the 'tolerative' force of

the causative conjugation. Obviously the meaning is not always 'leading 88tray'
but 'permits the misleading'.
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ment about 0, thing contrary to the fact, but God knows the fact. If
you know a thing you have information of what is knowable about it,
and information about the knowable is infonnation of the fact. YOll

cannot have two contradictories in one Knower....
(b) .•. If & thing proves something it cannot prove its opposite....

To send an apostle, to deprive him of an indication of veracity, to
produce a wonder calculated to deceive the masses, to perform a
miracle through a liar in imitation of the claims of a prophet-all this
is impossible. . . .

Leading astray can be ascribed to God in the sense that He creates 442

error in a person's heart, but if it points to an impossibility (as shown
above) it is impossible. God does not do it because of its impossible
and contradictory nature, not because it is morally wrong.

(5) Miracles are not the only means of convincing men; it is
possible that intuitive knowledge of a prophet's truth could be
created for them so that a miracle would be unneceBSary. Other
accessory indications would suffice for some people but not for others.
If a trustworthy man relate something on the authority of one who
has received proof posterity are bound to believe it. Even had the 443
prophet failed to produce a single sign the innumerable proofs of his
coming in Jewish and Christian scriptures would have 8ufficed. For
this reason his miracles were given to the illiteratel Arabs and not
to the Peoples of the scriptures.

(6) Speculative knowledge must rest on necessary knowledge; ...
sometimes the two are closely related; sometimes many processes of
reason intervene. If we treat knowledge of the truth of prophecy 88

of the genus of knowledge which comes through contemporary condi
tions it is of the first class and it may be said: This claimant is either
true or false. He cannot be false because miracles occur to support
his claim and none can vie with him. This conjunction of ideas
results in necessary knowledge of his truth, though at the beginning
there was no necessary knowledge. If we treat it as of the genus of
knowledge which comes through proof of his being specially de
signated (by the miracles) as true then the knowledge which results
thereby is like that which results from (God's) willing it-for designa- "'
tion points to will-and the special designation shows tha.t He wills
this special thing.

Prophecy and apostleship can only be postulated when it is
admitted that God commands and prohibits. . . . A prophet without
a sign testifying to his truth is inconceivable because the reality of
prophecy is true utterance together with a supporting sign. . . . H a

1 ummiyyin. I give the meaning of the word as Shahrastani understood it, following
the lead of many of the native lexicographers.
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prophet without a sign were imaginable it would be as though he had
no prophecy. Sometimes the sign is specially devoted to any question
which demands it: . : . sometimes it is general indicating the truth
all the prophet's words. Sometimes the signs are verbal like the signs
(verses) of the Book; sometimes factual like raising the dead. . . .
Proof of veracity never leaves a prophet for an instant. This is what

445 is meant by impeccability. If that failed, proof would fail, and the
prophet's claim would be inconsistent with itself.... Prophets are
preserved from venial as from mortal sins for if the former are per
sisted in they become mortal sins. . ..

CHAPTER XX

446 PROOF OF THE PROPHETIC MIsSION OF MU~D. AN EXPLANA

TION OF ms MIRACLES, AND OF THE WAY IN WHICH THE QUBAN

INDICATES ms VERACITY. SUMMARY STATEMENTS ON THE NAMES

AND CATEGORIES OF REVELATION. THE NATURE OF FAITH AND

UNBELIEF. OF BRANDING (OTHER MUSLIMS) AS INFIDELS. AN
EXPLANATION OF THE INTERROGATION IN THE GRAVE. OF THE

ASSEMBLY (lwshr). OF THE RESURRECTION. OF THE SCALE. OF
THE RECKONING. OF THE BASIN. OF THE INTERCESSION. OF THE

BRIDGE (~iral). OF PARADISE AND HELL. PROOF OF THE IMAMATE.

OF THE SPECIAL GIFTS OF THE SAINTS. OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

ABROGATION OF LAWS. PROOF THAT ISLAM ABROGATES ALL OTHER

LAWS. THAT MUJ1AMMAD IS THE SEAL OF THE PROPHETS AND THAT

ScRIPTURE IS SEALED BY HIM.

447 THE Orthodox hold that the proof of the prophet's truth is the book
which he brought (2. 181). This is shown by its eloquence and clear
ness. J;Ian difiers from beast in speech, the instrument of thought (17.
72); the Arabs excel all nations in the beauty, clearness, and ease
of their language (26. 195). Equally did the prophet's words excel

448 all others in chasteness, eloquence, and aptness (16. 46). He himself
said: 'I am the most eloquent of the Arabs.'... Compare the finest
composition in Arabic with one sura of the Quran, and the difference
between them is greater than that between Arabic and other tongues.
. . . Compare the prophet's own words with those revealed to him,
and the difference is as great. . . . Thus we know of a certainty that
what he said was revealed to him, and what he revealed was a proof
of his truth and a miracle (wrought) for him to the confusion of the

449 poets and orators of his time. He challenged them in vain to produce
anything like it (28. 49). . .. If anyone wilfully blinds himself to the
truth the Qurin still challenges comparison, running its course like
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the procession of night and day.... Mter more than four centuries
men have failed to imitate it, despite the literary genius of that age.
. . . Such a proof of inimitableness should suffice us•••• Each BUra 450

has its own excellence·: . . . sometimes there is one story which is
complete in itself but is repeated in other words in another sura,
notably the history of Moses in SUTaa 7 and 20.

When the Arab orators perceived the beautiful language of the
Qurin they exclaimed, 'This is nothing else than sorcery' (5. 110).

Again, the contents of the Qura.n with ita marvels of wisdom, such
as no philosopher can equal, are proof of its inimitable character and
the character of him who brought it, especially when it is remem..
bered that he was an orphan without learning or even knowledge of
letters. . . . If pure revelation did not tell him these things whence
did he gain his eloquence? Whence the stories of former apostles and
prophets seeing that he had" never heard of them from anyone nor 451

studied histories and traditions? Whence the prophecies of the future,
e.g. of the downfall of the Byzantine empire ?

The laws and ordinances of the Qurin, religious, social, and
political, are an obvious miracle.... He who reads the revealed books
of the Law, the Gospels, and the Psalms1 perceives the plain difference
between them and the Quran. For all the intellectual truths and
religious ordinances which they contain the Qurin enshrines in plainer
language and greater particularity. . ..

In a word the Qurii.n, 80 far &8 the forms of the words themselves and
the ideas they express are concerned, is inimitable, and its meaning
is marvellous. It is a plain proof of its own true nature and the truth
of him who challenged mankind to produce its like.

The foolish say: '''Quran'' means that which is read while accord- 452

ing to you that which is written is an eternal quality.' The eternal
cannot be a miracle and in the sense of reading it is the act of the
reader. A creature's act cannot be a miracle. If you say that God
creates it at the time without the prophet acquiring it it may be
replied: Then in what substrate does He create it? In his tongue 7
But sounds resident in the tongue are within a prophet's capacity
whereas a miracle is not. In another 8ubstrate, tree, tablet, or mind
of an angel? Then the miracle" is that created thing, not the prophet's
utterance, so we do not hear a miracle and what we do hear is not a
miracle! ...

Again you say that the inimitable nature of the Quran is its lan..
guage, its chaste expression, its arrangement, and its eloquence. Are
these miraculous individually or collectively? You seem to differ 88

1 This is certainly the meaning that Shahraatini gave to Zubilr, though it had a
wider meaning in old Arabic.
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to whether the Qurin is miraculous in resisting all attempts at imita
tion or in its all embracing eloquence. Again you differ 88 to whether
the language or the expressions or the arrangement.are wonderful....
Obviously the miraculous1 must be plain to everybody, otherwise it
is not a miracle....

453 The Orthodox reply. Neither the eternal nor the thing acquired by
the creature can be inimitable. There are several ways in which the
Quran is a miracle. The recitation may be said to be a miracle
because (a) God creates its words in the tongue of the reciter without
his having power over them and moving his tongue by his own power,
80 that it is purely God's act and he manifests its inimitability in its
arrangement which is peculiar to itseH. And (b) God creates in the
prophet's soul an ordered speech to which his tongue gives expression:
the movement of the tongue is in his power, but the miraculous speech
is that which the inner consciousness embraces and is described as
being in the breast (75. 16); and (c) God creates the speech in the
angel's heart2 or tongue and he conveys it to the prophet's heart, and
the latter expresses it with his tongue (69. 40 and 57. 5); and (d) the
ideas to be expressed may have been created in the preserved table

454 from which Gabriel read them to the prophet so that he heard them
from him as one hears them from us. The miracle is the speech and
Gabriel was the revealer, as was the prophet, and as we are when we
recite it, but Gabriel's revelation was an indication of the truth of
the prophet.3 As the camel was concealed in the rock and revealed at
the preaching of ~ilib, and 80 the revelation of the miracle was con
joined with the prophet's challenge, the revelation of the miraculous
is like the creation of the miracle as a proof of veracity,( a nice point
that should be noted.

We can learn poetry that we have heard or read until its form is
impressed on our minds so that that which is .heard and learnt is our

455 own but the composition is not in our power.... The impression in
the soul is like an impression in, fine dust. The form of the poetry
remains however many impressions are made. The prophet's mind
received revelation as dust receives 8 print. The print itself is not
his but owes its origin to God: thU9 its existence is miraculous.

The word of God appeared in words, consonants, and vowels,
though it is one and eternal, just as Gabriel appeared in persons,
bodies, and accidents though he is in himself another reality (verity)

1 It will have been seen that the significance of 'miracle' in the Western sense is not
always present in mUJiza, which means 'disabling' (se. attempts at imitation). There
fore anyone who thinks that the Qurin can be equalled in any aspect mentioned
abo,\ge would not regard it as a 'miracle'. 11 I.e. 'mind'.

a Or, with P., O's revela.tion and our revelation were to prove" &c. The text is
confused. 4 The MSS. differ considerably here.
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prior to person. It is not to be said that his reality was changed into
a corporeal reality in a certain person because a change of persons is
impossible. H it be argued that one reality was annihilated and
another came into existence, then the latter was not Gabriel, so that
it must be said that Gabriel appeared in it (the person) as the sense
(mafna) appears in words Cibiirat) or Br spirit appears in a person.1

Thus 88 the words are the 'person' of the sense, 80 the form of the
Arab was the 'person' of the angel. The Quran (6. 9) illustrates this
in the words 'Had we made him an angel we should have made him
a man'.2 Thus must the words of the Quran be understood.

We will now explain the literary excellences of the Quran and the 4S6

terms used thereof: a word may be used in the widest possible sense
as when we say 'the body moved' (toJ.ta"aka). It may refer to a mineral,
plant, or animal, or the whole universe. But if a special subject is
intended the movement is denoted more particularly; cf. 52. 9, 'the
day when the heavens shall move (tamuru) and the mountains leave
their place' (tasiru). Maur is a choicer word than saiT, and both are
better than J;w,raka. M aUT denotes the light movement of a light body
and is thus peculiarly appropriate to the heavens while the heavier
word goes with the mountains. How bald the common words for
moving and going would be. The passage is an example of purity
(f~1.ta) and chastity (jaziila) of diction.

Order (na~m) means context and arrangement. It is of varying de
grees from ordinary intercourse, correspondence, orations, to poetry 457

which demands the greatest ordering of words, and is called na~m

as opposed to prose. H fa.,alJn" jaziila, and na~m are present the word
baliigha can be used because the speech has reached (balagka) per
fection.

To define the terms more nearly: FalJii1).a is the expression of what
the speaker desires to express in distinct and correct terms. J aziila
explains the meaning in the most concise way. Sometimes the two
are found together; cf. 2. 175. Sometimes many ideas are contained
in a few words. Na~m is the arrangement of the words in relation to
each other. . . . IJalagka unites all three if the meaning is plain,
accurate, and good. The Quran surpasses the literature of the Arab 458
in all these aBpects.3. • •

The Mu(tazila hold that reflection was Il;ecessary before revealed 460

religion on the ground that the reasoning man is conscious of two 461

impulses, one inviting him to think BO that he may know his Maker,

1 The influence of Christologicsl controversies is plain.
t Or (Rodwell) 'as a man'.
a Here follows a number of examples of Qurinic eloquence which I omit. They are

not necessary for an understanding of the writerts argument.
3~4 L
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and thank Him and be rewarded; the otherpreventing him. Therefore
he chooses the path of safety and rejects the way of fear. It was
replied: If a prophet claims apostleship he may be true or false. But
why is it not decided that he is true, for that would be safe because
it would be dangerous to declare him false, whereas if he were false.
his lie would be on his own head. In demanding a miracle there is
another danger, for that is treating his claim as probably falae ... until
a miracle decides the question. To the Muf:tazila the Quran is a
composition in Arabic and they do not believe that it is inimitable....

The perverse argued that the term apostleship and the claim 'I am
the prophet of God' were unintelligible. Is apostleship an attribute
in his (the prophet's) essence by virtue of which he can convey God's
orders to men, or is it God's statement'He is my apostle'? If the first
what is the reality of the attribute? If the second it is inconceivable
that God should speak to & man. A man hears the vowels and
consonants of speech, but according to you God's Bpeech is not thus.

462 ••• The idea of angels in bodily form speaking to men is unintelligible
and not susceptible of proof. The descent of the angelandof the Qurin
is unintelligible ... and the ascent to heaven of a heavy body is
impossible, 80 that the whole of his preaching of resurrection, balance,
basin, &c., is false.!

The Orthodox replied that apostleship was not an attribute of the
. prophet himseH nor a rank that any could attain by knowledge or
effort ... but a mercy vouchsafed by God (14. 13, &c.).

463 [Shahrastini] The prophet's soul and body (miziij) did not lack
natural perfection and moral beauty before his mission, for he became
worthy of his calling thereby (3. 153).... The prophet's person was
mercy personified and his apostleship was mercy and kindness to
men (21.107). Prophets are God's kindness and proof to his creatures.
They are the means by which we approach him, the doors of his
mercy and the cause of his kindness. . . . When they were2 at the
height of their2 physical and mental powers at the age of forty God
revealed His book to them by an angel. . . . The angel di~ not assume

464 a body in the sense that a subtle body became gross in the way that
thin air becomes a dense cloud as is popularly supposed, nor was his
real nature annihilated and another brought into being, nor his
nature changed to another: all this is impossible. But luminous
substances (jawiihir) have the peculiar power of appearing in what
ever person they wish (19. 17 and 6. 9). There is no parallel in this
world except the relation of our souls to our bodies. . .•

1 The language of the original (which I have summarized) is surprisingly strong.
t The singular here suggests that only Muhammad is in the writer'. mind, though

he reverts to the plural again.
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Do not you ~ibi'ans believe in the revelation of the spiritual to
the corporeal and assert tha.t every spiritual being has a temple in
which he appears, . . . and every temple in the upper world has a
person in the lower world in which he appears? ... You have chosen
images for gods, they being the manifestations of the temples which 465

are the manifestations of the spiritual beings....
[~ibi'ans] We, 0 IJ:anifs, believe in created spiritual persons of

choicest spiritual substance, related to those spiritual substances· 8S

light is to light and shade to shade.1
[The Orthodox] The prophet had two sides, huma.n! and apo.'1tolic

(17. 95). Through the first he received the revelation, through the
secondhe transmittedhis message. Revelation (wafl,y) is the immediate
transmission of one thing to another. Every intelligent form .which
he receives through his spiritual side from the angels whom God sends
to him comes in a moment as a form appears in a mirror. This is
revelation. The nearest parallel is a sleep in which one goes into a
garden, feasts on its fruit, bathes in its water, and engages in con
versation which would fill volumes, and all this in a moment's light
sleep. The factual and verbal forms from the world of ideas coming
through sleep do not demand the time and arrangement required by
the wakeful state but fall into the seer's mind in a moment making
an indelible impression.... Thus a true vision belongs to prophecy
as do gentleness, patience, and moral rectitude. The office of prophet
then is a whole, the essence of the parts. That whole in its complete- 466

ness belongs only to him whom God chose for his apostleship.. Part
of it has belonged to his righteous servants. . . . To the whole none
can attain by merit (kasb) or obedience....

The descent (nuzUl) of God's speech means that the a.ngel brought
it down. ~ Descent' need not be taken literally, but metaphorically....
The'descent' of the etemalspeech means that the signs (verses) which
prove it came down. [Here follow8 a repetition of the argument:
divine king--commands-agent to announce them~redentials.]

We must believe in all traditional revelations since the truth of the 467

prophet has been established. . . . II they cannot be proved we must
accept them. The impossible is plainly recognizable. We know that
the true and faithful one would not assert the impossible 80 the right
meaning of his words is to be Bought for. H we have found it, it is
of God's grace: if not we believe in the literal meaning and leave the
inner meaning to God and His apostle.

1 There must be some mistake here. The speakers are the ~ibi'BD888 the addres8
to the }JanIfs shows. P. has iUaba'nii and B. ittoba'tum. The Muslim reply begins with
the discussion of the nature of the pel'8OD of Muhammad but the words qala ahlu'I.!UJqq
or their equivalent have fallen out.

S Lit. 'carnal'. This passage has several parallels on p. 233 of the MilGl.
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The assembling of bodies and the resurrection. No religion speaks
more plainly than ours on this subject. . . . The philosophical theolo..
gians believe that the spirit survives after its separation from the

468 body and since the assembling of bodies is possible essentially and
is prophetically attested it must be declared true without as~ghow,
since God can confer life a second time as he did at first, . . . as he
quickens the earth after its death every spring.... If individual souls
are separated from bodies and are not independentl of bodily instru..
ments in their thoughts, they must need bodies, otherwise they would
be punished, for theirhappiness is in their thoughts and their thoughtsl

are only (possible) through their instruments, and these only exist if
they (the bodies) return with their works as they wereS (on earth).
To hold that bodies are assembled again is to pay due regard to wis
dom in giving every soul its proper share of perfection according to
its works. To deny it is to confine the assembly to one or two souls
in every age . . . and to hold that every soul is punished. . . . The
order of souls in this world remains; and when the soul leaves the
body either the order ceases so that the wise and the fool are equal,
or the order is confirmed. To deny 8, bodily resurrection is to deny
rewards and punishments and leads to many contradictory theses
which we have dealt with in a Letter on the Future Life.

469 The question in the grave is attested by sound tradition in many
places. It is best to regard it as being addressed neither to a dis
embodied spirit nor to a body such as we see.... H the angels asked
about belief alone, the spirit could reply; but if belief and word and
deed were inquired of, the body in its proper form would have to be
assembled. But the question about a man's God, religion, and prophet
would require the exercise of a living man's thinking and speaking
parts. If the man be unconscious like a sleeper or a drunkard it
is possible that God may quicken the organs of thought and speech
so that the que8tio~ can be put to them.... But God knows best.

The scale. This is attested by Sur. 4. 18. Opinions differ as to what
470 it is to weigh, whether bodies, or a writing containing men's good and

evil deeds.... However, it is best to say that everything terrestrial
has a fitting scale: the scale of the ponderable is the ordinary scale
of weights; the scale of dry weight is the gallon, of length the cubit,
and 80 on; and the scale of deeds is what is suitable thereto. God
knows best about what He means.

The basin and the interce8sWn are to be taken literally. The basin
is like the rivers in Paradise. He that drinks of it in the Resurrection
will never thirst.

1 Perhaps this is the reading of P.
• Or, perhaps, lwith their fonner activity'.

I Add with P.
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The Muftazila say that the intercession is confined to obedient
believers, for according to them the unrepentant sinner is eternally
damned, an object of wrath who cannot enter Paradise. . . . In &

state of sin he has no right to the name of faith, because faith (iman)
means praiseworthy characteristics for which the believer (mu'min)
deserves praise and credit. The sinner does not deserve praise, for he
has moved the pillars of his faith by departing from obedience; cf. 4.471
18, &c. The Quran speaks of no intermediate place between heaven
and hell, 80 that they must go either to the one or to the other.

The Kharijites went further and damned a man who committed
a mortal sin on the ground that Satan recognized the existence of
God and obeyed Him except in his refUBaI to prostrate himself to
Adam.

The Murjites held that faith is confession with the mouth and an
undertaking though it be not supported by works. Disobedience does
no harm whe~ there is faith, and obedience does no good where there
is unbelief. "

The Karramiyya went furthest in reducing the content of faith.
They said it 'was a bare assertion, namely a confession with the tongue,
and that was all. A liar and & hypocrite could be a believer: not a
believer in their sight only, but in God's sight.

The Ash~ariyya said that in ordinary language faith meant 'con- 472

fessing the truth of'; and the law had established that that was its
meaning.

Al-Ash~arI gave a different answer about ~iq. Sometimes, he
said, it was knowledge of the divinity, pre-existence and attributes
of the Creator, sometimes a mental speech which contained the
knowledge! and which when uttered became confession with the
tongue. Performance of the fundamental duties of religion is also a
kind of ~iq••••

The idea. subsisting in the mind is the root whence faith is to be
inferred: confession and works are indications thereof. Some of his
followers said that faith was knowledge that God and His apostle
were true, a. teaching of aI-Ash(ari. The measure of faith is the
universal obligation to witness that there is no God but Allah Who
reigns alone in His kingdom and h~ no equal in all His attributes
and no partner in His works and that Muhammad is His apostle .
If he dies in this belief he is faithful in the "sight of God and man .
H he belongs to a school which compels him to oppose any of these
fundamentals he must not be regarded as an absolute unbeliever but 473
a victim of error and innovation. His judgement rests with God as
to eternal or temporary hell-fire.

1 fidu implicita?
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[Shahrastani] Now we know that the prophet invited men to accept
the two assertions of the s1uihiida and that he would not accept a
statement with mental reservations. He called such people hypocrites
and the Qurs,n denies them the name of believers (2. 7).... AI
Karrami asserts the contrary. It is certain from what has been said
that mental acceptance is fundamental because verbal acceptance is
only the expression of the state of the mind. . . . Inward attestation

"'4 suffices if outward attestation is impossible... but good works are
an obligatory sequel to faith.

The Murjites divorce works from faith to the point that they say
a man is none the worse if he cannot produce one act of obedience.
The Wafidiyya, on the other hand, say that one act of disobedience
involves eternal damnation. Both schools are to be rejected.

The first abrogates the commandments and would lead to the
destruction of society. . . . If neither obedience nor disobedience
matters there is no point in commandments at all. . . .

The second abrogates Quran, tradition, and catholic belief and ex
cludes divine forgiveness and leads to despair. The Qurs,n distin-

475 guishes between faith and works: 'Verily they that believe and do
good works'. Faith and works have their own special nature. If they
were identical it would follow from what the Watidiyya say that an
impeccable prophet would be the only believer in the world! It would
also follow that no one could be called believer until he had displayed
every possible virtue and thus the word (in a particular case) would
have no present application but depend on works to be done in the
future! These people might be called the Murjites (postponers) of
faith from works while the former class are the Murjites of works
from faith.

Certainly works are not so fundamentally bound up with faith that
it can be said that the absence of them involves virtual excommunica
tion in this life and hell-fire eternally in the next. Nor are they so
distinct from faith that it can be said that the absence of them is
blameless in this life and does not deserve punishment in the next.

To say that obedience cancels disobedience is no better than the
converse. Those who say that a mortal sinner will be in Hell eternally
though his punishment will be alleviated because of his confession of
faith and off-setting obedience, are opposed by the Murjites, who say
that he will be in heaven eternally though below the rank of the
obedient because he has been obedient in other things. But if obedi-

476 ence is cancelled, how can it alleviate, and how is alleviation con..
ceivable in eternity? And how is an eternal sentence for a temporal
deed to be justified! H a man has been an unbeliever for a century
why is it intellectually justifiable to send him to hell for ever? H a
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man steals a hundred dinars is it right to take two hundred from him '1
You say it is in the belief that if he lived for ever he would for ever
disbelieve. But belief that he would do is not the same as belief that
he has done....

Logical justice and the sacred law agree that if a man confesses
God in his heart and speech and obeys Him in part and disobeys
Him in part he deserves praise and blame in this life and in the world
to come. Is he to be rewarded first and then punished eternally or
vice versa? The first is inconsistent with grace and justice,l for the
compassion of God is wider than men's sins and Hie grace inspires
more confidence than our works.... Faith and knowledge (of Him)
in justice and reason are more worthy of an eternal recompense than
a temporary disobedience.... The prophet said: 'My intercession is
for the mortal sinners of my community'....

It is a mistake to give a particular application to verses of a univer- 477

sal character. To 'transgress the laws' means all the 1&ws, and none
can do that but an unbeliever. 'He that kills a believer intentionally'
means 'thinking it right to kill him', because none but an unbeliever
would kill a man with absolute intention....

The imiimate does not belong to dogmatic reli~on but its political 478
importance demands that it should be understood.

Most traditionists of the Ash~arite8 and l&wyers, the Shitas, the
Muftazilites, and most of the Khirijites believe in the necessity of
the imamate as a command (Jar4) from God. The Sunnis said that it
was a duty (farq,) which all Muslims must carry out.

There must be a leader to administer their laws, protect their
country, see to their armies, divide their spoil and alms, arbitrate in
disputes, punish wrongdoem, appoint officials.I The imam must warn
sinners and bring them back to the right path, and take steps to
cleanse the land of error with the sword.

The institution of the imimate is attested by catholic consent from "79
the first generation to our own day in the words: 'The earth can
never be without an imam wielding authority.' When Muhammad
died none contested Abii Bakr's statement that a successor must be
appointed, and all know the. story of fUmar's homage to Abii Bakr.
When the latter died it never occurred to anyone that an imim
was not indispensable. (Uthman and (Ali were next chosen. All this 480

goes to prove that the first generation unanimoU8ly agreed that there
must be an imim. The office has gone on from then till now either by

1 It is interesting to notice how the ide&8 of nghteoumu8 and divine grace have
found a footing. while the notions of abstract justice and wisdom BB principles active
within the Godhead have been excluded.

s This passage. save for a few additions. is identical with al-Baghdidi's U,.u. p. 271.
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general consent of the people, or by agreement and testament, or by
both. Such a consensus of opinion is decisive proof of the necessity
of the office.!

Is the appointment of a particular imam founded on scripture or
catholic consent? People differ as to whether a particular person or
his (necessary) character is founded on scripture and as to whether
catholic consent means every one's assent or only that of competent
people.

Those who hold that ij-ma f is the basis say that the scripture does
not indicate a particular imam. If it did the people would be bound
to obey him. There are no means of identifying him by reason, and if

481 tradition were trustworthy every Muslim would know intuitively that
he must obey him as a matter of religion just as he must say the five
prayers, and they would not offer to another their homage and ijmii t

•

It cannot be that people would keep silence if there were a clear
utterance from the prophet, especially in the days of Islam's purity.
H a person were named he would be bound to lay claim to the imam
ate and if he were denied his right and remained quietly at home the
injustice that he was suHering would be apparent. But there is no
record of anyone having claimed the office by virtue of a prophetic
attestation (~§). •

The Najdite section of the Khawarij, and the Qadarites like Abii
Bakr al-~amm,and Hishim al-Fuwa~ihold that the imamate is not
obligatory in law 80 that sin is incurred if it is not established. On
the contrary it rests on the conventions of society. H men behaved

482 justly and did their duty there would be no necessity for an imim.
One man is as good as another in religion, in Islam, in knowledge,
and in private judgement (ijtihiid). They are like the teeth in a comb
-8, hundred camels but no good mount. There is no necessity to
obey a man like oneself.

H obedience to one man were necessary it must rest on the prophet's
word (and you have shown that no one man was designated) ; or on
the choice of those exercising private judgement. It is inconceivable
that every one should choose the same person, and such a thing has
never happened. H choice rests on private judgement and that rests
on every intelligent person's resol\Ting his hesitation we see that what
is by nature a matter of dispute must still be controversial when a
verdict has been given. We should expect the first caliphate to display
(unanimous) agreement, the primitive age being the standard in law,
and the persons most worthy of credence the Companions, and the
most tmstworthy of Companions the Muhajiriin, and Abii Bakr and
fUmar the nearest to the prophet. But the facts flatly contradict this

1 I have omitted a good deal here.
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expectation. The An~ar put up Satd as Amir and had it not been for
fUmar schism would have occurred.

The dissension between the Umayyads and tAlids and the rival 483

claims of fAbbas all point to the absurdity of the claim of ijmiif in
this most important of matters. Indeed it proves that ijmaC cannot
be used as an argument in any matter.

Further, they argued that the appointment of an imam was a,

logical contradiction because (a) the chooser laid down the law in
setting up an imam, so that the imam obeyed him by becoming
imam; and (b) any independent thinker could oppose the imim when
the imamate was being established in any question. All this shows 484

that the imimate is not binding in law. If circumstances call for a
leader by general consentl he could be appointed on the condition that
he acted justly always, and that he could be deposed for tyranny as
cUthman and cAJi2 were. tuthmin was deposed and killedfor his refusal
to abdicate and tAli theydeposed and fought for accepting arbitration.

The Shtas hold that the imimate is binding in religion, logically
and legally, just as the prophetic office is logically and dogmatically.

Their appeal to logic is that men need a leader whom all must obey
to preserve law, order, and religion, just as they need a prophet to
give them laws. The need for the preservation of la.w is just as great
as the need for its promulgation. If the first is necessary-be it of
God's grace or man's reasoning-so is the second.

Their appeal to dogma is based on Sur. 4. 62 'Obey God and the
apostle, and those of you who bear rule', and 9.120 '0 believers ... 485

be with the trnthful'. If there were none who must be obeyed how
would it be incumbent on us tA> 'be with them'? You can't say 'Be
with so-and-so' when there is no such person. Since the world must
hold an absolutely truthful person his impeccability is established.
By impeccability we mean truth in all his utterances, for such 8, man
is righteous at all times.

We are bound to respect the good faith of the Companions and to
realize that the prophet knew men's need of a rallying-point against
lawlessness and disorder, and that they needed some one to meet the
wicked with sword and argument more than they needed instruc
tion on how to wipe their shoes and so OD. It is inconceivable that
instruction on such matteI'8 should be given and nothing be said
about the most important of all matters. If men could ask why a 486

prophet had not been sent to them (20. 134) they could also ask the
prophet why he had left them without a properly appointed successor.
Prophets were sent to deprive men of arguments against God, 80 why

1 ijtihiiduhum, the private judgement of Muslims, not ijmiituhum.
t The "scribes add mechanically 'May God be pleased with them'.
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should not the prophet have designated the imam 80 that there
should be no argument against him ~ H you say the prophet knew
men's need and did not provide for it you disparage him: if you say
he did appoint a successor but they did not follow his instructions
you disparage the Companions.

But you are on the horns of & dilemma. Either you must say tha.t
the matter was left to the people at large and it was entrusted to those
with independent judgement 80 that individual competence or other
wise might be apparent and (thus) the learned became the stewards
of the law and religion; (in which case) why was not the matter sub
ject to the independent speculation and judgement of the learned ?
Yet God did not send apostles to warn them in order that individual
competence might be apparent. Why did not the Companions take
this view, not labouring to designate an imim when the prophet had
been reticent.

487 Or you must say that the matter was not left to the people at large,
or for deliberation. In that case you are committed to the theory of
a designated imim. But there is no text except in the case of those
who claim a text. And 88 for those who do not claim & text how can
they be designated by a text I

The difficulty arises from the Imamites' evil view of the Com
panions and the forging of traditions attributed to the apostle. We
cannot deal with such nonsense here. Of a similar character are the
extravagant claims of the Zaidites.

The Sunnrs reply to the Najdites. The law! determines for us what
is incumbent on us; the ijmii~ of the community reveals the obliga
tion. The dispute that you mention about the appointment of the
imam is the strongest2 argument for the imimate itself, for if the office
were not essential they would not have begun to quarrel about it.

488 As to your point that ijma ~ is inconceivable in reason and impossible
in fact, two people can agree in an opinion and if two why not three
or four and in short everybody, 80 that it is a logical possibility. In the
first generation ij11ur was a fact. When the Companions agreed on
a matter it was because of the existence of & hidden '1UU}1}. Ijmii~

was regarded as a proof, because the Companions rebuked those who
489 acted contrary to it.... Your contention that the imamate of Abii

Bakr was not the will of every one is wrong, for all the Com
panions did him homage, though tAli was busy at the time with the
burial of the prophet. When he saw what had occurred he also did
homage to Abii Bakr.

1 Varia.nt & revealed tradition' sam ~ •
I In view of the fact that Shahrastani generally uses 'aid in this contex.t in the sense

of pro (as does aJ·GbazalI also) the tnIe reading must be aclalla.
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It is not true to say that the vote of an individua.l in the election
of an imim confers authority ipao facto on the voter, because his
authority rests on an explicit or implicit word of the prophet (~,).
-He is the seat of authority and ijmii~ merely makes that authority
explicit.

It is true that any independent thinker may oppose his imim in
certain matters, because one such cannot bind another, but such
opposition must be confined to matters not governed by ijmii'. We
may compare the opposite policy of Abii Bakr and 'Umar in dealing
with the property of rebels. Many instances of conflict between fUmar 490

and the Companions may be adduced; but that is because they are
not impeccable and may fall into error and mortal sin as well as mis-
takes in private judgement. -

It is logically possible that a perfect people would not need an
imiim, but in real life men only behave properly when 8ubject to fear
and severity, and it is the imim who terrifies the wicked with the
sword.

As to the Shiras we agree that God has commanded us to obey our
rulers and to follow the truthful, but the point is whether such people
have been designated by name by the prophet or designated by
ijmii/. The first cannot be substantiated as there is no evidence; and
it is inconceivable that people would be silent on so important a
matter, especially when it is remembered that Abii Bakr produced a
saying of the prophet's that the imamate belonged to the Quraish
at the time that the An~r laid claim to it. H such a saying existed 491

in favour of the Hishimites it would have been produced to allay
strife, for the quarrel between An~ and Quraish is the same as that
between the Quraish and the' Hishimites and the Hishimites and
tAll.

It is remarkable that the tradition granting the imimate to Quraish
Was not generally accepted (mutawiitir); had it been 80 the An~iir

would not have claimed a share in power. H they followed an un
authentic tradition wb.a.t must our opinion of them be? If it is ob
jected that rUmar admitted the claims of non-Quraishites in his saying
'If Silim, client of ~udhaifa,were alive I should have no hesitation
about him', and you assert that there" is no text authorizing the
imimate in spite of the tradition that 'the imims are of Quraish':
then what is your answer to one who BaYs, H tradition appoints
Quraish, why not the Hiishimite Quraish? Again you say that
originally there was a latent (thubilt) tradition (~/}) and you connect
the decision with ijmii,f: then you say that ijmiit contains a tradition!

" 1 This is a word which it is difficult to translate. Nat!'! means an explicit statement
ID the Qurin or in canonical tradition (~ith). Ita significance is further limited by
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80 that it is a legal argument and you have connected the imamate
with tradition. Why, then, do you not say that there was a tradition
concerning Abii Bakr's imamate? Why exclude tradition and posit
election?

Answer. It is not apparent that cUmar admitted the rights of non
Quraishites, because Salim was counted ~ a Quraishite: that is why
cUmar had no doubt about him; moreover, the prophet had testified
to his faith and works. Certainly there is an implicit tradition in

492 ijmii/; for if the imamate is only established by ijmii\ and ijmii/ only
by 1la§~, then the imamate rests only on ~~.1 This implicit na~~

may be a 'fUl,§~ about the imamate, or that ijmii/ is itself a proof. Both
possibilities are open. We cannot claim a plain ~I) for Abii Bakr,
but as eye-witnesses it may well be that his contemporaries became
certain about that which was obscure.

Ijma C is only a proof because those who agree in an opinion are
free from sin, unbelief, and error; if that is possible of individuals then
the impeccability of the community is 80 likewise. The judgement of
the assembly is like a tradition coming from many guarantors. The
cumulative force of such may be compared with drunkenness result
ing from many drinks [one having no efiect]. The passage you quote
from 9. 125 points this way.

It cannot be said that the prophet was ignorant of the subsequent
fate of the imamate seeing that he told his companions of wars and

493 troubles and the anti-Christ. Probably God told him of those who
would follow him but he did not convey the information to others
because he had no command to do so. Had he been so commanded
there would certainly have been a plain statement on the 8ubject of
the succession.

If it be argued that the tradition of what happened at the pool of
494 Khumm2 is an explicit statement in fAli'sfavour you must set against

that the tradition recorded by Muslim in his Ba1)i"1} in favour of Abii
Bakr, cUmar, and fUthman.

495 H it be argued: The (only) wise way to appoint an imam is by an
authoritative text and not election because he must have such special
qualities as impeccability, knowledge, wisdom, bravery, and justice
towards his subjects, and there is no scope for private judgement in
such matters; and that they are only to be discovered by an oracle
from the prophet which comes to him from God-for the choice of an
imam for his outward graces may be to countenance secret atheism

convention to a particular meaning and no other. This is generally the sense in which
the ~lutakallimUnuse the word. But sometimes it means B statute (based on the fore-
going text or translation) or an evidence or proof. 1 See preceding note.

t See Goldziher, Muhammedani8che Studien, ii, p. 116.
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and denial of God and His apostle, the frustration of law, Or corrupt
interpretation of the Quran, and the imputation of lies in sacred
matters-we remem°ber the crimes of the Umayyads against God and
maD.

Reply. Words indicate a, man's intelligence, good deeds his kindli- 496

ness, skill in war his politics and bravery. Thus an imim's acts show
whether he possesses the qualities you assert to be necessary. If he
does not he is deposed. What you say about the Umayyads is true,
save that it is not inconsistent with the imamate according to those
who hold that it is possible for the imam to do such things.

Question. Then what virtues must he possess to be worthy of the
office and how many electors are necessary to form a quorum 7

Answer. He must be a Muslim, a Quraishite, of active intelligence,
a far-sighted administrator, a man of vigour and competence. Doctors
differ as to how far more or less is required. Some hold that the
homage of one just man is a valid election, some demand two or the
whole of the intelligent section of the community. But these and
other similar questions are outside the range of this book and must be
studied in the books devoted to them. I charged myself with the
task of solving difficulties in intellectual matters not with matters 497

dependent on tradition.
The miracles of the saints are intellectuallypossible and traditionally

guaranteed. God's greatest miracle is to make good easy and evil
hard for his servants.... We are bound to believe the miracles
recorded of the saints, e.g. the story of Bilqis' throne (27. (0); and of
the mother of Moses and the mother of Jesus, and others beyond
number. Individually these miracles might not be credible but their
cumulative testimony is proof that the miracles happened at the
hands of the saints.

It is important to remember that every miracle (karama) wrought
by & saint is an overwhelming proof (muJiza) of the prophet whom the
saint follows. The karama of the saint never impairs the miracles of 498

the prophet but strengthens and confirms them. . . . The prophet
said that Islam would have its Abraham and its Moses (cf. 43. 57).
The law and religion of Islam are the noblest (5. 5) so that a Muslim
is necessarily nobler and more honourable than the adherent of any
other religion, because laws and religions are the garments of souls
and spirits. What greater guerdon is there than a criterion between
true and false (8. 29)? What greater miracle is there than the gift of
the prophet's love promised in tradition, and the promise that if we
knew God as we ought we could move mountains! When it was said 499

that Jesus used to walk on the water the prophet said that if he had
been more certain (of God) he would have walked on the air.
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The Doctrine of Abrogation is akin to this subject. Islam abrogates
all previous codes of which it is the perfection. Muhammad is the seal
of the prophets, and with him we seal (this) book.1

Some of the learned say that abrogation is the withdrawal of a
judgement after it has been made: others that it is its terminus ad
quem, a sort of time limit to that which is apparently for all time.

The Jews say that it is the abolition of commandments which have
been given to men and that is impossible where God is concerned, for
it would imply that He changes His mind and regrets His (previo~)
utterances. If one of us ordered a slave to do something and then
stopped him from doing it either at once or at 80me future time that
would indicate that the matter appeared different to him, i.e. some
thing he had not expected had occurred, or he had regretted his first
order. Such propositions are impossible of Him to whom nothing in
heaven or earth is obscure.

Reply. The impossible is of two kinds: (a) the impossible per 8e,
e.g. the union of black and white in the same place at the same time;
this meaning does not apply here; and (b) the impossible when it

500 produces the absurd, e.g. contrary to what is known. Here there is
no absurdity which abrogation produces save deeming right (bada')
and regret. Badii,' may be used in two senses (1) the thing appeared
to Him (cf. 29. 48) and this is impossible of God who is omniscient. He
does not abrogate laws because of something He did not know when
He gave the laws; (2) regret at what has happened as when a man sees
that something he has said or done would be better unsaid or undone.
This, too, is impossible with God, for as we have explained His acts
are not governed by purpose. Thus abrogation does not point to
repentance and we see that abrogation is not impossible logically,
and its actual occurrence in the law is the best proof of the same.

There is no doubt that Moses came after Adam, Noah, Hiid, ~ilib.,

Abraham and many of the prophets in time. Were they bound by the
law of Moses or only by some of it? If by all of it then he did not

501 found the law; he only confirmed an existing one. H he only laid
down one law other than their's the first was abroga.ted by his law,
or we may say the time of the first expired and the new one came into
being and abrogation was established. We have only to think of
marriages with sisters in Adam's time; circumcision on the seventh
day which was not practised till Abraham, and 80 on, to see tha.t
abrogation is no innovation.

The solution is that lawfulness and unlawfulness are not predica...
tions which belong to actions as if they were attributes of them, nor

502 are actions to be classed 88 good or evil, nor does the law...giver cause
1 These words show that the chapter on atoms is not an integral part of this book.
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them to acquire attributes which cannot be annulled or confirmed.
But the predications (of right and wrong) belong to the speech of the
law-giver.! Thus the predication is verbal, not actual; legal, not
intellectual, and one can abrogate another: e.g. divorce abrogates
conjugal rights. H contemporary law is subject to constant alteration
to meet changing conditions why is it impossible that laws given to
one people at one time should be abrogatedelsewhere at another time?
The law corresponds to actions; and the active changes of death and
life, man's creation and annihilation, sometimes gradually, sometimes
instantaneously, correspond to the legal changes of permitted and
forbidden. God orders men's actions as he pleases and must not be
asked what He is doing (v.l. saying). If we consider the formation of
man from his pre-embryonic beginning to his full stature we see that 503

each progressive form abrogated its predecessor. Similarly, man pro
gressed from code to code till the perfection of all codes was reached.
Nothing lies beyond it but the Resurrection.

Muhammad, the perfect man, is the climax of man's evolution, as
IsHim is the climax of successive laws.S

I have now accomplished my purpose in composing twenty chapters
to explain the present position of scholasticism. H I live long enough
I shall devote twenty more to an explanation of the speculations of
the philosophical divines.

1 I.e. actions are not right or wrong in themselves, but because the legislator has
declared them to be 80.

I In o. the eXCUl'8U8 on the atom which I have relegated to an appendix follows
here. It cannot have fonned part of the original work, because (1) Shahl'88tanl does
not mention it in the heading of Chapter XX; (2) B. says tamma'l·kitdb here though
it goes on with the section on the atom; and (3) P., the oldest and best MS., shows no
trace of the exCUl'BUS, and places the conclusion, common to the other copies, at this
point.

It is certain from the style and argument that the excursus is ShahrastinI's own
work, but it is not gennane to this part of the book, and reads like an answer to ob·
jectioD8 which have been urged against the writer elsewhere. I have therefore not
felt it necessary to summarize it.
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